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WIRELESS

`MICROMITE'
CONDENSERS
DRY

ELECTROLYTIC

These small but high quality cicctrolytics have proved so popular that the
The use of high-gain etched foil
range has been greatly extended.
electrodes keeps size and weight down, making the condensers suitable for
suspension wiring. Conservatively rated; long shelf life ensured; green
plastic insulating sleeving prevents short- circuits.
Capacity

50

12

15

50

60
400

8

16

32
4
8
16

32

.

450

550

450
450

550
550

No.

Diam.

1"
11;
2 ¡;,

¡
III

2

111

2l1

2/9

CE9OPE

3/6
5/-

CONDENSER
LONDON

W.3

Each

CE87B
CE88DE
CE86L
CE99LE
CE9I LE
CE93LE
CE99PE

2/6
3/3

4/-

CE92PE
CE94PE

I¡

111
,

List
Price

Type

12
I ¡t

400
400
550

NORTH ACTON

H.F. 1012.

HIGH FIDELITY

Length

400

TELEGRAPH

RADIO DIVISION

Volts

I

350
350
350
350
450

I

Dimns. in Ins.

Surge

Wkg.
Volts

25

THE

Peak

in .IF.

716

CO.

Telephone

:

LTD

ACOrn 0051

10" Hi -Fi Unit
£4.

19.9

AT REALISTIC

COST!
See

and hear

these

and all other W.B. lines

H.F. 1214. Full
Range 12" Unit
14,000 gauss

at our London Office

£9.15.6

Tweeter Units
E4.4.0 & £12.12.0

T.816. Special 8" Mid Range and High Frequency
Unit. 16,000 gauss
magnet. C6.10.0

((09 Kingsway, W.C.2)
The New W.ß.12

any Saturday between
9

a.m. and

12

High Fidelity
s

noon.

-:

Amplifier
Price £25

Ready to assemble

Ccbinets from
L.S. 10.0
TV and Record Storage

Cabinets
0.14.3 & £10.4.9

I

I

..L

,-

7C

_

Details of all the outstanding W.B. products on request

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD

MANSFIELD
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RADIO COMPON.M-TS

-

RETURN OF POST SERVICE

Below we giie details of a small section of our extensive stock of Radio and Television Components. All
items are usually held in stock and all orders are normally dealt with on the day they are received.
STAND ARD TAPE. 1,200ft. on lin. reel.
I ONPONEVDI
SPECIAL OFFERS.
.

Scotch Bo Y 3b-Emits è 3b' -. BASF.
600ít on 5ín. reel. Scotch Boy, 21
COLLAR() Studio Pick-up. Available with .]6
-. 60
of .Al 9d
O
(High output) or P (Low output(, ICONTINENTAL
850ft. Standard
.i0(í,
9a0 PF -411 9d, èauh.
Imam.
aed with one piece arm or with Tape on 5ím. reel. SIZE,Emitape, 28 -. BASF,
Midget 111 -K Ceramic. 470 p?, 1.003 pF. 2,200 plug -1h head aseequired. Normally £3.18.2. 134.
-.
pF, 3.CKKi pF, 5,000 pF, 10.030 pF. All 9d. Ó17R PRICE £2.19.84.
Cad ).
ENGLISH ELECTRIC CATHODE: RAY 1S'e stock all sizes of empty spool and many
N750 Ceramic. 2 pi', 3.9 PF. 5 pF. 0.8 pF. TI DES. T901. We have a limited number tape accessories. Send for our Recording
8.2 RV, 10 pF. 15 pi', 20 pF. All -9d. each.
of these tubes at the very special price -of Tape List.
Hunts W99 Miniature Tubular. 100 pF. 200 £9.19.6. Carriage 101- extra.
TELEVISION
pi% 300 pF. 500 pF. all 600 v.: 001 mid., .002 BAND 3 CONVERTER ('OILS.
Set of
(.ABI F.. First Grade. Semi-Air
mfd.. 350 v., .005 mid.. 1`.0 v., .01 mfd., 150 v..- ready wound coils for the converter des- ('O-AX
Entirely suitable for Band 3.
in " Wireless World," May, 1954. Spaced.
Ail '1 3 each.
per
yard.
10d.
006 mid., 600 v.. 0l mfd.. BO v.. .02 mfd.. 5O nic1ly 15 -.
OUR PRICE 11. -.
(O_AX PLUGS AND SOCKETS.-Belling
350 v., .04 mid.. 150 v. All 1(8 each.
Lee L734P Plug. l'3. Chassis Socket -.
RECORD ('ILAN(:E[CS
Silver Mica. 7. 10, 18, 22, 27, 33, 40, 6 8, 75,
L6048, l'3. Flush L734P, 1! -. Cable
100, 140. 150 pF. All 64. each
Fitted =The latest four -speed model. Surface
L734J. For making cable join.'
1.A, 18U. 220. 300. '40, 470. 500, 540, 5610, 080. Fitted with ACOS turn -over cartridge, Sockets
with standard plug, 2 -. Skirting Box, 4 6.
1,000; 1,200.3,500. 2,200, 2.700, 3.300. 5,000. £7.19.8.
Insulated
for A.C. /D.C. sets, 1`3.
5.600. 6,800, 7,500, 8,200 pF. All 9d. each.
with56. The new four -speed AERIAL Plug
:ROCS OVER AO XER: P'cr
.01 mid. 2^;,, l' -.
model fitted with the famous Studio Pick- combining (the
feeders from Band 1 and
We carry a wide range of .condensers. A Up. £9.15.0.
3 Aerials'_. Belling Lee. 13'-.
full list is available free upon request.
(:ARRARD. -RC88. The latest Garrard Band
36áb,18
Co -ax. Plug -in type.
RESISTORS - -We stock very many types of three -speed model. Garrard GC2 cartridge 12. 18, 24 and 36db., 5/8
each.
Resistors, including Erie Types 8 and 9, fitted. £13.5.0.
1300 OHM FEFRER CONNECTORS.
Morgan Types T and R. including a wide NEON STABILISERS.H.
Cossor S130 in Belling
I.ee. Flex Plug L677iP, 10d, Flex
range of 506 and 10 values, TSL and LAB original boxes. Normally 7;6. OUR PRICE Socket L67
7.J, 11d. Chassis Socket L733'S,
High Stability, also wire wound In several 2.,
sties. Folly detailed list available.
&l' OHM FEEDER. Twin Plastic, 6d,
300
('OILS. Full range of WelirSte " P "Sails,
,yard.
Osmor " Q " Coils, and Denco Chassis and
C.R.T. ISOLATING TRANSFOR MERS.
I,O1-D SPEAKERS
Miniature Coil_. Leaflets on all makes
Mains Primary with optional
í:0011N. \NC. All 15 ohms. Bin. Axiette, -Elstone.
available.
^ Boost. Made for either 2, 4. 8.3 and 13
DENCO COIL PAC KS.
All in stock. £8.18.8. 12ín. Audiom 60. £9.2.9. Axiom 20°
tubes. Slate voltage required when
CP3'370. CP3!500. 44 9. CP4 L, CP4 :M, 35 - 150 Mk. II, £10.15.9. Acoustical Resistance volt
each.
_
each. CP3'F, 887. CP3F;G, 68;9. CP4L'G, Units. ARU172, £2.15.3. Goodman* Cross ordering,
Haynes Type. With
CP4M'G. 43 5. CP3 G 54 7. Denco Booklet Over Chokes, 37'- a pair. Special 10 mfd. COIL
screening can. Two
54. Types, 25ín, and each.
DT119 gives full details of all Coil Packs Pap ;r Condensers for Cross Over Units, tall. Formers,
&l, each. Cans,
each.
with circuits, 16.
18 -Plates. ld. each. Cores. Standard,
F.1,(O41PLRG6 AND SOCKETS. As specs- WHITELEY 11.F. RANGE.-All with Top
Purple or Yellow, 3d, each.
fed for the Mullard Amplifier, Pre -Ampli- universal speech coil. 5in. HF512, 5E8
I
.trued
CONVERTERS.
-Mark
and
fern and F.M. Tuner. Miniature Jones type. 61n. HF612, 53 -8 : gin. HF812, 8316 91n. 2 Instruction Leaflet. 3d, each. Coil 1Sets.
Flex Plugs, 4 pin, 5 8 6 pin, 8/8. Flex HF012, 88.6 loin. HF1012, 99/9. Also the Ml.. 1, 15'- Mk. 2. 17 8. Drilled Chassis.
Socket. 4 Pin. 5/3 6 pin. 819. Chassis Plug. new 8in, units. 1íF816, £6.17.0. T816, £8.10.0. converter only,
Chassis for
Tweeter T10, £4.4.0. Cross over unit, 30'-. converter and power unit,Wide
4 pin. 3 6 6 pin, 5. -. Chassis Socket, 4 pin.
g.-. g
Valves.
3.6 6 pin. 4!3.
Special Cross Over unit for T816, 38'6.
giving 200 v. and
- each.
'i Aí.T E HOLDERS. McMurdo. B7G less N HITF.LEY CABINETS. Packed flat for 10
v. far power pack,
pack. 30 -. Suitable Rectitottom screen. Black, 9d. Nylon Loaded. hone assembly. Bass Reflex Corner Console fie
250 v. 50
104. Ceramic, 1,3. With bottom shield. for l0in., £11.11.0. Bass Reflex Console, flat,
MASTER
and
We
Flack, 1 3. Nylon, 1'4. Nylon with anti- £10.10.0. Hi -Fi Reproducer Console. For stock'all the
parts for this and can supply
mlcrf,phrnie mount. 2 -. Cans to fit. 2111. Tap? Deck or Record Changer and am li- Mock
complete
kits. Fully
Tlist available.
^nd ^_;in. 94. each;
with
storage
on.
MASTER AND Tets in
bottom shield. Black, j: -. Ipeake
Illustrated leaflet available on Wit
Whiteley We
We have all Items for there sets in stock.
Nylon.
and Cabinets.
BSA. Without bottom shield. Black, 101. G.E.C.-The famous Metal Cone Speaker.
FREQUENCY MODULATION
Nylon. 114.
29.5.0. We now have the new Presence Unit KL'l'S. -We stock all components for the
VHF Low Loss, 1 8. With bottom shield. for this speaker, £3.19.8. This is a " must " Jason (Radio Constructor). Denco, Mul and
Black, 1,6. Nylon. 1 7. Nylon, with anti- for all owners of the Metal. Cone Speaker. and Osram Circuits. All items available
microphonic mount, 2 3. Cans to fit. 2ín., W1IARFDALE. 10in. Bronze /CSB, £5.11.3. separately.
810. Super 8
£8.19.11.
9d. :2á1n., lOd
TSL TUNE.
TUNER . -We can supply this well International. Octal.
Black Moulded. TSL. -Moving Coil Tweeter, 39(8. Electro- known F.M. Tuner, complete with power
Amphenol, 8tí.
static Tweeters. LSH75, l£!6. LSH518. supply for £13.16.0.
COLOURED PVC CONNECTING WIRE. 17 6. LSH100, 21, -. 65 mH. Cross over JASON Tt "NER. This latest model with
Available stranded 17 33 s.w.g.) or single chokes for TSL Tweeters, 7 6 each.
permeability tuning now available,
c1 22 s.w.g. in eleven colours. 12 yards on
£16.12.8. Power Unit, £3.10.6.
TEST 1NST'RUMF.NTS
,
bandy metal spool. 26 each.
(.RAVIOPIIONF PICK -CP:i
CRYSTAL. SET COMPONEN'T'S. Teletron 1VO.-Model 8, £23.10.0. Model 7, £19.10.0.
-GP20. Supplied with one HGP
HA%
LSet Coil. Specially made for TAI -'Ala. -Model 71. £13.15.0. Montrose, gg.1('OS.
Head. Please stoic whether standard or
use with crystal diodes. With circuit. 3.-. £3.10.0.
23.12.0. Extra head.
q
Suitable Crystal, 2 6. Tuning Condenser, P .15.0. . Series 100, £13.15.0. Miniature. LP head is required.
4414.
84. Small metal chassis with £9.15.0.
3'10. I
REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES.-Acos
aerial. earth and phone sockets, tuning A MPLION,-Test Meter. £5.19.8.
HGP37,
Collaro
Studio " O " an
437.
dial. 2 9 Headphones, high impedance, PIF/'0. -32 8.
P. 41+7. Collaro Transcription. 48(6
14/8. 176 and 21-.
1UV.tNI'F:,- Signal
Generator,
PI, ..REPLACE
:NIL :VT STYLUS. We have a wide
RO1.1)F:It. Multicore
00;40 Radio "q,ß,5,0,
of
range
these.
See
our
list for full
Grade. 5 -.2 6 and 84, packets. Plb,' Reels, Reno.
Kilo Volter. For EHT measure- details. Collaro Studio "stylus
O "and " P," 7 -.
50'50, 15 - AR 4.7 not for radio), 8d.ß
menu, Reads up to 30 kV., £3.19.8.
1H PICK-UP AR M.- Standard model.
í':D7)) S I n N I c i H PDNiENTS.
Wide
£3.2.11. All other BJ items stocked, includRECORDING T.kPG
range itddystone illustrated
catalo^_i. 1 -.
PCRrT'ONF :. Special Offer. 1,200ft. Paper log the new super Arm, £16.31.
Base Tape. Normally £1. Special Price, IIIWAY MAN BATTERY- PORTABLE
TOOLS
We can supply full constructional details
15-.
S('REWI)1t1VER5. Insulated with pocket LONG PI, kV TAPE.. 1.800ft. on lin. reel. and all components for this excellent design.
Scotch Boy, 54'-. Emitape 50-. BASF. Complete kit, which includes a two -tone
clip, 1 -.
55 -. 900ft. on 5in. reel. Scotch Boy. 35' -. rexlne cabinet, £10. Instruction Envelope,
l'LIF.KS. Pointed nose. Olin.. 5'6.
_v.. 56.
Eitape. 28 -.
HIl1 (lTITK
16. All items available separately.
ONO!

t

Ceramic. 1, 1. n l.o, 1.8
ti.B. 8, 8.2, 10, 15, 22, .r, 50
ca h. 50, 62, 91, 100. 110. 120, 150,
t

.

,

-
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'

i

I

I

I

I

I

;

i

I

I

I

,

-

-

;

;

;

1

'

:

:

20.

i
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I
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CREDIT TERMS 3

IN THE £ DEPOSIT

Anything we sell can be supplied on Credit Terms. The Deposit is 3'- in the k and the balance in teven monthly payments. Send
details of your exact requirements and oe will send our quotation.
TERMS OF St'sl \FSS. C:(sh oath order or C.O.D. Please add postage to orders under £3. We charge C.O.D. fees on C.O.D.

WADS RADIO
-f: L:Ilhonc

Shop Hour., Mon da]:, Tuesday. Thursday-9 a.m.
:

9.30 p.ni.

KINGSTON ON T AMES SURREY
:

KlNgston 4099
Wednesday--9 a.m. to

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Friday, Suturday..

9

a.m. to

6

p.m

i
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.30303E0383830383EEE8383E8383E83 113 ®133® ®0383®03E83®E031383EHEBE93938303M93 EEEEE0313E83E838393®93839303E13 ®838
ELECTRIC BLANKET WIRE
THE SKYSEARCHER
P.V.C. -covered, so blanket
The
CRISPIAN'': Portable Radio Waterproof
ohms per foot -1'6
E
An all mains set for 19/6
A 4 -valve truly ,port- washable. 14 161
yards,. ideal for average
yard.
able battery set With, per
blanket, £1 post free.
good
very
many
ffl
features as follows, r
THERMOSTATS
Ferrite rod aerials,
E
consumption
1 o w
Useful for
the conE
valves,. superhet.cirof
A.V.C.
cuit
with
trol
E
and
ready -, built
E
such
chassis
if reances
aligned
93
con as
quired, beautiful two tone cabinet covered
vectors,
g 1 u e with I.C.I. Rexine and
Guaranteed pots, vulcanisers, hot plates, etc.
Tygan.
results on long and Adjustable to operate over the
medium waves any- temperature range 50-550 deg. F.
This is a 2 -valve plus -metal rectifier
1) amp., 316: 5
where.
set useful as an educat onal set for
O
amp., 816: 2 amp.
All parts, including
a fine second
E beginners, also makesworkshop.
QMB, 5'q 5 amp.
speaker and cabinet.
etc.
set for the bedroom,
QMB, 15/-.
separately
or
if
the
available
ail
ordered
together
® All parts, less cabinet, chassis and are
Is £7.15 complete, post and ins. 3 6. ready-built
speaker. 1916. Post & ins. 2/6. Data price
extra.
Instruction
booklet'
free
with
chassis
30!parts
separately
E free with parts or available
HIGHor available separately price 1/6.

"

93

Eg

-

appli-

-

.

:

116.

THE REALITE

83

i

a- complete fluorescent fitting.
EtThinis
stovesenamelled white, with starter
and ballast all ready to install. Price

carriage and packing.

-. plus
E 40-watt
tube, 10! -, no extra for paokE ing if ordered with. fitting.
93
MINIATURE MOTOR

25!

4/6

93

RELAY

This is a 2- station
master " unit comprising an A.C. mains
operated push -pull
amplifier with built-in
P.M. speaker which
acts as microphone or
loudspeaker. depending
on whether switch is
set to " talk " or
" listen." Complete in
polished cabinet ready
to work. Price only
£411916. plus 316 carriage and insurance.
1916 each,

-

83
83
03

flf
Size only 23ins. long by

post, etc.,

This excellent

little receiver
employs standard circuitry
and is ideal as
a
second reoeiver for bedroom, kitchen,
etc. It is a
b roadca.C t
b and
"st and will
receive
with
only a few feet
all
- of- aerial

containing all
the essential
items including moving
coil meter, re- sistors, range selector,
calibrated scale, etc., etc.. is only
151 -, plus 1í- post and packing.

1/6 per copy. 12 for 15,-.

Ameri can Service

Sheets

M A.1134

E
E
E
E

bnsi

716

I

Sub stations

THIS MONTH'S SNIP.
THE WOLSEY 4 -VALVE SUPERHET

ohms.

W.D. CIRCUIT DETAILS
and other information
E Diagrams
extracted from official manuals. All
®

ea h.

to operate,
49/6 non mains, or
6916 mains, post and
insurance, 3:6.

f

EE

- limited

quantity,

ready

21-.

MULTI -METER KIT
Parts suitfor
na able
1f making a
- meter
M multi
measure
E to
millivolts,
tu amps and
Kit
E
/g
E
E
E

new

To-day's best value
in Band III Converters suitable for
your T.V. or money
refunded. Complete

dins. dia-

meter-American made-laminated
for 28t3 poles and armature -intended
volt D.C. but O.K. on lower- D.C.
E
A.C. mains, through
r voltages and
step -down transformer -price 10/6,

PR
'

This is a miniature type relay
with change-over
platinum contacts.
Bobbins are 250
ohms each. Brand

CIRCUIT
PRODUCTION INCREASED
IMPROVED -PRICE REDUCED

m

E

SPEED

OFFICE

INTERCOM.

BC.348
BC.312
R.103A
B.C.342
RA -1B,

R-208

R-1155
R-1124A

R- 1132A1 R-1481
R -1147
® R-1224A
E R -1082
j3 R -1355
-AIB
04 B.C.1206
B- 455 -A (or -B)
B- 454 -A (or -B)
B-453 -A (or -B)

8.109

78 receiver
76 receiver

stations of reasonable local strength. With a longer
aerial hundreds of stations can be received.

Complete, ready to work in modern- looking oak
cabinet -limited quantity offered this month at
£6.15.0. plus 5,'- carriage and insurance. Overall size

approximately

R28/ARC5
R1116/A.
RA -1B

MIND

AN!APA -1
78
76

R.T.18

CAY- 46 -AAM-

RADAR
A.S.B. -3

111" x 7" x

8 ".

RECORD PLAYER

E4/IO /0

3-speed

Gramophone
Motor
rim
Latest
drive 3 - speed
with
motor
metal turntable and rubber mat.
Small mod. makes speed

MAINS -MINI

Uses high -efficiency coils, covers
long and medium wavebands and
fits into the neat white or brown
bakelite cabinet- limited quantity
only. All the parts, including cabinet,
valves. In fact, everything, £4'100.

plus 336 post. Constructional data
free with the tarts, or available
separately 1,6.
CAR STARTER CHARGER KIT
All parts to build 6- and 12 -volt
charger which can be connected to a
" flat " battery and will tnahle
the car to be started instantly. Kit
comprising the following :Mains transformer
19 d
5 -amp. rectifier
176
Regulator Stud Switch
3 6
2Resistance Wire
2 6
Resistance Former.,
1 Mains on'off Switch 9 6
0 -5 amp. Moving Coil Meter
1 6
Constructional Data
or if bought all together price is 52 6.
plus 2, cast and packing.
-

BABY

ALARM

/

\\

Indicator 62A
easily variable for special effects
Indicator A.S.B.3
and dance work.
Indicator 62
Ht-Fi Pick -up
Indicator8K
Unlike most baby. alarms, this not
Using famous Cosmocord Hi -G turn -over crystal.
R.F. unit24
enables you to hear baby but
Separate sapphire for each speed. Neat bakelite case only
T1154 R.F. unit 26
also to talk to him. Price -comadjustment.
with
pressure
25
unit
R.F.
Fifty
-eightwalkie
MTransmitter
with one microphone and 101ft.
plete
Month
This
Offer
Snip
Special
27
R.F.
unit
talkie
two units for £4/10/-. plus 5!- post and insurance. twin flex, 86.19.6. carriage 316, addimeter Wireless set No. 19 The
m Frequency
or made upon board as illustrated. £51101-. plus 5-- post.- tional.microphone. 19,6.
Demobbed valves
B.C.221
ERMEEEE83
BEE838303E 03EPE ®838303EE03EEEE8383E83®E8303EE83 0383® EEEEEEEE03EEE83EMESMWM03EEMM
1
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NEW CIRCUIT

F.M. TUNER

Cabinets
For All
is
This
the
'Empress,"
undoubtedly a
beautiful piece
of furniture, elegently veneered
in figured walnut
and in white
sycamore. The
radio section is
raised to conveulent level but
is not drilled o
cut. The lowei
deck acts as the
motor board, again Is uncut. It measures 16' x 19
and has a clearance of 5" from the lid. There is a
compartment for the storage of recordings. Overall
dimensions of this essentially modern cabinet are
3ft. wide. Mt. Bin. high and lft. 41ín. deep. Price
£14.14.0, carriage and insurance 20!

This tuner Is based upon the very
successful circuit published by Data
We have made up
Publications.
models at all branches and will
gladly demonstrate. Stability Is
extremely good and making and
aligning most simple. Cost of all
parts, Including valves.prepared metal
chassis, wound coils and stove enamelled scale, slow -motion drive.
everyknob,
pointer,
thing
£6'126.. Daa s
included free with the parts or is
available separately, price 2. -.

neeei

,

THE TWIN 20

THE UN1 -T.V.
Undoubtedly the most up -to -date televisor for the home constructor. You can
build all or only part and the set when
finished will be equal to a factory -made
equivalent. What other constructor T.V.

complete fluorescent lighting
fitting. It has built -in ballast and
starters--stove enamelled white and
ready to work. It is an ideal unit for
the kitchen, over the work- bench.
and in similar locations. It uses
two 2)-watt lamps. Price, complete
less tubes, 29.8, or with two tubes.
39'6. Post and insurance 5, -. Extra
20 -watt tubes, 7.8
h.
T1:i.a i.. a

has all these features

*

Made up units

*
*

Multi--vibrator time bases.
Ferrol. cube, E.H.T. and scan coils.
34,37 Mc /s I.F.
Suitable for any modern 12, 14 or 17in.

if required.

* All miniature valves.
* Metal rectifier.
* No expensive transformers.
* 13- channel circuitry.
*
*
*

tube.

if
Modem
contemporary
cabinet
required.
The building cost (less tube) is only
129.10.0, plus 10/- carriage and insurance.
A!l parts guaranteed 12 months. Full
information and data free with parts or
available separately price 3/6.

MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
Quality Amplifier designed by
Mallard. Power output exceeds
10 watts. Frequency response almost
flat from 10 to 20.031 C.P.S. For use
IIi G " and other
with the Acos
good pick-up_, Made up and ready
to work le £12 10 -. plus 10, - cal l-, and
inauraucc.
A

á
m
03
03
Eä,

OCCASIONAL 56-we have evolved
a new T.R.F. circuit and have had
-

l

realty
results,
srperhts ou really should
try this circuit. All parts including tá1
valves (6Ií7. 6J7, 6F6, and 6X5) and El
Bakelite case with back cost only 0
£5;10: plus 2!e post and Insurance.
Data included with the parts Is also &
available separately, price 2;-.
&
HUGE MINISTRY PURCHASE $
R.115E- I Ouri for £2 down
Frequency 75 kc's to lti mc!s -10
valves -metal case -robust receiver (k
o s t

-c
o v

e

r

1

1

£69 to
make-w

1

El!
EP

Eb

-

tb

e

Ea

service.

EB
EB

g

1

years of

r y
little used. Price £10 or
meats of £2.
Carr. & transit case 15'- ea.
v e

5

pay-

0
0

SOMWEAVE

This
really gt
lovely
louds peaker fabric
we offer at Eä3
approximately
a third of to- 0
day's cost. It
is 42ín. wide
and our price
is 12'- per E3
y12ard, or pa2ínels
ín. x 1 n .,
lid each. This
Is
also very
suitable
for
covering plain &
wooden case, f9+
for portable El
radio amplieers, etc.
0

l0

0

INDUSTRIAL OVERHEAD HEATER

EN

Garages.
large0
r k
EB

AM/ FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

-

w o

shops.'and
o

t

h e r

difficult

or impossible
to
heat
by
means can
now have
7-%--Ice

CONNECTING WIRE

A.C. mains Oper-

ated
receiver.
An
exceptional
performer on long, medium
and short A.M. bands and on the new V.II.F. Land.
It is an Ideal unit for a quality radiogram.
Special features Include magic eye tuning indicator,
extra tong scale and pointer travel- latest circuitry
employing full A.V.C. feed -back, etc., etc.
Undoubtedly one of the finest AM /FM chassis available
today. Chassfs size 171in. x 61ín. x 71ín. Price £23 ;178.
Cal nags. parting and insurance 20'- extra.

P.V.C. covered in 100ft. coif --2n a
coil or four rrdls different colours,

10- p,,.. rr,_..
I21n, T.V.

EB

CABINET -15/-

Mí

0
normal00
'warm 00
spots"
at
re- 0w
latively
low

(1d.
h o

cost
per
u r

.

E%

where 0
unit).

1Z+

electricity costs Id. per
The Infray Major gives light as well
as heat and has controls giving four
variations. Consumptionat full power
is 1 kW. Price complete with chains,
ready to work. £7.10.0, carriage and
insurance 5! -.

w,, arc offering
tad
these at not
93
much more than
0
st ,f the
e cost
they
P S'woo d
134
contain. If not
wanted for TV.
many
useful
et
'terns can be
ruade
record
-forage cabinet. Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 5, 123, Terminus Road, Eastbourne. tx
Post enquiries to Eastbourne with stamped envelope please.
'1 F. loudspeaker
ase, book case,
N8 indmiU Ilill, 152 -3, Fleet Street, 29, Stroud Green Rd..
etc., etc. Price 42-48.
Kilburn High 0
Ruislip, Middx.
Finsbury Park, N.4. 249.
carriage Phone
15 -.
Road, Kilburn.
: RUISLIP 5780
Phone
FLEet 2833 Phone: ARChway 1049
3 6.
half clay. Wednesday. Half day, Saturday. Half day, Thursday. MAIda Vale 4921.
1

-

T

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
:

0

1

EAMM.

<+_

.K'MMMMMEGE

W
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THE

" WEYRAD " AM /FM RECEIVER
A COMPLETELY NEW DESIGN SPECIALLY DEVELOPED
.
.
FOR THE AMATEUR CONSTRUCTOR

This: publication gives full information on the Assembly and Alignment of a Four -Band
Diagram.
Seven -valve Receiver, including All Chassis details, Circuits and Wiring
Up -to- the-minute components and valves provide a high standard of performance
(equivalent to an eight-valve circuit) and complete coverage of the sound broadcast bands,
ensuring that the set will not " date " for many years.

*
*
*
*

Latest Type Mullard Valves
"Weyrad " Coil Pack, I.F. Transformers, Tuning Scale, O.F.
Filter, Mains and Output Transformers
Aluminium Chassis available with all punching and bending
complete
All Condensers, Resistors and other components by well -known
manufacturers
FULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET, PRICE 2s. 6d.

WEYMOUTH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., CRESCENT ST.
WEYMOUTH, DORSET
POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME.
City

Guilds

and

Grouped

Certificates in

Radio Amateur's Licence,

Examination,

A.M.

Telecommunications:

Radio and Television Servicing

etc.
General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording,

Brit,

I.R.E.

Certificates,

Also Courses in

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

r
I
I

LEARN THE
PRACTICAL WAY
With many of our courses we
supply actual equipment. Courses

NEW

I

include: Radio, Television,

I

Electronics,

Draughtsmanship,
and
Photography,
Carpentry,
Commercial Art, etc.

I

training

of

*

The teaching methods are
E.M.I.
We offer training in
planned to meet modern industrial requirements.
tutor is
hobbies.
irteresting
or
jobs
all subjects which provide lucrative
Free
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition.and after
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before

The advantages

enrolling with

*

*A

*

us.

I
I

Courses from
15/- per month

I

I

POST

r

Send

THIS COUPON TODAY

without obligation your

FREE

book.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 32K
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.
Phone: Chiswick 4417/8.

NAME

11111.33, 121-11111

ADDRESS

The only Postal College which is
a

worl d-wl

de

Industrial

O

part ofl

r g a n Is at i on

(

....:

_..

OCT.
SUg1ECT(S)OF INTEREST _...._....:
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

ARE YOU BUILDING
THIS POPULAR KIT ?

FOR VALVES
GUARANTEED
ALL TESTED

jl1 _11`L
:-.TALPRA

.:

14:..'I
I47

W2
If '511T

IHSU'r
1.44
11.1,d

I\.-,
IR.-,
rv4

Ill

11'5

2X2
3A-1
SDG

3Q4
34:1
:184

3V4

401
42

: R4(:Y
512'4(4

5N13(3.

5Y33:T
524(1
6A7
6A8(4
GA('7

6.46'5

61K6
O4L0
6AM3

53
38
8-

n:8

9:6

938
1018
6 6

5'108
8;9!9

78
718
7/6

4,4
7151-

0/6
9/6
7/6
8/6

BEFORE
DESPATCH

..i

VA;
I;X3(:1'

-1;

7181

1

606

106
118
11
1011

4

EY91
EZ40
EZ41

9

1.1Z80

11

91/11

16
ru16

54
56

H3O

419
346

11L23DI1

HLS
1IL132I

KL35
KT2
KT33C
KTOl

11

114

111F9
111P13

10P14

11/6
13/8

2AO

6,'3

8/9i-

KTOB

KTH61
KTW63

.

KTZ41
LP220
MS/PEN

5/-

2AH7
2AT7

6.1TO

7/0
7/6
8/6

2A U7
2.0 X7

6116

4/--

208

1017,

8/-

2146
22.3

3(

PEN25
PEN46
PEN226A

418

PCC84

9/8

PCP80
PCFP1
PCL83
PL81
PL82
P1.63

6AMO

6AQ5

6BA0

6BE6
OBHd
1BR-7
6C4
0C6C1T

IN

211EO

7/8

6/6
10/-

207

9/-

"h`

6/6
8/8

111-

_,1:

9,16

2/6

-

61'9
65116
GPO

10/6
7/9

8/8

2nH7
2+27

6E1
GFGG

12/6

21207

6E611
6F1::
1i614

6615

cow:
OHO

6d3C;

OJSaT
1115M
6.16
11.170

7/6
7/6
14112/6

14/-

4/6
216

' 518

8/8

8/6/71-

640714
GKBC:

61081T
O61601

61,7

6N7

6471:T
1',PA714T

(s(17

6,4117
( `1.1;

60K7
Ic607
I.+N.601,17

G087
01741,T

61.r.
,1,,

5/9

2.1:7

716
518

28117

51/2

01)(
2111.1

12.8

3G1-4,.(

10
9 6

'

2:J.a:l
25 \-n

._

0

V..,

09

+3,1-

96

:::-II. I.:-I'

'.\\

1

816

:;-:Z:,

7/8

7/9/8/7/8

6/6/-

-,:1'l'EN
:1t'3.1.1,;1'

ATP4
DH73M
EABC80

EAP12
E1141

EBt41
111111411

81-

E('9I

0/8/-

ECO

9/8

8/-

35/-

8/8
616

1:('1.85

EC680
110682

ECHI:
ECH42
ECH81

'2,21-

9

5,

-

Ittlicator Unit Type
Tube.

57
4.

10 -

with

Many
("cu-

Aerial
vvith

13/6,

OUR ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE

NOW AVAILABLE
Send 6d. in stamps for
IS

your copy.

11'0.3

51

1

r.

4

amp. 0 -4

I-.

2 amp.

5

116.3

r.

4

am p.

r.

2

4

.1

:

...

mu

...

r.,

4

G

6

...

parkin?.

r.,

s'

...

-7

r., 9 r.,
...

an.
m
10

r.,

emh

Aerial to Band 111 Aerials
element, 701 s I'. An 11401'
.with universal 14,4.-24,4. masthead bracket. suitable channel., 8, 9 and 10.
Price 411 -,
carriage 4/6.
Aeria4ite Coaxial outlet boxes
at 4,16 each.
Aerialite Coaxial plugs and
sockets at 111 each.
Transformers T1154N, 25i- each.
T'rulstunuers T113411, 37,'- each.
Transfoniuer+ T'1154 In tough
condition. 15.'- go:h.
Carriage are!' poritagc on above

transformer i.

;

7 6

.5.

TRANS -

FORMERS
EROA 2 v.: NR9R 4 y.:
N R9C 6.3 v.
N 8213 10.3 v.:
NR9E 13. 3r. Price 10;6 ear',
all for use ou receive,+ 0Rh
own transformer.
Nll14 Input 230;2240 v., natpnt.
;

2-11-11-2;-3 volts at 2 mope.
17'6 each.
NRI2 Input 030/240 v. Mo ti
Output II-1.--4- 13.7.3.10.19 volts
25 "' and 59% BOOST, 21 each.
NRI? input 220/240 v-. On:pnt 6.3 v.. with 25C;, and 18%
BOOST. Price 17/6 c.uh.

12'11.

Meters n -Inn
motmtdng. 7 6 e --h
Meters a -a amp. I:.l'.

mounting,

CRT ISOLATION

pnr,el
'

panel

9

8

134

VR:,I II

11 6
11:8

VR"I

10-

VRP"; ::1

11,

VRII.;

10
11
10

VRI{:
YRI':7

3-

1'8
6
4
6
°

d

\ It

VI1:
Vu;o

/EB:III

Co3

\'1'.12 (1:1.::.»

66

VR55 (CB1'::5i
VI

7 8

1 12
\1'64.1

VR56 (r.6361

1

6

VR57 (II K 32.

1'I11
VI

8

VRGS (14P6U
3
VR05A (61.111

r".'4

11111
v(

\

7

3.

(6611

LOUD SPEAKERS
nie:,

VRg' (I:15o1

9

10

2

-

6

Valves.

Less

us,1ul Components 17;3.
e Paid.
Antifereuce
T'y pe (1/4 Indoor . .
foil iustructienr, ete.
e.w.a. Carriage Paid.

8:6

Packing and Postage--td.

per transformer post

SPECIAL OFFER

539

13 6
8.9

N1366

m,(34

-

b

VR53 (7.18::0)

'

250 -0-231 v. Sn

Secondary : 30 r. 2 amps. Tap` at 3 v.,
...
.. ...
...
...

:

Please add

6

VR21.

08
121
10-

11

Primary 290- 220.240 r.

R19
86220

1'11(42
1'F41
41.44
LY41

128
0'1011 ..

116
108

:

-

88

10,
8

1'1134

15 -

MT3

-

10

1!1:11C41.

10
10

14-8

5-

10
13
12

138

1'1141

6 6
1

:

:

Primary: 200. 220 -040 r. Secondaries: 3.0 -(4-339 r.

PY81

1:01242

S6

8

12
5

4404

F8

9IT2

10--

1'403

9-

:

121

1-35

9
9

9

8.

1-

I22

-

MAINS TRANSFORMERS-3-way Mounting Type

Primary : 200-220-240 r. yecou,laries

-

12+6

Ulu

9 6

MT1

3

12/6

P182

--

106
13'6

::"a4.r(

9/-

8/8
7:6

201'2

619

0/3

8!5

POI
P215

PP215
PX23
PY80

61

2697

2,

-

.

327

71-

9/6

-

.

5'8

Full Circuit Diagram, Shopping List, and Point -to -Point
Wiring Diagram, 2/6.

-

F1Y4/500 11O132
1213

121
108

10F1

6-

Et148

2-

1(102

12

10
11
10 2

-

Or if you prefer you can build the
battery version first, for £711716
and add the mains components
later. Post extra on Kit 3/ -.

-

11'6

EYE'S

-

£9.9.0

12,6

EY51'

,6

91)2

954
955
966
1UCl

-

12'6

hMBU

.6
ï8

81P1

9/8

86

EM34
8

75
77
00
807

9006

11
1243

Modern Portable. A.C. /D.C. Mains/Battery Receiver. Four valves, DK96, DL96,
etc. 2 Waveband Superhet. In an attractive
Lizard Grey Case, size 8.? in. x 81in. x 4 ¡in.
Full Kit of Parts down to last nut and bolt.

106

EL84

-

7Y1

81-

EF41.

EL32
EMI_
EL42

6

7C;,
7417
7V ï
"

10 -

E689
ELI

6

7R7

6.I'...
I:P_?
rLSO
EF8(;

î16

766

31-

8/9
11/6
10/6
6/6
8/8
8/6
6/6

76
^ 8
71

1:X4

9003
9004

6/8/8/-

8d

(:

fivLr,
GVr,I:T

509

X71

39

+

nee valve.
SAME DAY SERVICE

141 8 9

1_19 -

All PM Types I:sl TransFormers
m. Type,
by
p:'a.. 1.,, yr,:...
t'ele=liau, rte....
...
...
6Ain. Types by f1oadnr.:nv, ltuln, R. n

Each
17

S

sin. Types by (:o(niuiarw, Plessey,

lain. Types by H.

,h

A., C'ele.l ion.

Hafer Speaker t'y Truro -v,
'nitable for Car Radio. etc....
...
12in. Plesey Lightweight ..
...
Elliptical Speakers, Gucdu::u, . 1iu. c
:!.in.

(0'251-

2'6
3.8

6/6
11/8

11/6
1716

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Multi Ratio Type, each
Midget for 3.14 Output. em/h
Standard ?,pull ohlus, eoh
I;m tar 1,1.0 1,11 oho each
I

6'8
4'6
4 8
.

-.

4.6

I

CHARGER RECTIFIES
Wave
12 volt I amp., earl,
12 volt 2 amp., each
12 colt 1:01,9, each

-All Full
5 3
8 II

13 4

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE DEPT. "PW,"

F--. -ti`Ì
5/6VINCES

I-

CHAMBERS

VICTORIA SQUARE

LEEDS

L
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TERMS
C.O.D.
charges

:

Cash with order or
Postage and Packing

extra,

Orders value
20/- add 1/6

;

as

follows

:

10,/add I/40/- add 2/ -; ES

add 3/- unless otherwise stated,
Minimum C.O.D. fee and
postage 3/ -. All single valves
postage 6d.

MAIL ORDER ONLY

R.S.C. BATTERY
ASSEMBLED ('ll. \I1GERS
6 v.1 amp.
19/9
2519
6 v. or 12 v. l amp.
29/9
6 v. 2 amps.
6 v. or 12 v. 2 amp=
38/9
V.
4
amps.
6 v. or 12
56/9
Above ready for use. Carr. 2/9.
With mains and output leads.
HEAVY DUTY KIT
12 v. 30 amp. Suitable for Garage
or firm with a number of vehicles.
Mains input 200/250 v. 50 c /s.
Outputs 12 v. 15 amp. twice.
Consists of Mains Trans. 2 Metal
Rectifiers. 2 Meters, 4 Fuses,
4 Terminals. 2 Rheostats and
circuit. Only 9 gns., carr. 15/ -.

CHARGING EQUIPMENT
BATTER'. ('MARGER KITS
Consisting of Mains Transformer, F.W. Bridge, Metal
Rectifier, well ventilated steel
case.
Fuses,
Fuse - holders,
Grommets, panels and circuit.
Carr. 2/6 extra.
6 v. or 12 v. 1 amp.
6 v. 2 amps.
6 v. or 12 v. 2 amps.
6 v. or 12 v. 4 amps.

13/9
16/9
18/9
18/9
22/9

22/9
22/9
23/9

29/9

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a,
... 17/8
Midget type 21-0-3in.
350-0-350 v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a.... 19/9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a,
...
..
C.T. 0-4-5 v. 3 a. ...
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 6 a, 5 v. 3 a,
...
..
for R1355 conversion ..
300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a.
...
..
C.T. 0-4-5 v. 3 a. ...
350-0.350 v. 103 mA, 6.3 v.4 a, 5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 mA. 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a.
...
.
..
C.T. 0.45 v. 3 a ,..
360-0-350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 150 mA', 6.3 v, 2 a, 6.3 v. 2 a,
.

.

v. 3 a.

.

..

.

28/9
311-

28/9
23/9

27/9
33/3
3519

mA. 6.3 v. 4a, C.T.
a, C.T.. 5 v. 3 a.. Suitable
... 49/9
Williamson Amplifier, etc. ...
450-0-450 v. 250 mA, 6.3 v. 6 a, 8.3 v. 6 a,
425-0-425 v.

6:3-v.

4

E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS

2,500 v. 5 mA. 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a; 2-0 -2 v.,
... 38/6
1.1 a for VCR97, VCR517, etc.

ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS
... 14/9
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 c/s ,.,
... 15/9
...
120 v. 40 mA, 5-0-5 v. 1 a....
90 v. 15

mA, 4-0-4 v. 500 mA

...

... 9/9

SMALL POTTED MAINS TRANSF.
Removed from New Ex -Govt. units.
Primary 0 -200- 230-250 v. Secs.
I

250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 8.3 v. 2 a,
5 v.2a. Size 31 x41x3in....

v. or

G

2

12

amps.

v.

25/9
31/8
49/9

(GUA RANTEED)

1.5a,5/916.3v.2a,7/6:0-4-6.3v.2a,7 9:
v.
17/6

1
:

a, 7/11 : 6.3 v. 3 a, 8/11 : 6.3 v.
12 v. 3 a or 24 v: 1.5 a, 17/8.

6

a,

7

mA 10 H 200 ohms
mA 19 H 350. ohms

... 18 9

100

10

H 400 ohms

,.. 4 11

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
1 for
Midget Battery Pentode 66
39
... 3 3
Small Pentode, 5,0000 to 30 ...
Small Pentode 7/8,0000 to 30
3.9
Standard Pentode, 5,0000 to an ... 4
Standard Pentode, 7/8,0000 to 30 .. 4 -9
Multi-ratio 40 mA. 30 1, 45 1, 60 1,
... E6
90; 1, Class B Push -Pull
Push-Pull 10-12 watts 6V6 to 30 or
..
..
15 n ...
15 9
Push-Pull 10-12 watts to match 6V6
... 16 +9
to 3 -5-8 or 150 ..
Push -Pull 15-18 watts, 6L6, KT66 ... 22'9
Push -Pull 20 watts, sectionally
wound 6L6, KT66, etc., to 3 or 150 47 3
... 85'Williamson type exact to spec.
;

:

:

:

UNREPEATABLE OFFER
5Y3G, 5/9 5U4G, 6/9 6K7G, 2'9
MU14, 7/9 5Z4C 7 ¡9 KT44, 5'9
ECC83,
35Z4, 5/9
6,'9
6J5G, 3/9 EF80, 6/9
6SN7GT, 6SL7GT, 5/9

R.S.C. BATTERY TO MAI NS CONVERSION UNITS
Type BM1. An all dry

battery eliminator.
Size 51 x 41 x tin.
Completely
approx.
replaces batteries sup -

plying 1.4 v. and 90 v.
where A.C. mains 2033250 v. 50 c /s. is available. Suitable for all

battery
receivers

.

buch

II.T.

atteries and L.T.

bplacing

,

1.4 v. and 90 v. This
includes latest low

consumption types.
Complete kit with diagrams,
ready for use, 46/9.

Type BM2. Size 8 x 51 x
2Gin. Supplies 120 v.,
£0 v.. and 60 v., 40 m.a.
and 2 v. 0.4 a to 1 amp.
fully smoothed. Thereby completely re2 I. accumulators.
When connected to
A.C. mains
supply
200-250
v.
50
a cs.

portable
requiring

3919,

or

M,T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
('.MARGER KIT. Input 200-250 v. A.C.
Output 120 v. 40 mA. Fully smoothed and
rectified sup ?ly to charge 2 v. accumulator.
Price with louvred metal case and circuit,
29/6. Or ready for use, 8/9 extra.

SPECIAL OFFERS 8 -8 mid. 450 v.
small can electrolytics in lots of six,
1/6 ea. Small .0005 mfd. 2 Gangs, 4/9 ea.
T.V. CABINETS. Leading manufacturers
Walnut
surplus. Attractive design.
veneered, with doors for. 15, 16. or 17ía.
Tube, 23 -19-9. Carr. 7/6.

-

69/6

Ready for use with
mains and output
3 6.
leads.
Carr.

MANUFACTURERS' SURPLUS

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primaries
250 -250 v. 50 c /s. Fully shrouded upright
mounting 425-0-425 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 3 a,
5 v. 3 a, 29/11. post 2/9. Wearite 325-0-325 v.
100 mA, 6.3 v. 2.5 a, 5 v. 2 a, 19/9. mop
Through Chassis type 250-0-250 v. 70 mA,
8.8 v. 4 a. 9/9 : 460 v.200 mA, 6.3 v. 5 a, 25 9 :
300-0-300 v. 150 mA, 4 v. 3 a, 9/9 : 0-16-1620 v. 35 a, 69/6, carr. 7/6.

EX.-GOVT. SMOOTHING ('HOK ES
ohms
...123
..
...
150mA, loH100 ohms .
...11.9
... 6 9
150 mA, 6 -10 H 150 ohms Trop.
100 mA, 10 H 150 ohms Tropicalised... 3 11
L.T. type 1 amp. 2 ohms
...
... 2

250 mA, 5 H 50

SMOOTHING CHOKES250 mA 5 H 100 ohms
150 mA 7 -10 -250 Ohms

mA

finish.

EX-GOVT. TRANSES., 230/250 v. 50 c!c.
:

0-9-15 v. 11 a, 11/9 : 0-9-15 v. 3 a, 16,9. :
0-3.5-9-17 v. 3 a, 17/9
0-3.5-9-17.5 v. 4 a,
18/9 : 0-9-15 v. 5 a, 19/9 ; 0-9-15 v. 6 a. 22'9.

60

case

with. blue hammer

6.3 v. 2-5 a, 10/9.

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
All with 203-230-250 v. 50 c/s Primaries

80

ven-

Well

steel

tilated

46/9

FILAMENT' TR.kNSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v. 50 c/s primaries 6.3 v.
12

fused.

Ready for use.
With mains
and. output
Double
leads.
Fused.
Only
Carr. 3 6

months.
Assembled 6 v.
or 12 v. 4 amps.
Fitted Ammeter and
12

variable charge selector. Also selector
plug for 6 v. or 12
v. charging. Double

Fitted Ammeter
and selector
plug for 6 v. or
12 v. Louvred
metal case. finished attractive
hammer blue.

Only 45/9.

...
250-0-250 v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2.5 a....
250-0-280 v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a....
...
300-0-300 v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2.5 a....
350-0-350 v. 80 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a....
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a.
300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 8.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, C.T.
...
...
,.,
...
0-4-5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 153 mA, 6.3 v.4 a, 5 v. 3 a....

Guaranteed

CHARGER

BATTERY CHARGER KIT
Consisting of F.W. Bridge
Rectifier 6/12 v. 5 a. Mains Trans.,
0- 9-15v. 6 a. output and variable
charge rheostat with knob.

Interleaved and impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 c/s Screened.
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH

All for A.C. MAINS 200 -250 v., 50 c /n.

ASSEMBI.ED

2219

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
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SUITABLE FOR ALL
BATTERYRECEIVERS normally using 2 v. Accumulator.
Complete kit of parts with diagrams and
instructions 49/9, or ready for use 59'6.
EXTENSION
SPEAKERS
Ready for use in

walnut veneered
cabinet.

61in. 2-3 ohms. 29/6.
81n. 2-3 ohms. 35,9.
.Very limited number

VOLUME CONTROLS with long (lin.
diem.) spindle, all valves less switch,
with D.P.
S.P. switch, 3/9
2/9
with.
:

:

www.americanradiohistory.com

EX -GOVT. METAL BLOCK (PAPER)
('ONDE:SSERS
mfd. 500 v., 2/9
4 mid. 1,000 v.. 4 9
mid. 1,500 v., 5/9 : 8-8 mfd. 500 v.. 69
8 mfd. 500 v., 4/9 : 10 mid. 500 v., 6 9
15 mfd. 500 v., 6/9 ; 4 mfd. 400 v. plus 2 mid
250 v., 1/11.
4
4

,

EX -GOVT. E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
.5 mfd. 2,500 v. Blocks, 3/1/
.1 mfd. 8.000 v.. 9/6.

'

.1

mfd. plus

EX -GOVT. ELECTROL' TICS. Remeced
from unused equipment. 8 -16 mid. 550 c.,
1/3 : 16 -16 mfd. 350 v., 1/3 1,000 mfd. 6 v.,
with clip, 1/9 ; 50 mfd. 50 v., with clip, 9d.
CONTROL PANEL with six position,
3 wafer Yaxley switch, pointer knob.
2 S.P.S.T. switches, various plugs ani
sockets. Only 1/6.
EX-GOVT. VALVES (NEW)
:

6X5GT 7/9 E1191
7/9 6L6G
11/9 EF33
7/9 807
7/9 EL32
12A3
7/9 EL91
9
4/9 KT63
6SJ7GT 6/9 15D2
6F6G
7/9 25Z4G
9f9 SP41
EF39
5/9 MH4
4/9 SP61
6V6GT 6/9 6AT3
7/9 PX25
1T4
1R5

719

5 3

3

4

155
3S4
6K8G

.

3
5 3

113
111
2

J

14 3

EX -GOVT. UNIT RDF1. Brand new,
cartoned.
Complete with 14 volves,
including 5Z4, E.H.T. rectifier,
Trans, Choke ,,etc. Only 29/9, car.. 7: i.
ELECTROLYTICS (current production,
Can Typa:
NOT Ex -Govt.

Tubular Types

8pF

450 v.

8 mfd. 503
16pF 350 v.
16pF 450 v.
16 uF 500 v.
32 nF 350 v.

... 119
v.

2/6

... 2/3
... 219

3/9
... 3/9
32mfd. 500 v. 5/9
25/+F 25 v. ... 1/3
50/+F 12 v.

...

...

1/3

mfd. 600
mfd. 500
mfd. 350
15pF 450 v.
8
16
16

v.
v.
v.

:

11

3'3

11
... 2, 3
32/+F 350 v. ... ? 11
1

mfd. 450 v. 4 3
100 mfd. 450 v. 4:9
8-8++F 450 v, ... 2/3
8-16,F 450 v. 211
16-16pF 450 c. 3 11
16-02/eF 350 v. 4.3
32-32pF 350 v. 4/9
32-32oF 450 v. 6.9
60-100 mfd.
350 v.
6 11
64-120 mfd. 350v.718
32

mfd. 25 v.... 1/6
50pF 50 v. ... 1/9
100 mfd. 12
v. 1/9
100 mfd. 23 v.
2/3
100-200 mfd.
275 v.
... 613
6,000 mfd. 6 v. 3/9
Many others (n stock.
HUNTS MOLDSEAL CONDENSERS.
.005 mfd. 900 v., .01 mfd. 400.v.. .04 mfd. 50)
v...5,6 doz..(one typa) : .1 mfd. 350 v.. 8(l
ea. t .25 mfd. 500 v., 1/3
.5 mfd. 500 v.,
1/8 ea.
50

:
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ULTRA LINEAR

511

WATT AMPLIFIER

12

R.S.C. 30 WATT ULTRA LINEAR
HIGH -FIDELITY AMPLIFIER A6
A highly sensitive Push -Pull. high outpu t
unit with self-contained Pre -amp. Tone
Control Stages. Certified performance
figures compare equally with most expensive amplifiers available. ljm level
70 db. down. Frequency response 3 db.
30-30,000 c,'cs.
A specially designed
sectionally wound ultra linear output
transformer is used with 807 output
valves. All components are chosen for
reliability. Six valves are used. and
separate Bass and Treble controls. Mini mun input required for full output is
only 30 millivolts so that ANY KIND OF
MICROPHONE 011 PICK -UP IS SUITABLE. The unit is designed for CLUBS,
S('1100LS,
THEATRES,
DANCE
HALLS or OUTDOOR FUNCTIONS,
etc. For use with Electronic ORGAN,
GUITAR, STRING BASS. etc. For
standard or long-playing records. OUTPUT SOCKET PROVIDES L.T. and
H.T. for a RADIO FEEDER UNIT.
Amplifier operates on 200 -250 v. 50 c '_
A.C. Mains and has outputs for 3 and
ohm speakers. Complete kit of parts a
fully punched chassis and point -t
wiring diagrams and in.structit,
If required cover as for AO
can be supplied for 17:8.
An extra input with assoGNS.
dated vol. control so that
two separate inputs such
as Gram. and Mike can be
Carr. 10'mixed. can be provided for 13'- extra.
The amplifier can be supplied, factory
built with 12 months' guarantee for 50.'extra. TERMS for assembled two input
model : DEPOSIT 28'9 and 9 monthly
payments of 28`9.

1956 Model High -Fidelity Push Pull Amplifier with ' Built -in " Tom'
Control, Pre -amp stages. High sensitivity.
Includes 5 valves (807 outputs). High
Quality sectionally wound output transformer, specially designed for Ultra
Linear operation. and reliable small
condensers of current manufacture.
INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS FOR BASS
AND TREBLE e" Lift " and "
Frequency response 3 db. 30- 30,000 a cs.
Six negative feedback loops. Hum level
71 db. down. ONLY 70 millivolts INPUT
required for FULL OUTPUT. Suitable
li,r use with all makes and types of pickups and practically all microphones
Comparable with the very best designs.

NEW

t

For STANDARD or
LONG - PLAYING
RECORDS.
or
MUSICAL INSTRULaadles ,au be supplied for
MENTS such as STRING ItAS.S. can'yin7
Additional input socket with assoGUITARS, etc
OUTPUT SOCKET 17 8. Vol.
Control so that two different
with plug provides 300 v. 20 mA. and 6.3 v. ciate
inputs such as Gram and " Mtke " or
1.5 a. For supply of a RADIO FEEDER
Tape
and
Radio
can be mixed, can be
UNIT. Size aperox. 12-9 -7ín. For A.C. provided for 13/- extra.
mains 230- 230 -250 v. 50 c'cs. Outputs for 3
ant 15 ohm speakers. Kit is complete to TERMS on assembled two input model.
last nut. Chassis is fully punched. Full DEPOSIT 95//8 and nine monthly payinstructions and point -to -point wiring ments 224.
diagrams supplied. Unapproachable value HIGH - FIDELITY
MIC'ROPIHONES
at £7/15/ -, or factory built 45.'- extra. and SPEAKERS in stock. Keen cash
Carriage 101 -.
prias or H.P. terms if supplied with
if required louvred metal cover with 2
amplifier.
FOUR STAGE RADIO FEEDER
R.S.C. 4-5 WATT AS
UNIT. Design of a High-Fidelity Tuner
HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIER
Unit T.R.F. L. & M. Wave. Full decouphighly senling. Only 250 -400 v. 10 -15 mA. H.T.
required from main amplifier. Three sitive 4 -valve
's
valves and low distortion- Germanium quality am.
plifier
for
diode detector.
Flat- topped response
characteristic. Loaded H.F. coils. Two the home,
P.M. SPEAKERS. All 2 -3 ohms, 51n.
mall club,
variable -Mu controlled H.F. stages.
Goodmans, 17/9. 6;ín. Plessey, 18/9. 81n.
ere. Only 50
3 -Gang condenser tuning. Detailed wiring
Plessey, 16 /9. Bin. Rola, 19,9. loin.
diagrams, parts lists and illustration, millivolts InPlessey
Heavy duty. 26/9. loin.
put Is re2. ô. Total building cost,
121n. Plessey. 29/11.
26/9.
10ín. W.B.
for
nuiredoutput
QUALITY SUPERHET FEEDER t nil
Stentorian " 3 or 15 ohms type HF1012
10 watts, high -fidelity typo.
UNIT DESIGN. L. & M. Wave. Detailed -o that it is
Highly
recommended for use with any of our
Wiring Diagram, instructions (including .citable for
simple alignment procedure), parts list use with the latest high-fldeIit pick -up amplifiers, £4110:9.
cni Illustration. 2,6. Delayed A.V.C. heads, In addition to all other types of
Gram. position on wavechanee switch.
pickups and practically all mikes. PL.ESSEY DUAL CONCENTRIC Sßia.
l'ower supply required 250 v. 15 mA., 6.3 v. Separate llase and Treble Controls are 15 ohm HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER
1 amp.
Especially suitable for use with provided. These give full long- playing with built-in tweeter (completely separate
any of our amplifiers, or any other high - record equalisation.
Hum level is elliptical speaker with choke, condenquality unit.
Total cost of all parts, negligible being 71 db. down. 15 db. sers, etc.) providing extraordinarily
£4'15, -. Descriptive leaflet, 6d.
of negative feedback Is used. II.T. of realistic reproduction when used with
our AO or similar amplifier. Rated 10
v. 25 mA. and L.T. of 8.3 r. 1.5 a.
GARRARD 3-SPEED MIXER AUTO' 300
available for the supply Of a Radio watts. Price complete, only £51176.
CHANGER 12('110.
Current Model. 1s
preampliDeck
Feeder
or
Tape
Unit,
SPEAKERS 2 -3 ohms, 8in. R.A.
Brant now. cartoned.
Provision for
For A.C. mains input of 200 -230- M.E.
Field, 600 ohms, 11'9. 10ín. R.A. Field,
taking 10 records. Fitted High-Fidelity fier.
v.50 eft S. (Chassis is not alive. Kit
ohms, 2319. 101n. R.A. Field, 1,500
turnover pick -up head with dual sapphire 250
is complete In every detail and includes 1,000
ohms,
23:9.
for
point stylus
Standard or Long-playing
punched chassis (with haseplate)
records. Very limited number at only fully
with green crackle finish and
('ABLE 75 ohms, tin. 8d.
£8.176. Carr. 5/6. Or deposit 3 gets, and to-point wir.ng diagram, andPoint
in- COAXIAL.
six fortnightly payments of 1 a1'.
struction.. Exceptional value at yard_ Twin Screened Feeder. lid. yard.
£4 15 -, or assembled ready for
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
DEFIANT RECORD PLAYING UNITS. only
Turntable for standard 101n. and 1211'- use 25. - extra. plus 3,16 care,
612 v. 1 a.
6 12v. la. H.W.. 2/9
5/9
70 r.p.m. records (fitted auto -stop) and
R.S.('. TAl HIGH QUALITY TAPE 6,'12 v.- a.
11.1'. Types II.]]'.
8.'9
high impedance magnetic pick -up, mounDECK AMPLIFIER. For ALL Tape 6;12 v. 3 a.
128
150 v. 40 mA. 3/9
ted in attractive polished walnut finish Decks
Playback
6;12
4
v.
a.
with High Impedance.
16/9
250 v. 50 mA.
5/9
drawer -type cabinet. Exceptional value and Erase Heads, such as Lane. 6,12 v. 6 a.
250 v. 00 niA. 7/9
19,9
at £5.1716, plus 7,6 care.
250 v. 150 mA. 9/9
25r9
Truvox. etc. (Unit can now Ready for 6'12 v. 10 a.
L.T.
'r)pes
.
300
v.
250
mA.
ONI.Y
12/9
Use
B.S.R. MONARCH 3-SPEED MIXER be supplied for use with latest
A UTOCHANGER. For standard 200 -250 Collare Tape Transcriptor :
R.S.C. 3 -4 WATT A7
Autochanges on all
v. 50 c rs. mains.
GNS.
3 speeds.
Plays Ten mixed 7ín., 101n. refer to TA1C.) For A.C.
HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIER
and 12in. records. Separate sapphire stylt Mains 230-250 v. 50 Cis. 11
For
Posithe
compensated
230
identification of
-250 v. 50 c'es. Main'. input.
for L.P. and 78 r.p.m. High -fidelity type
level by Magic Eye. Recording Appearance and Speeifieatinn with
crystal pick -up. Minimum baseboard recording
facilities for 15, 71 or Olin. per sec. Auto- exception of output wattage. as A5.
size needed I4in. x 12ín. x 5;in. high
matic equalisation at the turn of a knob. Complete Kit with diagram:. 5315. -.
Brand new, cartoned, at £7 15 -, carr. 3 6,
Linear frequency response of e 3 db.. Assembled 22'6 extra. ('arr. 3 8.
WALNUT- VENEERED CABINETS 50- 11.000 c.o.s. Negative feed -back equal- THE SKYFOUR
¡.R.F. RE('EIYEIt.
isation. Minimum microphony and hum. A
(Ex. leading manufacturers Table Radiodesign of a 3-valve 230 -250 v. A.C. Mains
gram Cabinets designed for above B.S.R. Hight output with completely effective
Changers. Brand new, cartoned. Only erasure and distortionless reproduction_ receiver with selenium rectifier. It consists
of
a
variable
-Mu high-gain H.F.
Sensitivity is 15 millivolts so that any stage followed
£3 19'8, carr. 7 6.
by a low distortion anode
kind of crystal microphone. is suitable.
bend detector. Power pentode output te
3-4 AS ATI' QUALITY .LMPI.IFIER.
Only 2 millivolts minimum output 'reDesigned for use with B.S.R. or Garrard quired from Recording head. Provision is used. Valve line up being 6K7, SP61.
Autuchanger. Fitted separate Bass and made for feeding a P.A. amplifier. Unit can 6F6G. Selectivity and quality are well up
to standard, and simplicity of construe
Treble controls, Vol. Control and mains also he used as a gram-amplifier requiring
switch. Latest type B.V.A. valves used. input of 0.75v. R.M.S. Carriage 75. Illus- tion is a special feature. Point -to -point
wiring diagrams, instructions, and parts
For 200 -250 v. A.C. mains. Ready for use. trated leaflet 6d.
list, 1 -9. This receiver can be built for a
Only £3_19 6. carr. 3 3.
PICK -UPS. Collaro high -fidelity high maximum of £4.,1948 including attractive
El l IPTIl Si. P.M. SPEAKER. 7 x 4in. impedance magnetic type. Only 31.8.
Brown or Cream Bakelite or Walnut
Suitable
for above. 19'6.
Goodman..
Brand Nee-.
veneered wood cabinet 12 x 6: x 51 in.
'Perms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1. Post 10 extra
ter £2 : 2 9 extra under £5.
Open 9 to 5.30: SNI'.. luth 1 p.m.
a
8.1.. Trade list 5d. S ,% l(. with all enquiries.
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MXJ-e

COIL PA G K S

CP.3 /370pF and CP.3, 500pF. These 3 waveband Coil Packs ari available
for use with either 370pF or 500pF tuning condensers. The coverages aie
CP.4LIG & CP.4MIG
Long Wave 800-2,000 metres, Med. Wave 200 -550 metres, Short Wave
Designed for use with Jackson Bros. Full Vision Drive or
16 -50 metres.
12
P.T.
Price
of
unit
32/plus
;9
each
SL.8 Spin Wheel Drive. Retail
Total 44 9.
CP.3 G. As above but with Gram. position, suitable for use with 500 pF
using condense 39/- plus 15/7 P.T. -Total 54; 7.
(T.3!F. This Coil Pack is for use with a 500pF tuning condenser and covers
the standard Long, Med. and Short wavebands with the addition of the
band 50 160 metres. This covers the Trawler Band. Aeronautical and
the 80 and 160 metre Amateur bands 49/- plus 19'7 P.T. -Total 68;7.
57,'- plus 22)9 P.T.
CP.3F;'G. As CP.3, F but with a gram. position
Total 79; 9.
CP.4 /L and CP.4,M. These compact 4- station Coil Packs are available
for either I Long Wave and 3 Medium Wave stations (CP.4)L) or 4 Medium
Wave stations (CP.4 /M). They are fully wired and require only four
connections for use with any standard frequency changer valve. 25/- plus
10 /- P.T. -Total 35/-.
CP.4L4G and CP.4M!G. As CP.4 /L and CP.4, M but with provision for
Gram. position. 31; -plus 12/5 P.T. -Total 43/5.
See Technical Bulletin DTB.9 for details of all Coil Packs, 1'6.
Available from all reputable stockists or direct from Works. Send 1!- in stamps for General Catalogue covering full range of
components.
:

-

:

:

-

:

:

DENÇO (CLACTON) LTD, 357/9

OLD RD., CLACTON -ON -SEA, ESSEX.

MAKI -Q F.M. TUNER UNIT assembled and valved at £9 19 6 inc. Power Pack at £3. OSRAM F.M.
MULLARD 3 \ \LVE 3 WATT HI -FI AMPLIFIER 16 sag
TUNER completely assembled and valved at £30/16/0 inc.
Aluminium punched chassis, 10/6. Complete metalwork for the T.C.C. Printed Circuit version of the OSRAM 912 :and
MULLARD 5 -10 AMPLIFIERS 15/ -.
MULLARD 5 -10 Type. " A " and " B " pre -amplifiers.- Chassis and Front Panel, Type " A " 8/6, Type" B 12/6. Separate
printed Gold finished Panels available, Type " A" 1'6, Type " B " 2 6.

STOP PRESS

:

Every worth -while feature
-for only 48 gns.
Designed and precision engineered for long service
with maximum efficiency, the " Brenell " Tape
Recorder offers the High Fidelity enthusiast a first class unit of outstanding value. Incorporating
all the features necessary for High Fidelity
recording -including all- purpose amplifier
for record playing-the " Brenell " Tape
Recorder enjoys a high reputation among
enthusiasts both at home and overseas.

Mohn;
Coil
Mi ;rophone
67/6 extra.

Frepell

Three independent motors. Three speeds (3;, 7) and
15 i.p.s.). Twin track recording on 7in. reels. Drop -in
foolproof tape loading. !nstant stop without tape spill.
Simplified control with interlocked switching. Fast
forward or reverse in 45 seconds. Plays all makes of pre-recorded Tapes.
Convertible to stereophonic recording. Azimuth adjustment to Record/
Playback head. Separate bass and treble tone controls. Magic Eye Recording
g
Quality Amplifier U nit. 4-Watts
level indicator. All -purpose High
Undistorted Output.

TAPE RECORDER
wrte _a-

From all good Rad.o Dealers -if in difficulty

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,

2, NORTHINGTON STREET, W.C.I.
Phone HOLBORN '153.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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*

CAT. Na

(AB

* CABINET

02

Outside dimensions. length
depth 16in., height 32in. Sloping
control panel on right -hand side approx.
13in. s 1011n. Removable baseboard on
right -hand side, approx. Olin. x 13in.
Large record compartment inside the
cabinet- located at the top on le.tb:mtl side.

CASH ONLY

tIalnut

veneered .exterior. Light Sycamore interior with Racine living to match.
Outside dimensions, length 341n., depth,
17!in.. height 33ma. Sloping eontrol panel
a right -hand side approx 181n. x 1011n.
Removable baseboard
right side
appris. 151in. x Olin. Two full -sized felt
lined compartments In the lower halt.
CASH
Coal it 't'erms.
1
Parw
king and Carriage 25' -.

20 ;in..

Y'tn. high.

£8

CASH ONLY

15' -.

12 Gn3.

16_ Gns.

Par? ir'p nod Peonage 20; -.

* F.M. /I.H.F.

CAT. No. CAB '33

A nvaguitlernt Bureau -type Cabinet of the
very highest quality in .specially selected--

Walnut.

CAT. No. (AB 31
quality l' :d '. ri -I :11 rundem
deeien.
Exterior veneered in a- highly
figured Weinst. Solid Block -board lift -up
top with all interiors veneers! iñ
tpmore. Full silk front. 271n. . 1. :,y.
v high

fioriate

CABINET

A well designed Bureau -type cabinet in a
uedium size. Veneered in a highly tilt tiri

* CABINET
and

WIRELESS

TUNERS

Self power., I.
ir valves with grounded
grid R.F. .I :r,o followed by nd,lil 't
miser using a FCCOS twin tried
sealed permeability timed unit. To,' id
stages ensure n
num gain aith
double diode 8e ratio detector. Frequency
coverage of SI -101 megacycles allow,
:adequate overlap.
Very fluent quality
h roughout.
a

4,10

* RADIO and

RADIOGRAM

.

CHASSIS

ruperhet. Chassis of Latest Design and ui'r,boigr r. Cameral Specifications applicable lo till 11 -.
AA'. 2181/230 volts (tl cycles only. Suitably 11 nodal- coloured glass dial of the horizontal
Slow motion tuning drive. Full provision of Ari,.tratie Vnblme Control. Negative feed-back in.
a Aerial, Earth, Gram, Pick -up and il stemoutput transformer secondary. Sockets providSpeaker. Connections provided to Gram.
Motor controlled by Chassis On /Off

r,

r

x ifrh.
All inductances hate an excephigh Q val ne. The Audio
Section is designed for first rate reproduction on P.arlio and Oramophorae. The tone
controls have been given au extra aide
range to embrace all typet u' re.- ortl'ug -.

tionally

I
CAT. No. CR A .
'operh t,
waveband -.
ParAl,ry and Carrelage 12.3

CAT. No. CR A81147. itb FMmVHF B:"l
(4 wavebaudel.

-

H

Chassis only excluding Mnglc -eye.

marks.

rarfir, e,rd en, i-p,

Pa-

CASH

Ai,

*

to.band..,.

awl l'or, iay. 12'8.

£13.0.0

*

Loudspeakers
Amplifiers, etc.

Gram

Available at keenest prices.
supplied at full discount.

All enquiries (excluding Northern Area) to:

DIRECT SALES LTD.
TER. 9876

Send

boxed,

x

dun.

tlfio. long

CASH

ALL FULLY

l'n-

é'¡iu. overall depth

x

high.

£13.15.0

12 3.

GUARANTEED

Generosa extended credit terms on orders
exceeding £15.

for complete catalogue.

Northern enquiries only (not Scotland & N. Ireland) to:

DOMESTIC
JUDD ST., LONDON, W.C.1.

CAT, No. TMTB

tad CarriaL 18;0. £9.15,0
latest Ouvrant r.,
mortel, 0tted with OC :I t'rystal Tin ic.
pick -tip Head. A.C. 20050 voll,_,
CAT..inN

26 Gns.
: loudspeakers.
n Credlt I-r m;
l'ar( .,y r ,l ('trrrfeye 15-.

9.D

(',erriape 1 "'3.

*

CAT. No. RC /R.

,,.

Driers

amid

CHANGERS

latest type and unused.
CAT. No. RC /A. This is the latest nib iepced changer Incorporating 16.r.p.m. fier
"talking- books," and arrangement hr
control. Fitted with high Gdelityernnl
rystal Turnover Pick -lip Head. A. C.
makis 200 ¡220 volts, In cycles only.

12 Gns.

x

ParEnrg

All automatic Record ('hanger, are of the

23' Gns.

let xitla FM'VHF Barad dt
lttsh-pull output Including

AUTOMATIC

RECORD

or on trod
l'arkley and ('arrfnyr 15.-.

CAT. No. CR;AF1142,7P.

*

CAT. No. 1MTA
Complete mit iu Cabinet with Magie-eye
inning. Boxort, I3in. long x 0jin. overall
depth x 7 On. high (approx.).
CASH
or on ('relit Terno..
161 Gns.

T LTD

MAY
I

3 MARLBOROUGH

RD., ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE

Telephone enquiries
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About these

1heads
,

0100

q,;,

.

F

11 Carr Street,

Cougee,
Sydney,
Australia.
Dear Sirs,
day
" - will track with ease all present
records ". So reads your ad. for the new Hi -g
Heads. "We will soon see about that ", I said.
The first test for this new L.P. Head was
Decca' s Brahms Fourth- always very difficult
to handle I found on the old head. The shock
me to bed for a
I received was enough to put
month - where was all that distortion? Where
was all that groove jumping? Having recovered
my strength and secretly suspecting it was
just a fluke, I tried the Swan Lake -also
another jumper - and then in a determined
effort to prove you wrong, on went the
Symphonie Fantastique and Rite of Spring
At this stage the neighbours and family
were seriously alarmed at'sunry cries issuing
from my room -they need not have 'worried they were cries of pure joy. I had seriously

considered installing expensive magnetic
Pick -ups - of which Iknew very little - but this
will obviously be quite pointless now.
-will track with ease all present day
"blessed be the
records" to which I say
name of Acos Hi -g "'
Yours with relief,
Cliff Davidson.
(Sgd
)

Over to you,
Mr. Davidson

SYDNEY

.. that is what Mr. Davidson

has written -and we didn't
go to Australia to prompt
him! His letter sums up what
many others have expressed.
It really does pay to use
ACOS Hi-g pick-ups both
from the point of view of
reproduction and of longer
record life.

-

-

The subject of Hi-g cannot be adequately explained in
an advertisement, so we have produced an interesting booklet
"The ABC of Hi-g ". May we send you a. copy ?

FREE

wie,"7,°,uielC,,eaçi
ACOS devices are protected by patents, patent applications
and registered designs in Great Britain and abroad.

COSMOCORD LTD., Eleanor Cross Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 5206
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Temple Bar 4863.

More V.H.F. Stations
THE Postmaster- General has approved the
BBC plans for building six more V.H.F.
stations the second stage of the plan to
provide nation -wide coverage on V.H.F. of its
These additional
three sound programmes.
stations, together with the ten already authorised,
are intended to provide interference-free reception
on V.H.F. of the Home, Light, and Third Programmes for about 96 per cent. of the population
of the United Kingdom. Each station will carry
these three programmes except Corwen, which
is to broadcast the Welsh Home Service only.
This area, however, will receive the Light and
Third Programmes from other V.H.F. stations
and also on the long and medium wavelengths.
The station at Sandale, near Carlisle, will carry
the Scottish Home Service in addition to the
North Home Service and the Light and Third
programmes. It is hoped that the new V.H.F.
stations at Rowridge, Kirk o' Shotts, Sandale and
Corwen will be completed by the end of 1957,
and the other two during 1958. Of the ten

-

not make any change. Although many of the
receivers designed for V.H.F. incorporate a
built -in aerial, listeners who do not live near to a
station are strongly recommended to use a good
outside aerial in order to obtain the full benefits
of V.H.F. reception.
THE RADIO SHOW
ELSEWHERE in this issue we review some of
the outstanding exhibits of the recent Radio
Show. There w a s nothing really outstanding
this year, and no doubt manufacturers have not
been encouraged to tool up for new designs
in view of the credit squeeze. The side -shows
undoubtedly provide the " draw," and, apart
from trade visitors and some sightseers whodo
not intend to buy, the exhibition as such does not
contain enough new material to attract the
public. The cycle trade has already found this,
and after this year it is to be held biennially. It
is possible that the radio industry may find it
more profitable to hold exhibitions every two
years, since it gives the public time to rejuvenate
its enthusiasm and it gives the trade breathing
space for development. By development we
mean the production of really new designs, as
distinct from improved cabinet designs. Nothing
really striking has been produced by the radio
trade for a number of years.
There is still a continuing and growing interest,
of course, in TV, and in home -built radio and
TV receivers, as the circulation of this and our
companion journal prove.

stations already authorised, Wrotham, Pontop
Pike. Divis and Meldrum are already in full
service. Additionally, the Welsh Home Service is
carried by V.H.F. transmitters at Wenvoe and
Penmon working in a temporary condition. It is
hoped that the remaining stations comprising the
first stage, i.e., those at Norwich. North Hessary
Tor, Sutton Coldfield, Holme Moss, Blaen Plwy,
and the permanent station at Wenvoe, will be
completed before the end of 1956, although in the
case of Blaen Plwy only the Welsh Home Service
may be available by that date.
The radio industry are now producing receivers "AMPLIFIERS :DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION"
which will tune to the new V.H.F. band as well
THERE has been an insistent demand for a
as the present medium and long waves. V.H.F.
book on amplifiers for several years.
adapters for use with existing receivers are also Readers will therefore be glad to know that we
available. For listeners within the areas served shall shortly publish " Amplifiers : Design and
by V.H.F., this new method of broadcasting Construction," which deals with all aspects of
offers the opportunity for much improved design and construction from basic, practical
reception, with better quality of sound and a and design considerations to constructional
most welcome reduction in interference of all details of amplifiers for tape-recorders, gramokinds. It is emphasised again that the V.H.F. phones, P.A. and radio purposes. It will include
service will be supplementary to the existing information on D.C. amplifiers, and incorporate
medium and long -wave services, and listeners some of the successful designs which have been
who are able to obtain satisfactory reception on described in this journal. A further announcethese wavebands with their present receivers need ment will be made in the next issue. -F. J. C.
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Broadcast Receiving Licences
statement shows
THEthefollowing
approximate number of
Broadcast Receiving Licences in
force at the end of June, 1956, in
respect of wireless receiving stations
situated within the various Postal
Regions. of England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern .Ireland.
The numbers include licences
issued to blind persons withoutpayment.
Region

London Postal...
Home Counties
Midland

North Eastern::.
North Western...
South Western...

.

...

...
...

...
.

Wales and Border Counties...

Total England and Wales
Scotland

'

...

Total
.1,300,254
1;292,236
1,011,463
l 315 080
1,003,800
828,916
5-18,294

By

QUESTOR

class dining saloon and lounge can
be picked up by special microphones
and broadcast throughout the ship
by a 30 w. amplifier in the main
rack.
Speech communication to boat
stations and officers' and crews'
quarters will be effected by loudspeakers fed by a 60 w. amplifier.

Equipment for the reproduction
of pre -recorded tapes and gramophone records and a compere's
microphone are being provided in
the music -room.

7,270,043
934,414
206,379

October;; 1956

Mr. F. S. Allen-, Works Director
of E. K. Cole Ltd., and prior to
the presentation of National Certificates 13 new Ekco apprentices
signed their indenture papers.
New Ekco Director

.

K. COLE, LTD., announce
that Mr. W. M. York has
been elected to the Board of
Directors. Formerly an Executive
Director of the Company, Mr. York
has been appointed to the post of
Commercial. Director.
Mr. York joined E. K. Cole,
Ltd., in 1932 from Alvis, Ltd.,
where he was Publicity Manager,
and has been in charge of Ekco
Publicity for the past 24 years.
In 1951 he was appointed an
Executive Director of the Company, covering Publicity and the
Thermovent Heating Division. and
early last year he became additionally responsible for Ekco overseas
commercial activities.

Awards for Apprentices
IN addition to the 12 Ekco
8,410,836
...
Grand Total ...
apprentices who were preN
sented with National Certificates
New Telephone Signal
by Mr. T. L. Morgan, Principal
are being carried out in of the Southend -on-Sea Municipal
TESTS
the U.S.A. with.a new idea in College, recently, 20- year -old stutelephone signalling devices. In dent apprentice David Everett " When You're Smiling"
place of the customary bell to received his B.Sc. General. The THIS completely new Pye Radio
Luxembourg programme was
announce an incoming call musical presentation took place in the Ekco
tones are being used. Tests are Clubhouse following a tour of the broadcast for the first time in June.
" When You're Smiling," which
being made to find the most suit- factory by parents of the apprentakes the form of an amateur
able tones and intensities, and tices.
The visitors were welcomed by talent contest, will be recorded at
it is claimed that it has the advantage that certain musical tones can
be heard above normal room
noises. A further interesting feature
Northern Ireland

is that transistorised circuits are

being utilised for the alarm,
resulting in a great saving in
power -the transistorised arrangement working on less than volt.
1

" Reina

del Mar

"

Sound Equip-

ment

A

COMPREHENSIVE set of
G.E.C. sound equipment is

being installed in the Pacific Steam
Navigation Company's new 19,000
tons liner Reina del Mar. It
will provide facilities for passengers' entertainment, announcements and crew instructions.
Radio programmes will be
broadcast by a 175 w. amplifier
in a 3 -bay rack assembly which will
be fed from a communications
type of receiver mounted in the
same rack. Facilities are provided
for making tape recordings of
transmissions received at unsuitable hours, so that they can be
re- broadcast later. Music played
by the ship's orchestra in the first-

Mr. A. H. Whiteley, of Whiteley Electrical (makers cif the ire /lknown W/D speakers, etc.) with Air Marshal Sir Bryan V. Reynolds,
K.C.B., C.B:E., Air Officer Commanding -in-Chief Coastal Command,
on the occasion of a Garden Party held at Mr. Whitelev's
residence at Mansfield. The occasion was held w raise funds for
the Mansfield Squadron of the A.T.C., of which Mr. A. H. Whiteley
is Chairman, receipts for which amounted to £153.
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a different Butlin's Holiday Cam p
each week, with Larry Cross
compere during the past year of
Pye's Luxembourg show, " Peopl e
Are Funny," as Master o f

Ceremonies.
The three best acts each week
to be selected by audience applause,
will receive a radio set as a prize.
in addition, listeners will be invited
to write to Pye naming their
favourite act to appear in an
all- winners programme in August,
where the winner will receive a
television set.
This series, which will run for
eleNen weeks, is intended to
support the Pye portable sales
campaign by commercials over
the air and by displays in Butlin's
Holiday Camps and dealers'
windows.
S. Africa's Largest Broadcasting
Station
' ['HE South African Broadcasting
Corporation's largest broadcasting station, at Paradys in the
Orange Free State, commenced
tests during April and came into
partial operation on July 1st.
It is to be officially opened in
October or November of this year.
The Paradys station represents
to Britain an export order to the
approximate value of £240,000
worth of radio equipment. This
large order initiates high -power
short wave broadcasting in South
Africa.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., have supplied nine of
their Type BD.262 series of 20kW

H.F. broadcasting transmitters,
together with ancillary equipment.
Marconi engineers are assisting
with final adjustments on site
but most of the installation is being
carried out by S.A.B.C. personnel.
At the present initial stage of the
service four transmitters are being
used to radiate the English and
Afrikaans service within the frequency band 2.3-15 Me /s. A
further four transmitters, operating
in the 4.7 -26.1 Mc /s frequency
band, will come into service at a
later date. Three will be used for a
service to territories to the north
of the Union of South Africa. The
ninth transmitter has not as yet
been allocated to a specific service :
it is understood that it may be used

as a

stand-b.

Robby the Robot

ROBBY THE ROBOT was the

central character in the film
" The Forbidden Planet," which
recently finished its first run at the

ttien

17

London Pavilion. The original in
the film was made in America and
required a team of Il men to
operate by remote controls.
M.G.M. decided that for
publicity purposes in this country
Robby " should
be made available
to audiences. The
American t e c hnicians originally
responsible
for
his creation expressed the view
that this was not
.

m

600-mile oil pipeline from Abadan
to Teheran. The order was gained
for Britain despite keen foreign

competition.
Equipment to be 'supplied includes 84 Marconi V.H.F. multi-

practicable.

Pytram," in just
under eight weeks,

have created not
only an exact
replica, but one
which can be operated by one man.
"Robby" made
his first debut on
television in " In
Town To -night "
recently, and he is
to tour England,
appearing on the
stages of cinemas,
fêtes,
carnivals,
etc.
His construction, apart from
the
electrical

equipment,
is mainly

papier
Robby Ille
mâche and flexible
rubber. He is fully electrically
operated, governed by rotating
loop aerials, gyro balanced, electromagnetic speech, and animated b..invisible light beams.
The electrical equipment was
designed and supplied by Radio
Visor (Parent), Ltd., and assembled
at Pytram's works.

B.LI.E.

THE

following meeting will be
held during September, 1956:
London Section.- Wednesday,26th
September, at 6.30 p.m., at the
London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street,
Gower Street, London, W.C. I.
" Some Aspects of Transistor
Progress." A paper to be read
by H. W. Loeb, Ph.D.
-

Iranian Oil Pipeline to be Controlled
.
by Radio
THE National Iranian Oil Corn" pany has awarded a £300,000
contract to Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., for the supply
and installation of a complete
V.H.F. multi-channel radio system
along the length of their new

www.americanradiohistory.com

Robot.

See slru_r oil die left.

channel equipment type HMI81,
together with a considerable quantity of telephone carrier equipment
and diesel electric power plant.
B.I.C.C. Board Appointment
INSULATED CAL LENDER'S CABLES LTD.
and Automatic Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd., announce .that Sir
Archibald
Gill,
B.Sc.(Eng.),
M.I.E.E., F.I.R.E., has joined
British Telecommunications Research, Ltd. as Director and
General Manager. Past -President
of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, Sir Archibald was
largely responsible for the equipping of the first coaxial cable in
this country and the post -war
expansion of long distance radio
and cable communications.

BRITISH

New British Standard
NEW Standard was issued in
July, No. B.S.419:1956. The
title is Varnished cotton cloth

A

sheet and tape for electrical
purposes. This a revision .of the
1931 edition.

; ha
w
0flts
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Principal Exhibits

,

®

mentioned elsewhere on this page, we are
preparing this report from information
supplied by the manufacturer and consequently
last minute surprises may appear. So far, however
nothing unusual in the radio section has been
announced. The main difference between this year's
equipment and that of the last show lies in the wider
employment of the printed circuit technique, and
the increased use of the V.H.F. bands -even in the
printed circuits are now
being used in some receivers for the complete
circuit, as distinct from
those who have only a
portion of the circuit in
this form. An instance is
the Pam portable. Coupled
with the use of this new

i

4D°

viewed)

contact resistance. On the right are two views'of a
component tag board for inclusion in a printed
circuit. In addition, to these examples there are
valvcholders and other parts designed for this
specific type of circuit.

Transistors
The other feature which merits mention is the use
of the transistor. These do not appear, from the
details we have received,
to be used on such a large
SPECIAL NOTE
scale as had' been anticiinformation
from
This report has been compiled
pated. Probably this is
with
this
Press
to
we
go
supplied by exhibitors, as
due more to the price of
of
omission
The
opens.
the components than their
issue before the show
by
the
explained
efficiency, but again mencertain exhibits is, therefore,
have
not,
concerned
fact that the manufacturers
tion must be made of, the
us
with
the
Press,
supplied
to
at the time ofgoing
Pam portable which apart
information.
from utilising the printed

ment of special components designed either for
inclusion in a printed wiring arrangement or utilising
themselves a printed scheme. Illustrated below are
some T.C.C. components typifying both these
aspects. On the left is shown two types of wafer
switch in which the contacts are flush with the
surface' to avoid noise and " contact bounce."° The
contacts are silver or rhodium plated to provide low

Two types

1956

0 N.AL

}

>

AS

October

ofprinted wafer switches by T.C.C.

.

transistor " receiver. For its power supply it needs
four U2 cells (6 volts) at which the consumption
is only 35 milliamps. With batteries it weighs only

T.C.C. printed circuit tag. panels for use as subassemblies. By using these on a printed circuit board
better use cati he made of the available space for a
The components are edgegiven cabinet size.
soldered on the tag panels.
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adequate signal pick-up. This was later avoided by
using a flat pancake type of aerial coil, but again it had
to
orientated to obtain maximum signal strength,
and in addition was susceptible to stray capacity
effects. The modern arrangement utilises a rod of
powdered iron, very similar to the material from which
tuning cores are made, and in most receivers this is
about 8in. in length and carries a medium -wave
coil on one end and the long-wave coil on the other.
It is usually supported in rubber grommets on two
brackets cut from the chassis, and apart from enabling
the overall dimensions of the cabinet to be reduced, is
gives improved results over the older frame winding.

Table Models
So far as the table models are concerned, again
some care appears to have been taken to make models
more in keeping with modern contemporary furnishings. In addition to the outward appearance, many
of these now have a tuning band for the F.M. signals
and in many models great care has been taken to make
the speaker arrangement suitable for the reproduction
of these higher fidelity signals. The model illustrated
at the top of page 520 is the Bush VHF6I. This is
an A.C. only model with medium, long andthe V.H.F.
band, and has internal aerials for all bands and
sockets for the use of external aerials. The pushbuttons seen at the bottom of the tuning scale are
for wave -changing and pro vision is made for the use
of a gramophone pick -up.
The next
is
another
Murphy model, the 362.
This has a plastic case,
and, again, has a tuning

The Ever-Rrud

" Sky King" Portable.
Ib., and there are 8
transistors in its superhet
5

circuit.
Whilst on the subject of
portables it is interesting
to note how these have
miniaturised and
been
made much more attractive
than former models. Three
representative types are
shown on this page the
top being the Ever Ready
Sky King, the centre the

range for F.M. This is a
5 -valve
circuit, and for
those who are interested

R.G.D. " B Fifty- Five,"
and the lower one the

Regentone " D o u b l e
The Ever Ready
is an all -dry 4-valve superhet, the R.G.D. is a mains battery model, and the
Regentone also uses the
battery -mains circuit. Note
the use of push- button wavechange switches in the
two latter models, and the employment of a single
tuning control offset -as distinct from the earlier
forms of symmetrical control knobs. It is obviously
impossible to mention in the space at our disposal
all the models in the various classes which are
available, but mention should be made here of the
Murphy Model B229, in which the tuning scale
folds over the loudspeaker fret and conceals the scale
and the control knobs. When the scale is turned
and raised to the operating position the carrying
handle is hidden, and it may be placed on a table in
the home and looks just like a small table radio. A
similar model is available with the reference B228
in which two pentodes are employed in push-pull
in the output stage -both models being 6 -valve
superhets, B228 for battery or mains working, and
B229 for batteries only.
Most portables, and a large number of table
model receivers, now make use of the Ferrite Rod

Two."

built -in aerial. At one time it was necessary to use

in design the cabinet is
finished in maroon and
the front is in beige and
gold. At the foot of the
page is a K.B. receiver,
a new model, the NR30.
In this model no less than
three speakers are used in
an arrangement which the makers have called " TriFi," a very good instance of the attempt to take
full advantage of the F.M. signals. The circuit is a

a

large containing cabinet for a portable in order to
accommodate a large frame aerial and provide
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superhet and again internal A.M. and F.M.
aerials are utilised. All three of these models, as well
as the majority of other models in the show, have
the magic -eye tuning device to ensure accuracy of
tuning and the avoidance of distortion due to being
slightly off-tune.
7 -valve

Console Models

Coming now to the console models, these are

undoubtedly in the majority and the various designs
which are available cover a very wide field. Apart
from the simpler types, consisting of a radio only,
there are models which include elaborate auto changers, record storage space, and even large screen
television receivers. From an outward appearance
point of view, i.e.; general design, the Cossor "models
are most interesting, having got away from the
usual walnut or mahogany cabinet, and in the gold
and sycamore finish they present a most pleasant
contemporary._ appearance.
In addition to the
radio -gram or television-plus -radiogram, there is
also the gramophone reproducer only, a very good
example of this being the
Panatrope shown at the
foot of this page. This is
a three -speed set with
Garrard auto -changer, and
takes up to 10 records of
any one size and speed.
It has an output of only
2.5 watts and uses three

valves, types 6SL7, 6L6
and a rectifier, EZ40. An
external speaker §ocket is
provided with a switch to
silence the internal speaker
This model
if desired.
costs 47 guineas. In the
de-luxe class may be mentioned the Ferranti Model
1055. This also utilises a
Garrard 3 -speed record changer, but incorporates a
12-valve 4-waveband superhet for A.M. and F.M.
It has tone compensated volume control and
independent bass and treble controls with scratch and
rumble filters for the gramophone side. The output

The Bush 1-7:1F-61

of this receiver is 14 Watts, and this is tèd into two
speakers--a Goodman's Audiom 50 (12in.) and a
Tin. elliptical model. Two separate specially- designed
acoustic compartments are used to house these
This model
speakers.
costs 120 guineas.
Record Reproducing
Equipment
On the record reproducer side we have, in
addition to the larger
types of player such as
that just mentioned, the
small playing desks, as
well as the various -types
of separate' unit, such as
pickups and gramophone
motors. The largest makers

of
A

Murphy Portable
Model 362.

-

the latter two

of equipment are
probably Collaro and
Garrard, and most of
the complete radio-grams
units
incorporate
by
types

This is the K.B.

NR.30 which
has three speakers.

The Panatrope Record Reproducer.
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these firms. Th_ majority to -day are, of course, of th,
three or four speed type, although some are now
available with a variable control so that any desired
adjustment of speed may be obtained. Collaro have
produced some models capable of 16¡

521

The modern hi- fidelity tapes
supplied by H.M.V. are also an improvement on the
ordinary record. Various tape recorders and parts
have been announced and one of the most interesting
wide field available.

r.p.m. for the new " Talking book
record. All of the Collaro gramophone units, etc., are fitted with the
" Studio " cartridge of which four
types are available, dependent upon
the requirements of the amplifier on
which the pick-up is intended to be
used. In the Garrard range some
new changers have app,:ared and a
control is fitted to enable the user
to play records singly when desired.
A special model 301 Transcription
motor will interest Hi -fi enthusiasts ;
not only have wow and flutter been
attended to, but also switch clicks are
The Garrard TP,1I0 Transcription Pick -up Arm.
suppressed. A new pick-up arm has
been introduced and is shown on
carries
its
of which we have received details is shown at the
own
the right and it will be seen that this
foot of page 522. This is a Collaro Tape Transrest, as well as having many other desirable features.
Many of the pick -ups fitted to the modern player criptor. This is available, if so desired, complete with
The transcriptor
are of the turn -over type, having in effect the two a pre -amplifier and power pack.
pick -ups in one housing -one for normal speeds and is a 3 -speed model twin -track machine with four
heads on two distinct levels. Both top and bottom
tracks can be recorded and played back without
removing the tape and the machine is instantly
reversible so that the change from one track to
another may be made immediately.
The heads
are double coil wound with a low hum level, giving
up to 12,000 c.p.s. at a tape speed of 7. per second.
In the Simon range, a special Matching V.H.F.
unit has been produced for their SP/2 recorder to
enable high- fidelity recordings to be made from the
new F.M. broadcasts, whilst they have also produced
a " Library Recording Tape " for the enthusiast
who wishes to build up a libary of his own recordings.
This has a P.V.C. base and is boxed in a book style
An Acos Turn -over Pick -up Head.
to provide full storage protection and easy reference.
one for the slower speeds. A typical model of these is Provision is also made for title change.
shown in the illustration above and this is an Acos
Components
praduct (Cosmocord Ltd.).
On the individual component side the only
So far as the actual players are concerned these are
found in the small portable " playing desk " as well announcement of anything new is in the loudspeaker
as in the larger hi -fi units. An interesting
player has been produced by Electric
Audio Reproducers Ltd. (Ear) in which
the amplifier which is incorporated is of the
transistorised type. It is also fitted with a
4 -speed mixer record changer and it is for
battery operation. Fuller details will not
be available until the Show opens.
Tape Recorders

Coupled with the portable record
players are the tape recorders, and in
fact these would appear to be
taking the place of the former. They
are capable of giving much better
reproduction. of course, as the
tape has nothing like the background which arises from worn
Furthergramophone records.
more you can make your own
recordings from good broadcast
coicerts so there is an extremely
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range. With the increasing use of F.M. receivers
and the high quality tape recordings just mentioned
there exists a need for better loudspeakers, and
although a number of tweeters or high-note speakers
have been announced these are not sufficient alone

October, 1956

Plessey in which it is claimed that a flat frequency
response is obtained with perfect transient response
as there are no moving parts in the unit's construction. This is known as an lonophone.
Among the many other individual items are valves,
the majority of which are of the miniature type and
of which a screened type is shown in the illustration
This is a Brimar product. In the
on page 521.
Mullard range are the many special miniatures used
in modern television receivers, as well as in the
smaller types of mains receivers, and an improved
version of the Mullard 3 -valve 3 -Watt amplifier
has been announced. We have already mentioned

the special printed circuit components and in addition
to these there are various types of transistor, metal
rectifier,'germanium diodes and similar items.

Power Transistors
As we go to press Pye announced and demonstrated
a novel Loudhailer which utilised a built -in power
amplifier employing transistors only. These are of a
new type, known as power transistors, giving, with

The Whiteley Electrical

(W/B) H.F.1514 Loudspeaker

which costs £ 24

10.s. Od.

two components only, an audio output of 3 watts.
This interesting development will no doubt find
application to radio equipment later, and the transistors, which consist in effect of three ordinary type
transistors mounted on a single base have been
developed in the Pye laboratories, and it is claimed
that this is the first time this type of component has
been used. With four Ever Ready cells (type 1839),
an average consumption of 120 mA and a battery
life of 12 hours (using the instrument in a duty cycle
of 20 seconds on and 20 ,seconds off) the small
amplifier gives a reasonably flat response over the
speech range at-a maximum of 3 watts. The small
amplifier unit, mounted on a..paxolin plate measures
only about 3 sin. by 2in. but it is interesting to note
that no use is made of.the printed circuit technique
on this particular amplifier. The amount of wiring is,
however, so small that it would hardly be worth
while, and the very few components are wired in the
ordinary way.

Messrs. Goodmans
and W /B, to mention only two of the firms who
specialise in loudspeakers, have produced cabinets
designed to house their products and give high
Unless there is adequate
quality reproduction.
baffle area the low notes suffer, but many
cabinet designs provide only a boom at the
lower frequencies and these properly designed
cabinets attempt to eliminate these resonances
In addition,
and even out the response.
the G.E.C. for instance, will be
showing the metal cone speaker,
also designed for which is a cabinet
to give the proper loading and
performance. In the W/B range a
new design of combined dynamic
and electrostatic speaker is to be
released at Show time and will
be heard in the W/B demonstration rooms. Certain of their loudspeaker enclosures are also available
in ready-to- assemble form and
include a standard bass reflex
a corner bass reflex
cabinet ;
cabinet, and a hi-fi reproducer
console to house record -player,
amplifier, tuner and records. All
these may bé obtained in polished
walnut veneer or plain whitewood
and are supplied packed flat comThe Collaro Transcriptor
plete with screws.
Tape Deck.
A new design is announced by

for obtaining the best quality.
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A Novel Baby Alarm
USING A VOICE OPERATED RELAY IN A
WHICH IS ALSO SUITABLE FOR
AUDIO CONTROL OF TAPE RECORDER,
By Hugh Guy
TRANSMITTER, ETC.
CIRCUIT

NOISE or voice operated relays hcve frequently
been used in the. past to provide semi -automatic control of one form or another.
Advertising organisatidns, for example, have been
known to install such devices in departmental store
windows, where the noise or chatter of passing
pedestrians has operated the device by means of
which an illuminated window display is switched on.
Better known to the radio constructor are its uses as
an RIT transmitter switch ; the operator's voice is
used to switch on the H.T. to the power amplifier
stages so that the transmitter radiates Only when it is
actually being modulated. On similar lines the voiceoperated relay can be used to switch public address
equipment on and off.
Such a device could readily be fitted to control the
starting and stopping of a tape recorder, particularly
if the latter is used for dictation purposes. A great
saving in tape would thereby be effected. The

recording thus made would be far more coherent
in that long silences due to pauses in the dictation
would be eliminated on playback.
A further use for a sensitive relay of this description
is found in the burglar alarm. Provided that its use
were restricted to locations where there was normally
no undue noise or disturbance, then the device would
make a very reliable and foolproof alarm.
Several other uses will suggest themselves to the
enterprising reader and the construction of a unit is
described which will fulfil most of the above functions
and others besides.
It is hoped to give further information in later
issues of this journal on additional voice- operated
relay designs. Meanwhile this article deals with such
a relay intended for use as a baby alarm.

Function of a Baby Alarm
Quite simply an alarm of this description is used
to inform the infant's parents (or baby sitters) of
the child's movements or whimperings when he or she
is supposed to t asleep.
As a rule the device takes the form of a simple
audio amplifier which is fed by a microphone placed
near the baby's cot. The audio output is taken to a
To 6t3v.

I

Pilot Lamp
Alarm
Indicator

G/

Al

SK/

H.CT

I2AX7 & /2AT7
Base Connections

4

240v.
A.C.

Chassis,

Mains

live'
Fig.

1.- T/teorciìcal circuit.

,t

fill

list of parts appears on page 524.
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loudspeaker which is installed wherever the parents
The first stage Vla is a voltage amplifier having a
are located. The one disadvantage of an arrangement gain of about 85. This is used to amplify the output
of this sort is the incredible distraction the system from the microphone XT. The amplified signals
causes. In contrast to the necessity for general quiet are then rectified in the second half of the valve,
in the absence of an alarm due to one ear being VI b, which is an infinite impedance detector of high
permanently alerted for noises off, the owners of such efficiency.
a device are made fully aware of Junior's existence
A direct voltage proportional to the signal received
by the peculiar variety of noises that issue from the by the microphone is thus produced across the load
resistor R4 and determines the potential of the grid of
V2a. The two sections of V2 are seen to be connected
in the form of a long- tailed pair circuit. Normally,
in the absence of any input signal, the valves V2a
and V2b are so biased that only V2b conducts. The
anode current to the latter valve energises the coil of
the relay in its anode circuit, holding the relay in.
When a signal is received at the microphone the
amplified and. rectified outpu,t appearing at V2a
grid increases the potential sufficiently to permit
anode current to flow in this valve also.
Due to the design of the V2 stages, which ,many
readers will recognise as a " Schmitt Trigger " circuit,
the current which was formerly flowing in V2b is
diverted to Vla, de- energising the relay.
To understand this process a little more clearly a
step -by-step analysis of the circuit will help.
In the absence of any signal the grid potential of
V2b is about 57 volts, due to the voltage dividing
chain R9, R11, R12. V2a grid meanwhile is set to a
voltage well below This level. This arrangement
Plan view of the finished alarm.
ensures that only current from V2b flows in the
loudspeaker. With a reasonably sensitive amplifier cathode resistor R10. Under these conditions the
even the rustle of bedclothes is reproduced as an common cathode potential is about 59 volts. Valve
data for V2 show that to ensure that no current is
ominous roar.
Since it is only required to register certain of the drawn by V2a its grid potential must be at or less
infant's " signals," some alternative indication of than 50 volts.
If the grid voltage is set at this critical level, then the
his or her misery is called for.
Stating the requirement an alternative way, a less slightest increase in potential at this point will cause
anode current to flow in this valve, too. Further, the
alarming baby alarm is demanded.
A voice- operated relay immediately suggests itself flow of anode current will cause a voltage drop across
for the task, since by restricting its sensitivity only the load resistor R9. This voltage drop will be
the baby's cries will operate the switch. This in conveyed to V2b grid by the direct connection afforded
turn can be made to operate any electrical indicating by R11, R12 and the grid level reduced. This connecdevice required. For example it may switch on a tion from -the anode to the following grid forms a
small warning pilot lamp ; it may ring a bell ; it positive feedback path, and consequently the action
could even switch off the television or radio set, of slightly increasing the potential of V2a grid is
if either of the latter is in use at the time. The form highly regenerative. Formerly the common cathode.
that the warning takes is entirely the choice of the potential was dependent solely on the grid potential
of V2b. When the latter decreases, then the cathode
user.
voltage will follow suit. This fall increases the relative
Circuit Operation
grid -to- cathode voltage of V2a. As a result this
Fig. shows that the circuit uses two valves, both valve's anode current is further increased causing an
even bigger voltage drop at the following grid.
double triodes.
-

.

1

COMPONENTS LIST
CONDENSERS

RESISTORS

R1-2.2 M } w. (Erie).
w. (Erie).
R2-1.2 M
R3-15 K w. (Erie).
w. (Erie).
R4-4.7 M
R5-10 MD } w. (Erie).
R6-1 M 2 á w. (Erie).
R7-220 K w. (Erie).
R8-68 K w. (Erie).
R9-5.6 K d w. (Erie).
R10-10 K $ w. (Erie).
R11-1 Mn } w. (Erie).

R 12-270 K } w. (Erie).
VR1-100 K carbon pot. (midget).

C1

-25 pF

12

v.w.

electrolytic

ACCESSORIES
(see
XT- Crystal microphone
n

1- 6,000

Relay
(Hunts .1114PH ).
text).
C2-0.001 pF (Hunts W99 or W97

text).
P.O. relay (see

T1 -240 : 6.3v. heater transformer.
series).
-240v. 10 mA (min.) half -wave
C3, C4-16+16 ELF 350 v.w. electro- W1rectifier.
lytic.
SK1-2-pin miniature battery socket
C5, C6-0.1 pF (paper).
and plug.
-pole rotary mains on -off
S1
switch (Plessey type B).
Screened wire, connecting wire,.6BA
VALVES
and 4BA nuts and screws, and
V1-12AX7 (Brimar).
solder tags, two 5 -way tag strips,
grommets.
V2-12AT7 (Brimar).

-2
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This whole switching of anode current from one there are advantages in mounting the microphone
valve to the other happens instantaneously, and this externally, in which circumstances any reasonably
type of circuit permits quite large currents to be sensitive instrument may be used. Some readers may
switched by means of very small signal or " trigger " even prefer to use a small loudspeaker with its output
transformer matching it to the input grid. Provided
voltages.
Its function might be described as a means of that the input lead is screened the type of microphone
is not critical.
making a magnetic relay super -sensitive.
The relay was again an ex-Government purchase,
We thus have a means of operating the contacts of
a relay by means of an audible signal. Let- us and in the prototype unit had 12 contacts comprising
consider the purpose of the apparatus for a moment four changeover switches. Actually, only two contacts
were used. These were connected, as shown, in the
to decide exactly what function we require of it.
circuit of Fig. 1, so that when the relay opens two
Performance Required
As it stands the device will respond to noises above
a certain level. Obviously, it would be extremely
difficult to get the relay to differentiate between
crying and other sounds. A circuit which merely
opened the relay for signals above a certain threshold
and held it open thereafter would have many practical
disadvantages as a baby alarm. One cough from the
infant, for example, would " trigger " the indicating
lamp or bell, etc., which, since it would remain in the
" alarm " state, would give no real clue to the
listener as to the urgency of the warning.
A better system is to arrange that the warning lasts
only as long as Junior's " signal." In other words, the
relay must open only when the grid potential of V2a
rises above its normal critical level of 50. volts. This
is accomplished by careful arrangement of the
Schmitt trigger circuit values.
This type of performance is obviously the only one
that would be suitable for the tape recorder, transmitter and P.A. applications mentioned earlier.
For a burglar alarm, however, any noise or disA three -quarter rear view of the unit.
turbance should set the warning device going, and
therefore the relay must be operated once only, being contacts make to connect the heater voltage supply
' held in this new state until reset manually.
to the output socket SKI. It is to this socket that a
A third type of performance that might be required length of twin flex is connected to convey the alarm
would specify that the warning device
lamp, for signal to a warning lamp. The connections made to
example- should be switched on and off intermittently the relay are a matter for individual choice, being
once the relay has been triggered. This arrangement determined by the type of warning it is intended that
would give a more compelling type of warning.
the unit shall give. It should be remembered, however,
Slight circuit modifications enable any one of these that the relay opens or is de- energised when the alarm
types of alarm to be achieved and are given later.
is triggered. This means that while the unit is warming
up the alarm will be operating. This is no drawback
Circuit Details
if the alarm is an indicating lamp as it is in the circuit,
To set the critical voltage level at V2a grid the but-could be annoying if a bell were being used. Two
carbon potentiometer VR1 is included in the bias contacts that are normally made should be used if the
chain of the detector. Adjustment of this preset alarm is of the form shown in the circuit.
The power supply to the circuit is provided by a
control determines the cathode potential of V1b
and hence that of the following grid, to which it is half-wave metal rectifier feeding a 16+16 pF electrolytic combination (C3, C4 in the circuit). V2 requires
directly coupled.
Condenser C5 is part of the detector smoothing no smoothing and hence is connected directly after
circuit and its value will fix the time for which the the rectifier. The total current drain should not
relay is switched off after the audio signal has ceased. exceed 7 mA, not including the current drawn by the
Its present value of 0.1 pF gives the circuit a time electrolytic condensers, and as a result the H.T.
constant of approximately half a second. This is voltage is reasonably high at about 270 volts.
The valve heaters can be wired either as 12.6 volts
sufficient to ensure that the relay does not " chatter "
when the audio signal is of a warbling nature. Longer or as 6.3 volt combinations. The latter connection is
hold -off times can be achieved by increasing this chosen if a heater transformer is to be used. Alternavalue and by connecting a similar condenser across tively, for an A.C. /D:C. baby alarm the heaters may
resistor R12. This method is recommended if the be wired in series and connected to the mains supply
via a 0.15 amp mains dropper of resistance 1,390
device is to be used for controlling a tape recorder.
The microphone used was purchased for 5s. and ohms. The latter mode of connection makes the
is one of the small crystal inserts currently being sold provision of an alarm supply more involved, but a
as ex- Government stock. If the microphone is being satisfactory arrangement will be given for A.C./D.C.
built into the unit, then the crystal type is recom- connections next month.
mended by its small size. In some instances, however,
(To be continued.)

-a
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awewA VALUABLE AID IN THE SEARCH FOR HIGH FIDELITY
By Arthur Adams

introduction of the long-playing record,
with its extended frequency range, gave a
much- needed fillip in the search for high fidelity
reproduction. A further spur in this respect is the
vastly superior quality of reproduction which is
obtainable from the new frequency modulation transmissions of the BBC.
After a quarter of a century in the field of acoustics
and a continuous striving for improvements in
reproduction, the writer feels that his experiences
(and mistakes) may be of assistance to others.
Although the loudspeaker is perhaps the weakest
link in the chain, modern magnets with improved
flux density and more precise tooling have given us
excellent range and linearity ; but where the manufacturers have failed, however, is that their backroom
boys have not provided or designed suitable cabinets
or enclosures to house these splendid units.
Hitherto, in order to encompass the lower
frequencies, we have had to resort to reflexing with
,THE

its resonances, or the cumbersome corner enclosure
with its booming and muddled bass. The large
exponential horn is far too out of place for
domestic purposes. It seems crazy to the writer that
after producing ultra linear amplifiers we pass the
resultant output tllrough loudspeaker enclosures that
boom and resonate in order to provide a spurious bass.
The position and size of the vent in the reflex
cabinet determine its resonant frequency and if the
music modulates its harmony to a point with its
fundamental just off this frequency a discord will
be produced. This is why the real student of harmòny
just laughs at our "canned music." It sounds to
him like a bass player striking a wrong note.
The big enclosures and the ;raze for increased
" cubic capacity " also ruin the crispness of the bass
response of the best loudspeakers. The bass notes
re -echo and resonate around the walls of these large
enclosures so that the transients in the bass are
entirely lost in a muddled boom.
-

A Reversal

Fig. 1. Rear view and sectional rieiv
works.
showing how the enclosure
This shows only the path of the L.F.
Unit. The lower compartment should be
lined with lin. felt or similar material.

In this new design we adopt a
complete reversal of this policy of
large cubic capacity and place the
loudspeaker in a compartment only
just large enough to contain it. The
necessary baffling being effected by an
extended air column at the back of
the diaphragm. This air column is
expanded exponentially in order to
avoid any resonances. In this way the
diaphragm is made to behave in
exactly the same manner as when
exponentially horn- loaded at the front.
It will be at once appreciated that
the exponential expansion of this air
column really necessitates a curved
structure, but straight material is used
in this new design and the exponential
factors are closely adhered to. The
small plus and minus tolerances are
carefully balanced out and have no
effect on the resultant reproduction. If
the measurements in the design are
precisely adhered to, none of the cells
will set up a resonant frequency or
peak.
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-Great Britain's Valve Mail -Order House-

ANNOUNCING REDUCED PRICES

*.

BRIMAR and OREO
6B0e6
FERRANTI
Dl5
10/6 68H6
IIAFO6
1811 6B26
DF96
18/- 6BW6
DK91
18/1 6BW7
UK91
18/1 6C4
UK96
18/1 6C6
DL94
18/- 6C060
DL96
16/- 6CH6
EAB(80 18/1 ODß
EBC41
14/8 6E5GT
EBF80
18/1 6FOG
ECC84 20/11 6F7
ECC85 20/11 606G
ECF82
23/- 6H6GT
EC1142
18/1 fiJSGT
EF41
18/- 6J7G
EF42
24/4 6J70T
EF80
19/8 6K6GT
EF89
16/- 61(7

251 451U
25/1152K0

13;1 1.1A7

24/4 1501
16/- 1502

25;11531CU
22/3 618T

16/- 18
10/- 19AQ5

618F7

18.'

20/11
14/8
20/11
24/4
84/4
34/9
14/8
18/1

HL'2

12/7 l'1+2

11V:300

25

KT-'
KT24
KT33C

9I'IL:

20,1 1"12,

182,1117

22/3 0149

11/101AC/VPI (5/7)

14/8
14/8
14/8
14/8
11/10
17/6
20/11
13/3

24/4
19/6
16/9
24/9
18/9
14/8
18/9
18/1
18/1
18/1

CLL.

21/7 6/30L2
AC/VP2 81/7 6L18
AC2/Pen 82,1 BL19
AC2/Pen DD 6L34
24/4 6L03
AC4/Pen 24/4 6L0'20
AC5/Pen 22;3
AC5¡Pen DI) BM2
11/10
84/4 ßPl

EBC90
EBF80
EBL1
EBL21
EBL31
EC31
EC52
EC91
EC92

14/8
18/1
34/4
22/3
22/3
13/11
EO/Il
16/9
13/11
24/4

11K94

HL13

18/1
13/11

HL92
HVR2

8/10

HL13( 8/11

19/0 19BG60 29/9 62BT
KT36
24/4 l'150
gy90 27/10
20/11 20162
2511 620DT
KT4I
22;3 CT15'2
11/10
2117 2316G
18/1 62TH
KT45
24/4 0153
IWyl3:i0 14/8
31/4 25L6GT 18/1 62VP
10/- KT;1
1W4/51)0 14/8
U309
34/9
ggC32
27/10 251140T 20,/11 63ME
18/1 KTIiL
18/1 C319
18/ECC32
21/7 2524(1
148 638PT
24/4 KT63
18!1 U'329
KF3a
24/4 Dl
16110/6 66.25
18/1 ECC33
24/4 KK32
18/1 35A5
18'1 65HE
18/1 KT66
24/4 U709
11/10 DD41
20/11
8/7
6P26
18/1
ECC3I
24/4
18/1 ::6L6G1' 18'1 66K0
11/10 KT71
18/1 W17
16/- DL810
17/8
6P28
24/4
ECCS6
25/1 35%4
11 10 67PT
24/9 KLL,gp3
p8_
KT74
14/8 W?l (7)
20/2 HL23
12/7 10C1
18/1 ECC-10
18/1 35Z3
24/4 MT17
148 141TH
18/1 KT7G
18/1 W42M
21/7 HL23DD 16/- lOC2
45122/8 ECC81
12/7 35Z4GT 141 1421'8
19/8 PenA4
18/1
22/3
13/11 10F1
ECC82
13/11 42
19/6
2213 :7:50P 18/1 KT101
penB4
34/9 W76
8j1
18/1
24/4
B
lOF3
84/
43
18/1
22/8 185BT
24/9 KTN'63 18/1 W77
18/1 HL42DD 16/9 l0F9
24/4
16/- ECC83 20/11 Pln4VA
18/1 5145
18/1 185BTA 34/9 KT7.-I1
24/4 N'81H
26/9 HL133DD8/9 lOLD3
14/8 ECC91
18/1 744)C5
34/9
()
18/10 2(r2U0T 23/- L7KTZ63 13181/11 R'101M 1811 HE41
18/1 lOLDII
16/9 ECFAU
1811 51)C1)6G 31/4 2028TH 88/8/- PCC84 20111
8/1 50L6GT 18/1 202VP 21/7 7
EL-11
16/- 6K70
13111 N'147
18/- P6181
18/11 2001
12/7 ECH21
18/1 75
22/3 pCL8'-'
23/- 202VPB 21/7 LNI52
EL42
18/1 GK7GT
19/6 LL'143
18/1 PCF82
&'lE3/20F'L
2414 ECH35
22/8 77
22/3 PI.33
21/7 210DDT 18/- LN309
EM71
24/4 6KB0
25/9 LV145
18/1 PP3/250 20/11 20L1
18/1
24/9 ECH42
21/7 210LF
22/3 78
12/7 LIN
18/1 PL36
12/7 W147
EZ40
18/1 Pen 25 20111 20P1
11/10 6K8GT
24/4
2419
OLOO
ECHBl
80
210PG
24/9
18/1 PL38M/CL
14/8
24/4
Zw)
11/10
22/ 809
14/8 2108PT(7) 20/2 HH4M 1811 N'140
8/1 Pen 45 22/3 L<tP4
17/6 61.7
24/4 EF98V
24/4 83
21/7 PL81
16/- 210VPA('7)
HH41
13/11 N'150
16/- Pen 4500 22/8 d11P5
OZ4
V21/1/70
17/5 6N7GT
18,'1 EF22
18/9 1629
8/1 PL82
18!1
80/2 MHD4M 23/- w727/61316
14184 20111 6Q7GT
Pen 40
18/24/4 30C1
Pi/- EF36
6R70
16/9
210VPT(7)
18/1 PL83
MHL4 13/11
16/- Pen 383 22/3 30F5
PC'C85
24/4 6ßA7
21/7
24/4
EF37A
22/3
24/4 PI-820
20/2 MKT4 (5/7)
WD142
19/6 Pen 384 18/1 3ULl
PC'F80
24/4
25/9 681(7
20/11 EF39
1817 PM2A
8/6
28/8 W0709
18/1 Pen 45300
FCF82
28/- 438L7GT 18/1 1/088012 and 215P
8/5
30P4
244
EF40
2lOOT
24/4
EMITRON
24/4
17/6
ML4
X18
P1128
8111
18/1
PLEA.
17/5
1/75
27/10
EF41
68N7GT
220PA
16/M84BM/CL
X22M/C 24/4 Pen DD416N1
24/4 U1)1.4
1217
PM2HLM 12/7
YY83
17/6
0/5
EF42
24/4
19/8 PH2lA(5) 20/8
21/7 %4LC
86/1
R:
14/8 68Q7GT 18/9 DDT
231- 220TH
27/10 PHILIPS
24/4 P1124A
X61M
17/6 N144
22/3 QP25
R3
14/8 6U4GT
18/1 2L DU 27/10 M8P41 (5)
27/2
E8/- Cl
8/6 EF50
EF64
302THA 26/1
6U5/6G5 18/1 Mp/peo(7)
24/4 PH24M 2813
20/11
RIO
QP230
3118U
EF56
6U5G
11/10
MUI4
X65
24/4 PH2O2
1811
14/8
223
14¡8
R1I
27/10
22/3
18/24/4
CT
IC
18/1 5I%40M/CL
19/8 PY31
X7OM
1811 MV8/Pen (5/7) 332Pen
22/3 ßP42
20/11 EFBO
F.12A
18/10 61.110
14/8
24/4 PZ3O
37/10
19/8 PY32
18/1
2117 4051112
25/1 X78
ppl- 8F8.6
22/3 8161
R12
18/10 6V60
20/11
2414 328
451PT
6V6GT
16/8JNI4
18/1
X79
22,13
Rt6
MV9/pen
SPIRI
B
27/10
14/8 329
9/9 EF89
5061111
6X4
18Ì4
14/8
3116
X81M
11/10
PYBI
16/31/4 8F210
1117
17/8
17/5
21/7
20/2 340 Nett 9/8
24/4 FY82
N17
14/8 OMI
16/- X101M
349 T41
R19
20/11 6X5GT
148
181 387 Nett 33/6 EF9l
t0/10
EFO2
18l1 p2g0
919
18,1- X109
18/1 TH41
L'BC41
14/8 7A2 (5/7) 22/8 0M4
18/9
22/3 4:ï2
10/S EF93
/11
NH)
16/16/- A142
8P2
UF4l
18/1 TH228
18/MARCONIE018
E2/3
EF9l
1/37
£4l4 eYi (5/7) 21/7
BÌ
16/9 05110
18/1 %143
UL41
18/- 7866
22'3 OSRAM
T1323°1
25/1
MIILLARD
8218
L+FOS
18/1 P1'1f1
39/9 ßP13
Eb/- X145
2218 TF23
CY41
11/10 787
22;8 B36
21/7
24/4 N43
24/4 A7.1
14/8 EK2
18/1 P1241
25/1 eP13C
VR75/30 17/8 7U5
18/1 X147
22/3 TF2`)
223 1165
21/7
24/4 N77
AZ3l
14/8 EK32
7C6
26/1 TUD2A
16/9 806
18/1 X148
VR105/30
22/8 TP2620 20/11
12/7 B152
24/9 N78
18/27/10 AZ41
14/8
EK90
703
22/3
N108
%I50
18/1
8061
18/TDD4
23/12/7 B309
17/8
19/6
38/1
705
N142
22/3
X719
22/3
"18/1
8027
18/VR150/30
27/10 B319
20/11
27j10
CBL31
22(3 ELIO
N145
221 ßU2150 27/10 11329
18/1 X77/6BE6
UABC80 18%1
16/- 7D6
19/6
0201
14/8 CCH35
22/8 EL34
28/3 8161
24/4 UAF42
18/1
18/1 U261
lA(8
18/1 7D8
18/10 8339
17/5
19/8 N148
24/4 CL4
22/3 EL37
18/1 2p
24/4 UB4I
11-05
18/- 461
18/1 Uí81
14/8 7D9
20111 8719
26/11 NI50
14/8 CYI
14/8 ELSA
811 4/100111: 20/11 1541
17/10 UBC41
106
14/8 7137
Ì4/8
8/7
0282
17/5
161
OEM
14/8
E1.41
18/9 4THA
16,1- UBFBO
21/7 Z14
1L4
18/- 717
251 042
13/11 N153
IS/1
(1301
20/11 DAC32(M/CL) EL42
20111 4T81
16/- UBL21
21/7 Z22M
10/2
ILA6
18/1 7R7
27/10 043
18/1 53119
22/3
14/8
16/- EL50
N3?s
22,3 6188
27/10 UC92
181- 7ss
8/1
iLDS
18/1
1903 1163
13/11
11/10
DAF9l
7Y4
8/1
EL81
148
N339
Z6G
21/7
1LN5
6AJ8
ßl/7
31/4 1801
UCC84 20/11
16/18/1 D77
12/7
24/4 DAF96
18/1 EL83
14/8 6A1C8
27/10 UC:C85 20/11
31/4 Z77
34/4 174020
1E5
18/1 7Z4
18/1 0152
22/7 N349
14/8 llCCAO
34/9 EL84
21/7 64.98
16/- UCF80
181- Z112
24N
184
20/11 DA30
16/- 802
8708 5709
23/_
14/8 DF33(M/CL)
LL5
ELM
Z146
244 687
N7276A
18/1
185
UCH21
18/1 803
17/6 DAF91
8/1
22/3
16/- 68Q3
/ Q18/- Z150
1T4
8/2 COO
16/- 9BW6
18/- 0136311 16/9
14/8
DF9l
902
18!Z162
EL91
21/7
PCC84
18/1 UCHAI
6BX6
20/11
19/0 U28
1U5
18/1
19/6 01176
18/9
18/1
20/11
UF92
181- EL821)
8/1 6BY7
24/4 UF41
2A:'
22/- Z3U9
87730 UU9
l6/_
20/11 906
19/8 01177
14/8 PCF90
11/10 DF96
16/- EL821 27/10 U942
12/7 6113
48/8 V5(13
s1)G
26/9 Z319
16/- 1001
17/8 01181
24/4 PCL83
19/8
20/- DF97
16/10 EM4
11153
23/- 616
18/1 UF85
21/7 Z353
27/10 VP23
34/9 011101 29,11 PL83
19/8
16/0K3'2
11155
20/U
EM34
P%4
Z719
8807
18,11
221GT
20/11
1918 VP41
UF89
16/14/8 1311107
14/8
18/21/7
DK40
3E/3 EMBO
18/1 CiL41
°V4
18/1 60117
48/8 Z7L0
24/4 VP133
1)11142
18/- 12A6
14/8 PX?:7
18121/7 1)K91
8/1 EN32
8/1 68L7GT 18/1
80/- 0244
41/1
11110 MD
2718 Vp,210
18/11 121138
2414 013147
16/9 PY82
27/10
20/2 D1(92
18/1
EY51
18/10
5U4G
G8N70T 24/4 013149
0146
20/11 121E6
18/9
24/4
VP1322
E1/7
DK9G
18/1
121E7
UF-t
Z0152
EY86
19/8
.53'4G
E0/11
6807
14/8
18/1
17.84
14/8
14/8 011150
1918
18/18/1 DL33
16/- EV91
24/4 6V4
14/8 UM4
27/10 OBJ6
18/1 1C
5Y3GT
14/8 12106
11/10 013710
18/1 01G
18/1
18/1 DL35
16/- EZ35
19/8 71E7
18/ iF2
1418 URIC
5Z3
22/11 12AT6
20/11 I2AU7
20/11 DK92
18/1 U17
14/8
181- DL71
16/- EZ40
19/8 1280T
14/8
11/10 UYIN
14/8 1ßA%7
18/1 DL63
16/9 018¡20 EO/11 35W4
14/8
12BA6
18/1
BA7 G
8/6
120K7
g0f_
26/1
181 DL82
244 Ul9
11/10
1FD9
18,1
021
16/- EZ80
18/1 138PA
*101
11/10 UY8S
LiABG
22/8 12BE6
207 UL145
16'9 t'3l
11/10
1418 .,lyal
16//- DL94
16/- EZ81
22/8 16A.
11/10 VP2B
86 1Pl
6A8GT
20/2
22/3 12BH7
16/- DN41
24/4 033
27/10
1P10
16/- DL96
18/EZ90
11/10
GAC7
VP4B
24/4 12C8GT 20/11 1723
17/6 DN143
2213 035
ßl/7
27/10
16/- DM70
10/6 FC_>
88 1P11
24/4 1LD5
6AG5
24/4 12J50T 8111 19Y3
11/10 EABC80 18/1 037
E'7,10 30a
6C9
18/1
1)026
84/9
FC>2A
29/4 3Z4GT
6AG8G
8/0 6C10
18/1 12J7C4T 18/1 21A6
21/7 ECC82
19/6 U43
14/8
18/10 305
18/1
D030
25/- FC4
6AK6
25/1 6187
18/1 12K70T 18/1 2780
20/11 ECC85 20,111 045
14/8
18/10
6C31
22/3 DW4/350 14/S FC13
25/1 6970
GAIL
8/7 12K8
24/4 35A.7
18/1 ECH81
181 U 50
18/9
14/8 MAZDA
6D1
10/8 DLV41500 14/8 FC13C
25/1
GAMS
12116
18/1 12K8GT 22/3 .3.6Z3
19/8 F.FBO
8/6 152
10/g
20/11 AC/HL 13/11 6132
12/7
EA5(1
10/6
FW4/.60020111
GAM
128C7
24/4 12Q70T 16/9 41t8L'A
14/8 EF85
19/8
20/ll
20/11 AC/HL DI)
6153
20/11
EABC80
18/1 FW4/80020111 128470T 24/4
BAQS
18/- 128L7GT 24/4 41MTN M/CL ELLO
I61- U711
14/8
33,!- 6F1
2414 EACH
84/9 (1Z30
14/3
GATO
25236T
16/9 12897GT 18/9
18/1 U 76
27/10 EM80
14/8
14/8 AC/P4
29/4 6F11
18/1 EAF42
17/6 GM)
20;11
GACK
24/4 128117
13 3 EZSO
18/9 41MXP
11/10 1'78
14/8
11/10 AC/Pen (5/7) 6E12
24,14 E834
8/7 GZ33 20/11 3525GT
111140
85A1
25
1163
30/20/11 12U5G
18I1 418TH
18/1 U81
23/22/3 61113
24!9
EB41
1217
0234
20/11 85A2
6138
^_1 4 H30M
20/11 1301
17/8 42HPT
27/1011 '84
22/6
20/11 AC'/80
24/4 6F14
24/4 EB91
12/7 HBCOO
14/8 150B3
OBSGT 20/11 14B6
20 11 11 014
18'- 'tot
16/9 428PT
17/E3/- AC/THl 251 OFIS
18/- EBC33
8/9 HBCY11 14/8 90(1.
GBA6
11 3 HD24N
16/- 1487
16
107
£2'3 431U
11/8
11/10 AC/TP
25/1 6K25
14181 EB(41
14/8 13F93
18'- 164V
19/8

nil

"

-8/-

ov
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l
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TEST1NG

IRI15YRl1MEIr75
accurate instrument for testing
and fault location is indispensable to the
amateur who builds or services his own set.
A dependably

The

UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

illustrated) is a Iii &hly accurate moving-coil instrument,
conveniently compact, tor measuring A.C. and D.C. voltaga,
D.C. current, and also resistance ; 22 ranges of readings on a
3 -inch scale.
Complete with leads, inter Sue : 4)in.r. x 31 ins. x ¡ins.
changeable prods and crocoNett weight : 18 ozs.
(as

MODEL I
D.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to
A.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to
D.C. CURRENT : 0 to

1

500 vIts.
500 volts.
500 mA.

RADIO

RESISTANCE

SHOW

SENSITIVITY : 400 L'/ V.
MODEL 2
D.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to 1,000 volts.
A.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to 1,000 volts.
D.C. CURRENT : 0 to 500 mA.
RESISTANCE : 0 to 200,000 Q.

Stand No.

0 to 20,000 D.
:
Total resistance of meter :'200,0'0

Total resistance of meter

:

4

M! ?.

4,000 !?/V.
SENSITIVITY
Write for o free copy of the latest Compre:

hensive

Guide

to

" Avo "

Sole

£12

List Price :

The

clips,

:0 :0

and instruction

book.

AVOMINOR

D.C.

-inch moving coil meter providing 14 ranges of readings
of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to 600 volts, 120
Total resistance
milliamps, and 3 megohms respectively.
100,000 ohms.
Complete as above
Size : 4 1ins. x 3)ins. x I:ins.
E5 : 5 :0
List Price :
Nett weight : 12 ozs.
is

a 21

Propri tors and Manufacturers

:-

LTD.
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTCO.,
VICtoria 3434 (9 hues)
Avocet House, 92/96, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London, S.W.I.

Instruments.

/%'

THE

ENNETT COLLEGE
,i
can train your mind to SUCCESS
POSTAL TUITION
THROUGH PERSONAL
A FREE book vital to your career!
!
Send
Read how the famous Bennett College can help you to success mind
tc
now for this recently published FREE book, " Train your
SUCCESS," which tells you about The Bennett College proven success

in postal

tuition

... and

how it can help sou to success in your career.

Engines
Draughtsmanship
Diesel

Electrical
Engineering
Electric Wiring
Accountancy Exams
Book -keeping
Civil Service
Commercial Arith.
English
General Education
Geography
Journalism

%/%%
%%

Z////%%/,///ii /$

WHAT CAREER DO YOU WANT?
Architecture
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Commercial Ar'.

///

ao%
i,

%

Forestry
Locomotive
Engineering
Machine Design
Mechanical
Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Eng.
Quantity Surveying
Mathematics
Modern Business
Methods
Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams

%%

Radio Engineering
Sanitary Science
Surveying
Telecommunications
Television

I

ro "ILL

I

HENS ICTT t OLLEGE
1)1 :PT. 3.104.N), SHEFFIELD
please send me. without obligation, a free copy of Train
your mind to SUCCESS ' and the College Prospectus on :

I

SUBJECT

I

7W/,t COUPON

`

NAME

SenditNOW/

Shorthand

ADDRESS
Short Story Writing
and many others
AGE (if under 21)
Languages
GENERAL CERTIFIC ATE GF EDUCATION

COULD BE YOUR
PERSONAL PASSPORT
TO SUCCESS.

Please write in bloc!: letters
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PRACTICAL

Construction

The enclosure is made throughout in fin. compoboard (Weyroc) and all joints must be firmly fixed
and glued. This is particularly needed where the
inner back meets the side panels. If this joint is
not firmly made the side panels will " boom."
It will be observed that the front
half of the enclosure is divided by a
shelf, forming two compartments; the
lower one accommodates the bass
speaker and utilises the cellular-back
baffle. This compartment must be
lined with felt or
soft material lin.
thick in order to
avoid any initial
resonances being set
up. It is not necessary to line the
front panel which
carries the loudspeakers. The front

WIRELESS

529

be noted here that an elliptical speaker gives a better
horizontal diffusion when mounted vertically.

The main speaker lead from the amplifier enters
the enclosure through a }in. hole, which should be
drilled in the back panel l0in. from the base. The lead
should be provided with a collar or knot on the inside
to prevent its being pulled away from the connections.
The back vents should be covered with muslin or
light material in order to prevent the ingress of the
domestic cat, toys, etc. The front panel is entirely
covered with decorative material to taste.
The construction should be quite clear from the
drawings and although rather complicated will be
found well worth while ; the crisp reproduction of the
lower frequencies is a revelation, whilst the extended
upper range assists in the reproduction of real high
fidelity.
It should be understood that this design forms the
basis of a patent application and cannot be manufactured for sale without arrangement with the
designer.
Assembly Order

The peculiar construction of this new form of
cabinet at first presented a problem, as the speakers
had to be fitted from the front instead of being inserted
from the back. In this case the speakers and crossover unit are all attached to the front panel, which is
Fig. 2. -On the left the partition, in the centre the fastened in from the front ; the panel screws
being
shelf, and on the right the gussets.
hidden by a fin. quarter -round moulding which is
mitred to a " push -in " fit. " (It may, of course, be
edge of the shelf must fit closely to the front panel when pinned or glued.)
assembled and a small channel cut or filed in its front
The best method of assembly is found to be as
edge for the speaker leads. The leads can be located follows :
on the panel with sticky tape so that they fit into this
After all the necessary sections have been prepared,
channel on assembly.
the precise positions of the gussets and partitions
The treble speaker (6in. elliptical) and crossover should be marked on both backs so that nails or
unit are fitted in the upper compartment. It should screws may be driven through when being glued and.

\ \
8x3'

2e%2

r

SY4

9'

1
I..

43/4J
Outer

Back

/6 %2`
Inner Back
"

Fig. 3. -The front and back indicating the position
of the partitions, gussets and shelf.
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The shelf is now fitted 16in. from the bottom and
assembled. (This marking is necessary because the
securely fixed to the side panels and inner back by
inner pieces are out of sight.)
First lay the outer back flat and apply the sides, nails driven obliquely or by small battens fixed to the
top and the bottom, the back being inside and flush sides and back. A fin. fillet is now fixed all round the
inside of the outer
with the back edge of
panels, 14in. from the
the panels. Glue and
CUTTING SIZES
front edge and in line
screw (or nail) all the
(All of kin. Weyroc)
with the front edge of
joints.
the shelf. This is for
Front, inner and outer back-all 281in. by 164in.
The gussets and parfixing the front panel.
Partitions (2 off) 241in. by 6in.
titions are now fitted
File or cut a fin. vertical
Gussets (2 off) cut to fill corners as shown in Fig. 3,
and glued. It will help
groove in the precise
long sides being bevelled to 45 degrees.
in securing the correct
centre of the front edge
Shelf 16gin. by Bin.
location if small holes
of the shelf for the speaTop and bottom, I8in. by I7in.
for the nails are drilled
ker leads, as previously
Side panels (2 off) 284in. by 17in.
through the inner and
mentioned. The comouter backs. The inner
partment with the back
back may now be laid in
and firmly glued and pinned to the inner pieces and aperture is now lined with l in. felt or similar soft mateto the side panels. Securing the inner back all rial. All screws or nails should be driven below the surround is the most important, as if this is not done face and a good filler used to level up. The cabinet
may then be painted or veneered and polished.
the sides will resonate.

New Organ Tunnng System

equipment chosen is of extreme sensitivity, and in the
words of Mr. K. N. James, the tuner, " is the best
yet devised for the purpose that I know of anywhere
in the country."
The 8-10 watt amplifier employed has been designed
for three fader -connected inputs, " Microphone,"
" Music 1 " and " Music 2." It has a bass attenuator
control connected in series with the microphone stage
to enable maximum clarity of speech and music
reproduction to be obtained under various acoustic
conditions. The microphone sensitivity is such that
at high volume a low output microphone of the ribbon
type will fully load the amplifier ; an important point
when an extraneous noise cancelling microphone
is being used in addition to moving -coil microphones.
The amplifier works under constant working or instant
operation conditions. The headphones have a total
weight of only eight ounces each and can be worn
for long periods without fatigue.

ON each occasion that the organ at the Colston
Hall, Bristol, is to be used, the instrument is
tuned. This tuning is necessary because of the
extreme sensitivity of this great instrument to even
slight variations of temperature and humidity in the
vast organ chamber. It is no mean task, for the new
organ, which took five years to build, has 5,372
pipes, 14 wind chests, mostly in halves of the slider
type ; 18 wind chests of the unit type and 17 reservoirs.
Just under 4,000 electromagnets in the organ have
windings requiring 300 miles of copper wire. Insulated
multi -core cable takes 800 wires from the console
to the various mechanisms operating the organ,
which was built by Harrison and Harrison Ltd., of
Durham.
Further, the all-electric console is detached from
the organ itself so that the player
can hear the instrument in correct
balance and be in' a better position for
contact with conductors and for
There is,
view by the audience.
therefore, an appreciable distance
between the tuner and the console.
Again the " Principal " is the stop
from which all others are tuned, yet
it is quite a distance from other
sections of the organ. Apart from
distance the sound from the pipes
when the tuner is on top of them
is deafening.
The tuner's problems, however,
have now been met by a sound system
devised by The General Electric Co.,
Ltd., which permits two -way communication between the tuner and
the player ; the tuner using a specially
constructed extraneous noise cancelling microphone. It also picks up,
via two moving coil microphones,
the note from the " Principal " stop
and relays it to wherever the tuner
is working, the tuner receiving it Wearing M.C. 'phones with padded earpieces, the tuner hears the
through a moving-coil headphone. note picked up by the mike. The organist also wears 'phones and
the tuner can instruct hint which note to play.
Obviously for correct tuning the
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Those Organs
radio broadcasts, although I can see that it may
MR.
F. THORNTON, of Stoke -on- Trent, entertain such people as parson's and sad -looking
writes to me concerning my note in the church-goers who know no other instrument. There
August issue concerning the organ pro- are many people who like to be made miserable, just
grammes broadcast by the BBC. I was, of course, as there are pathological cases who like to go to the
referring not to church services, but to those organ cinema or the theatre and have a good cry. Perhaps
items which play a pot-pourri of " parbular toons." the cryners have discovered this fact and have adjusted
My reader tells me, what I already knew, that organ their voices accordingly.
recitals as such and which play serious music are
ordinary pipe organs, although they are electrically Cryning for Cash
blown. I am well aware that they do not make use
MENTION of cryners reminds me of the fact that
of valves and loudspeakers. My reader, however,
we are having far too much of it. What is the
thinks, as I do, that the organ is used far too advantage of children being trained to sing and
often, and that organists cannot hope tQ have sufficient passing their examinations when some half-baked and
practice in order to exploit fully the resources of the unintelligent person can earn hundreds of pounds a
instrument. There are very few cinema organists week just crying into the microphone and has never
to -day, and their ranks are diminishing. The O.B.s had a music lesson in his life ? The BBC is performing
of Joseph Seal, John Howlett, John Madin, and a disservice to the music profession in encouraging
Douglas Reeve are worthwhile programmes, and people to believe that you can become a musician
they are evidently fine musicians. However, as I without knowing one thing about music. Some of
have said, I do not like organ music and it should these crooners cannot even read a note of music.
be confined to the miserable religious atmosphere of Take the case of the late Felix Mendelssohn, who often
the church.
Perhaps the organist in Sullivan's was heard on the air and from the stage. He had his own
beautiful melody, the Lost Chord, was feeling weary orchestra, conducted it, made gramophone records ;
and ill at ease because the instrument made him yet on his own admission he did not understand one
miserable, and that is why, I suppose, his fingers, note of music, had no training as a musician,
like some of the cinema organ instrumentalists and could not play any instrument, not even
wandered idly over the noisy keys. Nearly always the a Jew's harp. To divert attention, however, from
melody is killed by the organist wishing to demon- his musical ignorance, he circulated a story to
strate his digital dexterity, and his ability to operate the press that he was a direct descendant of the
all of the stops. Another reader, J. E. Wright, who great Felix Bartholdy Mendelssohn
I knew this
hails from the salubrious district of Trumpington, could not be so, and I tackled him on it. It is true
says that my remarks caused him amusement that his christian names were Felix Bartholdy and that
" because they are not without justification." He his patronymic was Mendelssohn, but apart from that
disagrees, however, with me when I say that organ he was not related in any way to Mendelssohn, and
music is not sweet. Warming to his subject, hesays readily admitted it. He was exposed in one of the
that the interpretation of most music demands a musical papers, but 'did this deter Felix, or the BBC
tremendous range of dynamic and tonal resources of from employing him ? Not a bit of it. The BBC
the organ. That sounds very good, but I dislike couldn't care less. I maintain that the BBC has a
interpretations also. I like to hear the music played moral responsibility to enquire into the training and
as the composer intended it to be played, and it is background of the musicians they engage.
sheer impertinence for some organists to " interpret "
Bands go on increasing
multiplying, like germs,
the music in a different way. It is a gross liberty and each has its own crooner and
and only very few of them
usually results in murdering the melody. He tells can claim to be trained musicians.
members
me that there are no electronic organs at present of bands have their own aspirations Most
to break away
broadcasting from cinemas but that some of the and form their own bands, and, indeed,
is what
organs are rather old and in need of repair. A few has happened since Jack Payne, Jack that
and
have electronic solo attachments. He longs for the Henry Hall pioneered this form of musicalHylton
playing of Quentin Maclean, Reginald Foort, Sidney Now there are literally dozens of bandscacophony.
more
Torch, Felton Rapley, and others. He says that he and more are being formed each year-alland
often listens to Sandy Macpherson, without recog- away at the same market and reducing thenibbling
possinising the tune, and he thinks he is a good muscian bilities of any of them ever making real money
or
for a self-taught player, although he agrees that he is stayint the course. If they have not made real money
far too heavy in the bass.
in five years they have, to use a common phrase,
The fact has to be faced that the organ is an " had it." Indeed, it is unthinkable that any one
obsolete instrument, like the virginal,
the band, however good, should continue beyond this
spinet, the clavichord, and all the other odd period. The public to -day wants change. A sort of
instruments with which compilers of crossword musical metamorphosis. My advice, therefore, to those
puzzles like to bewilder solutionists. The organ is who are thinking or cashing in on the jazz noise
definitely not an instrument which lends itself to racket is : Don't. The novelty soons wears off.
!

.
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DESIGN
PRACTICAL

OF

CONSTRUCTIONAL

DETAILS

By T. S. Skeet

(Continued from page 449 Sept. issue)

THIS type of switch has four contact segments at
its centre and eight contacts on the outer rim,
with four equally disposed insulation strips or
blanks ; thus the facility originally provided was that
of a four -pole, two -way and off-switch. To convert, tq
provide switch C, for example, involves strapping (or
commoning) each two adjacent centre contact segments ; thus providing a two -pole five-way switch, but
one of each of the five -ways is a blank, and it will be
observed that the " ways " of switch C in the wiring
diagram, shows a blank space between contacts 2 and
3 on both arcs. Switch D is similarly arranged ; whilst
switch B is wired in a somewhat similar manner,
except that all four of the centre contact segments
are " commoned," and this provides a one -pole
double contact switch with five " ways" ; giving a
" one " or " two," or " both " facility, still with gaps
between 2 and 3.
The indicating marks for the switch pointers on
the outside of the front panel are spaced, of course,
to coincide with the position of the switch pointer.
All of these switches have very definite " click
operation " ; i.e., they cannot be left in mid position
between contacts, even if the operator really tries to
put them there. The indicating points on the panel
are racially spaced holes, drilled into the ebonite
and filled in with coloured (or white) sealing wax.

Sicke view o] the complete unit.

%Araw'.:..

For example, the potentiometer switch would have
for position 1 one small hole, for position 2 one
large hole, both filled white, the next position is
filled blue and the fourth position has one large
and one small hole arranged radially and both filled
white. The transformer switch is similarly arranged.
The markings indicate : " position 1" small potentiometer (or transformer) ; "position 2 " large potentiometer (or transformer) ; "position 3 " neither potentiometer nor transformer ; and "position 4 " both
potentiometers or, transformers. This " small, [arge,
neither, or both " arrangement was not optional, i.e.,
it was not specifically desired ; but was necessary for
the reason mentioned earlier, i.e., the switches have
two contacts adjacent and then a gap in each of the
four sections.
Switch E, which is the voltmeter range switch,
has all of its (4) centre contacts joined together, but
three of the four rotating contacts were removed,
whereas switches B, C and D each had two
diametrically opposite wipers (or rotating contacts)
removed. Switch A is the outstanding item in the
switching system ; it has 18 fixed contacts and six
moving ones, and is a two -position switch. It is
thus a six -pole two -way switch and 16 of the fixed
contacts are in use. This switch, as previously
explained, is used to change over the (nominal)
350 volt circuit to a " voltage doubler "
and also to connect it in series with the
150 volt supply and as explained earlier,
the open circuit voltage of the combination is over 1,000 volts. The method of
operation of the voltage doubler circuit
cannot readily be traced on the wiring
diagram and reference to the schematic
diagram will be essential for a clear understanding of the principle. On the circuit
diagram the five A- switch contacts are
shown in the position which they would
occupy when the rectifier is feeding the
350 volt circuit. All five moving contacts
change over to contacts marked B when
the insulation test circuit is in use and at
the same time contact A6 connects
the negative side of the 800 volt supply to the positive side of the 150
volt supply ; providing a 950 volt
supply between the positive wire of
the 800 volt circuit and the negative
wire of the 150 volt circuit. When
switch D is in the B position (see
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schematic diagram), the two " insulation test " ter- an audio -frequency intervalve transformer
and was
minals will have, connected between them, the 940 rewound
by the author to provide 150 volts and 2
volt supply in series with the micro-ammeter.
The two-pin power intake plug carries twoquarter- volts for the green indicator lamp. The choke for
amp- rating fuses and this protection is considered the 150 volt smoothing circuit was likewise made up
from disposals oddments ; i.e., two ready -wound
very desirable.
bobbins and tag block and stampings which were
Auxiliary Panel
A further look-over of the unit with
its " lid off," shows that the base
area of the unit was not large enough
to accommodate all the apparatus,
and some of the voltage-doubling
apparatus and 150 volt circuit smoothing equipment was of necessity
mounted on an auxiliary panel fixed
perpendicularly to the base.
The
untidy looking tag block with twelve
tags (which block can be seen on the
centre -line of the unit in the plan view)
carries all the series resistors for the
seven voltmeter ranges.
The total
resistance is 10 megohms. One end of
A bench lest set -up showing the test unit in use.
the tag block is supported by the main
choke and the other by the securing clamp of a 10 aF designed for quite a different
type of unit.
capacitor, and this is typical of the methods for
One of the photographs, i.e., that depicting the
putting " a quart in a pint pot."
left -hand end of the
shows three bars of selenium
The four " jacks," or connectors, are fixed at the rectifier discs and itunit,
may not be clear how they are
right -hand end of the base and, of course, the used. When
(disposals again), they were
aluminium cover has " cut -aways " giving access to all alike, that purchased
is to say, they each had thirty -six discs,
them. The jacks which make available 350 volts and all facing in one
direction (like those indicated at the
150 volts D.C. and 4.0 volts and 6.3 volts A.C. are top -left
of the circuit diagram).
These
not essential, as all the supplies are brought out to two havecorner
been altered in any way, and when
terminals on the front panel ; but nevertheless if switched asnotindicated
in the diagram the two bars
the most frequently used pieces of apparatus requiring form a " full -wave " bridge
type rectifier, delivering
these supplies are fitted with the appropriate plugs, 350 volts D.C. to the
smoothing circuit for anode
much time is saved as, in some instances, the apparatus supplies.
may be in use for a shorter time than it takes to make
Reference to the diagram of the single -bar rectifier
the four wire connections.
will show that it has been taken apart at its centre
The transformer which supplies the 350 volt and that one
half has been reversed and also that two
circuit and the 4.0 volt and 6.3 volt beater supplies additional connections
have been provided. This
was a skeleton type Services disposals without termi- modification makes
nals or case ; which items were added by the author. rectifier, like the otherthe rectifier a full -wave bridge
one at the top of the diagram ;
The transformer for the negative supply was originally except that the
modified bar has only one half the
VM. RANGE

o

31

o

o

o

VM. SEL.

52

POT.

0

o

o

o

SEL

Q

o

o

53
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150V.CONf.

O

o

350V. FINE
350V.

150 V

CONTROL

350 V COARSE

VM.
SHUNT

CONTROL

S6

MAINS

SW.

S7
-INSUL. TEST +

-VOLTMETER+
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-350V.+
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Fig. 3.
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Details of the panel controls and markings.
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number of discs between a pair of electrodes, which
mplies that a section will withstand only one half of
the reverse voltage. This, in fact, is all that is required
of it, as the output of " circuit two " is 160 volts.
This is all that can be written on the "construction
and design of the power pack ; but it is, perhaps,
desirable to" mention that the power pack is not the
complete answer to the serious experimenter's work.
This point was brought home to the author
rather strongly quite recently. He desired to know
the characteristics of two H.F. pentode valves and
by the time he was in a position to make all the
necessary simultaneous measurements his rather
s mall workbench was almost full of apparatus.
Had batteries of low internal resistance been available
for the test, of course, the apparatus would not have
been so complicated, because the battery voltage
would be constant ; whereas any and every alteration of one value, i.e., say the grid volts, did in fact
cause a change in every other circuit.
The meter in the power pack was used for adjustment of the anode voltage and four other meters

were used for the following measurements : grid
volts, screen volts, anode current and screen current.
The screen current is of no consequence so far as the
characteristic curve of the valve is concerned ; but it
does -form one component of the total cathode
current, and as the valve was to have auto -bias it
was essential to know the screen current.
Another essential component added was a potentiometer of about 8,000 ohms. The 100,000 ohm
potentiometer in the 150 volt circuit of the power
pack is O.K. for the 0 to 150 range ; but its adjustment near zero was not nearly fine enough for use
over the few volts range of the H.F. pentode ; hence
the 8,000 ohm potentiometer was connected in series
with the 100,000 ohm potentiometer of the power pack
which was adjusted until the voltage across the
8,000 ohm potentiometer was jus' a little more than
the bias range of the valve. This arrangement permitted of the use of the whole range of the added
potentiometer, with consequent ease of adjustment
of the grid volts.

t

News from the Clubs
EAST KENT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : D. Williams, Llandogo, Bridge, Nr. Canterbury.
above society still meets at the basement of The Technical
THECollege,
Longport Street, Canterbury and continues to
enrol new members. The main activity at the club has been
Direction Finding ; two sets have been operative and three more
are about to take the field.. Two teams have been organised by
G3JES and G3KNR and the transmitter was operated by
G3EMU and Mr. R. Luff. New members and visitors are welcome.
The society hopes the Thanet Society are going ahead with
Direction Finding apparatus.

THE WARRINGTON AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY

Hon. Sec. : R. Dyke, 22, Stetchworth Road, Walton,
Warrington, Lancs.
Field Day held to test the club's newly acquired

ARECENT
equipment

was favoured by good weather, and a very
pleasant day was spent at an almost ideal location on high
overlooking Warrington and the Mersey
at
Appleton,
ground

Valley.
Meetings are now held at 7.30 p.m. on the third Thursday in
each month at 13, Sandy Lane West, Longford, near Warrington.
Visitors and new members will always be welcome.

THE BOURNEMOUTH AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : John Ashford, A.R.I.C.S., G3KYU, 119, Petersfield

Road, Boscombe East, Bournemouth.
Society is organising a Mobile/Portable Rally to take
THIS
place on Sunday, 16th September, at Stoney Cross Aerodrome, 7¡ miles West of Southampton on A.31 (NGR 41/250118).
Three Control Stations will be operating from 10.30 BST onwards,
G2HIF on 2 metres, G3GYK on 80 metres and G3KYU on
160 metres. Anyone interested is welcome to attend and should
bring picnic lunch and;or tea with them. Mobile participants
are asked to contact control as soon as possible on their way
to the site and to report progress periodically. Any further
details may be obtained from the Honorary Secretary and it
is hoped that the Rally will be well supported by hams from a
wide area.
The Society meets on the first Friday of each month at The
Cricketers' Arms Hotel, Windham. Road, Bournemouth, at
7.45 p.m. when visitors will be welcomed.

CRAY VALLEY
Hon. Sec.: S. W. Coursey (G3JJC), 49, Dulverton Road,
New Eltham, S.E.9.
meeting of the Cray Valley Radio Club will
THEbeSeptember
held at the Station Hotel, Sidcup, Kent, on Tuesday,
25th September, 1956, at 8 p.m. A talk will be given by Mr.
R. G. Shears (G8KW), on V.H.F. mobile radio communication
Hamobile," and various
with particular reference to the
types of mobile equipment will be demonstrated.
New members are cordially invited and all visitors are welcome.

'

THE BRADFORD AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon.

Sec.: F. J. Davies, 39, pull= Avenue, Eccleshill, Bradford 2
the coming Winter Session classes for candidates
for the Radio Amateurs' Exaninatipn will again be held

DURING

at the Bradford Technical College. Particulars can be had from
the College, Great Horton Road, Bradford.

THE LEEDS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : Mr. A. Chapman, 9, Cockshott Close, Leeds 12.
the annual general meeting the following officers were
AT appointed
for the coming season which commences on

:-

September 26th, 1956
G. W. Rinley (GBAHU) ; Chairman
President
W. Ripley
N. B. Bridges (BRSI3409) ; Hon. Treasurer
A. Chapman ; Assist. Sec.
(G4AD) ; Hon. Secretary
Mr.
E. Sollitt,
R. Henderson,
Mr. J. R. Hey ; Committee
Mr. B. Payne, Mr. M. Gale (G3JMG).

-Mr.

-Mr.
-Mr.

-Mr.

-

-Mr.

BRIGHTON AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec.

:

Mr. J. Trangmar, 33, Lennox Street,- Brighton,

Sussex.

general meeting of the above club will be held
THEat annual
the club headquarters, " The Eagle Inn," Gloucester

Road, Brighton, on Tuesday, September 25th, 1956, at 8.15 p.m.
Home and overseas visitors are always welcome at the club,
which is open every Tuesday evening at 7.30 p.m. The latest
visitor to add his name to the ever growing list was EA4EO
from Madrid.

PLYMOUTH RADIO CLUB

Hon Sec.

:

Cyril Teale, G3JYB,

3,

Berrow Park Road, Peverell,

Plymouth.

Club meets on alternate Tuesdays at the Virginia House

THISSettlement at

7.30 p.m. Slow morse classes are held.

Next meetings, September 18th, October 2nd, 16th and 30th.
RAVENSBOURNE AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
resume on Wednesday, September 5th at 8 p.m.
MEETINGS
at the Science Room, Downham Men's Institute, Durham
Hill School, Downham (near Catford, S.E.6 and Grove Park,
S.E.12), when the club transmitter G3HEV will be operationally
on all bands. It is hoped to have a good building schedule this
term on equipment to improve the station. Last term Field Day
and Exhibition was a success. New members welcomed every
Wednesday evening.
SPEN VALLEY AND DISTRICT RADIO AND TELEVISION

SOCIETY
HE new Hon Sec. of this society is now :
T` Mr. J. Stubbs, 5, Manor Street, Heartshead Moor, Cleckheaton.

CLIFTON AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: C. H. Bullivant, G3DIC, 25, St. Fillans Road,
Catford, S.E.6.
Field Day, held in what can only be described
THEasTransmitting
foul weather, produced five contestants. The winner of
this event was again C. Hatfull, G3HZI, in second place was J.
Lambert, G3FNZ, and in third place E. Godsmark, G3IWL.
7th and 21st -Constructional
Programme for September
:

evening and ragchew

-Junk

sale.

;

14th -Annual General Meeting

;

28th

Meetings are held every Friday at 7.30 p.m. at the clubrooms,
225, New Cross Road, London, S.E.14. Details of membership
can be had upon application to the hon. secretary.
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TRANSFORMER

Type A. Low leakage windings. Ratio 1 : 1.25
giving a 25% boost on secondary.
2
,10 /8 ; 4 v., 10/6 ; 6.1 v., 10/8 ; 10.8 v.,
10/8 ; 13.3 v., 10/6.
Ditto' with mains primaries, 12/8 each.
Type B. Maine Input 220/240 volte. Multi
Output 2, 4, 6.3, 7.3, 10 and 13 volts. Input

has two taps which increase output volts by
-v and 08% respectively. Low capacity,
suitable for most Cathode Say Tubes. With
Tag Panel, 21/- each.
Type C. Low capacity wound transformer for
use with 2 volt Tubes with falling emission.
Input 720/140 volta.
!Output 2- 21.2/ -22I -3
volte at 2 amps. With Tag Panel, 17/6 each.
NOTE.
is essential to use mains primary
types with T.V. receivers having seriescormected heaters.

-It

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 30, 50, 70 pf.. 9d. 100 pf.
130 pi., 1/S 250 pf., 1/6 ; 590 pf., 7511 pf., 1/0.
RESISTORS. All values.
10 ohms to 10 meg.,
;

BIBI STABILITY. 6{
100 ohms to
5
10
15

watt)

meg.

111

K. 11 0, 2/-. Preferred

values

WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
watt J 25 ohms -10,000 ohms

((1 /3

¿ 1/6
watt
f 2j15,000 ohms -50,100 ohms, 5 w.. 1/9 ; 10 w., 2/3.
KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED.- Walnut or Ivory,
If in. diem., 1/8 each. Not engraved, 1/- each.

12/6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 ft. on standard fitting 7" Plastic
reels. Brand new, boxed, 12.6.
Spools 5" metal, 1/8, 7" plastic, 4/3.
00. TRANSFORMERS, Heavy Duty 50 ruA., 4/6.
Molt initie, push -pull, 6/6, Tapped small pentode, 3/9
L.P. CHOKES 15/10 H. 60/67 mA., b/ -; to H,
120 mA., 10 /8; 15 II. 150 mA., 12/8,
MAINS TRANS. 350.0.350, 80 mA., 6.3 v. tapped
4 r. 4 a., 5 v. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 250 -0. 250, 21/
-,
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim., 200/250 v. 6.3 v.
14 amp., 7/8 ; tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 11 amp., /6.

.ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS
FIVE VALVES
S.W. 16 m. -50 n
LATEST NULLARD
M.W. 200 m,-550 rm. ECH4I, EF41, EBC41,
L.W. 800 m. -2,0001 m.
EL41, EZ40.
12 month Guarantee.
A.C. 200/250 r. 4 -way Switch ; Short- MediumLong -Gram. A.V.C. and Negative feedback.
4.2 watts. Chassis 131 x 51 x 2 4in. Glass Dial
10 a 4110. horizontal or vertical available.
2 Pilot Lamps, Four Knobs, Walnut or Ivory.
Aligned and calibrated. Chassis isolated from
mains. T.B.L. Tweeter Supplied Free)
10 gns. Carr. A Ins., 4/6.
TERMS: Deposit 15.6,0 and six monthly

payments of 91.
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS
Mn,, 19/6; 10in., 25/-; 1.2in.,

301 -,

R.C.S. SCOOP

*

Cotlaro Auto -changer RC531 for 79 r.p.m. IOIn. and
12in. records, Brand new In maker's bores
High
impedance lightweight Pick -up with sapphire needle,
will match any Amplifier or Radio. Less than half
r,
£5.19.6. Carr. and ins., 5/6.
1

.

,

COPPER PLATED AERIAL RODS. t x 12ín, push
fitting, 3/- do,. p. A p. 1/-,
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, tin., Bd, ; lin., 10d
lin. FORMERS with Caus and Core. tin. ey a
llin. and tin. sq. a 21in., 2/- ea.
TYANA. -Midget Soldering Iron.
200/220 v or
230/'=70 v.. 18/9. Solon Midget Iron, 24/ -.
MIKE TRANSF, Ratio 50 1, 8/9 ea.
MAINS DROPPERS. 3 x llin. Ad). Sliders, .3
atop. 750 ohms, 4/3, .2 amp., 1,000 ohms, 4/8.
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 ohms per foot, .2 amp., 100
ohms per foot, 2 way, Od. per hot, 3-way, 7d. per foot.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM.
bin. Uoodmaos, 17/6, lin. x Sin. Goodman, 21/-.
341n. a0000e, Else. 21/ -.
8 in. Else., 22/6.
04in. Goodman,, 18/8.
loin. R. 4- A., 80/-.
61ín. ditto w/Trans., 21/ -.
12in. Plessey, 30/ -.
SI. E.2.5 k. or 2 k. Sold, tapped O.P. transt.,
24/6.
CRYSTAL DIODE, C.E.C., 2/-, Crystal Book, 1
/-.
OEX34, 4/- ; 40 Circuits for Germanium Diodes, 816.
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES, 4,000 ohms. 17/6 pr.
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Acos, precision
ngineered. Size only 11 x 3 /16in. Bargain
Price 6/6. No transformer required.

midget
trimmers, i6 /8;0005 Standard sizefwith 1trimmers
and feet, 9/ -; less trimmers, 8 / -; ditto, soiled, 2/8.
SPEAKER FRET, Woven Plastic TYAAN. Walnut
tone, llin. wide, 2/- per foot.
Expanded metal. Silver, 150in. x 9tin., 2/- each.

VALVES

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCKS
All Boxed
New & Guaranteed

8/8

1R3

IT4
185

6/6

6B8
9D2
EFbO

'384

3V4
51/4
6.4M6
OATS

fJ7

6K3
181.7
OSN7

6V6GT
PBC33
EE50

Sylv.Red
RF91

p-

BPS'

211.41

EF92
7/6
BBEB
G
B

6F6

6K76T

1/6
EA50
954

8/8

10/8

BALS

1AT7

I

613

2/8
2X2
E3148

6K6

EB34

EB91
HVR2

306

(near)

EBC41

EBF80
ECH35
ÉCH42

6H6M
7/8

MG

-

6X4
6X5

7/6
EL32
HVB2A
PEN25

g07

EF80
ELI!.
E7A0

KT33C
MU14
PL81

U22

6K7M
Vp23
EF39
All B.V.A. Vslyes at
reduoed list prices

PY81
EY51
6Q7
F.C'C82

Long spindles.

teed

Gummn-

COAX
ILL
spaced Poly-

Semi -air

year.
Midget.
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg.

there insulated. tin. die.

1

Stranded core.
Losses cut 50%
STANDARD
tin, Coax,

No 8w. S.P.Sw, D.Y.Sw.
S,14/4/9
Lin or Log Tracks.

9d
ells
SM

pd.
p4,

1/DOUBLE SOCKET ... 1/3
1/OUTLET BOXES .. 4/6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER. yd. 6d. 80 or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1, -. 80 ohms only.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. Pre-Set Min.
T.V. Type. All values 25 ohms to 30 K., 3/- ea.
50 K., 4/-, (Carbon 50 K. to 2 m., S /-.)
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT. Pote, 21in. Spindle.
Values, 100 ohms to 50 K., 5/6 ; 100 K., 6/8.
CONDENSERS.
New stock.
.001 mid. 7 kV.
T.C.C., 5/8, Ditto, 20 kV., 9/8 ; 100 pf. to 500 pf.
Micas. Bd. ; Tubular 500 v..001 to .01 refd., (d, :
.05, .1, 1/- ; .25,1/8 ; .5, 1/9 ; .1/350 v 9d, ; .1 /600
v.,1 /3 ; .1 mid. 2,000 volte, 4/-.
CERAMIC COEDS., 500 v., .3 pf. to .01 mid., 10d,
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS, 10 °,,, 5 pf. to 5101
pt.. 1/ -; 600 pf. to 3,100) pf., 1/8. DITTO I%
1.- I f. t -00 pf.. 1/9
515 pf. to 1,11110 pf., 2/ -.
COAX PLUGS
SOCKETS

fj

F'

s

SJf

.

Set

3$

II.F.

4

fh

L7 -19 -6
Terms

:

of 15 / -.

Post Free.

Deposit £4 and sir monthly payments

Brand new Plessey 3 -speed Autochauger Miser
Unit for 7, 10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi -Fi
Xtal Head with Duopoint sapphire stylus.
Plays 4,000 records. Spring mounting, Baseboard required 151 i 12ín.
Height Min.
Depth Sin. Super Quality, 200 /250 v. A.C.
Walnut Veneered Playing Desk out out ready
for Plessey, only sold complete with Changer
10/0 extra,

ALLDRY UNIT POWER PACK.
Replaces
Battery B114, etc. 69 v. plus 11 v. Size Olin. x
311n. x 1tin. 4 -pin Socket. Same as battery.
ONLY 11- a year to run on A.C. 000,250 v.

FAMOUS MAKE. LIST PRICE, 65/, OUR
PRICE, 89/8. Ready for use.
B.S.B. MONARCH. 3 -speed Motor and Turntable with selecting switch for 33, 45 and 78
r.p.m. records. 100.100 v. and 000 -250 v. A.C.
50 cps. Also B.S.R. MONARCH Lightweight
Pick -up with Acce Eta] turnover head, separate
Sapphire stylus for L.P. and Standard records.
SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO : 14.15.8. post 2/6.
T.V. PRE -AMP IMoMWHAEL).
Tunable
Channels 1 to 5. (Will Amplify Output of your
Band 3 Converter.) Midget eize. High Gain
Fringe Model, B.V.A. Valve. Full instructions,
Ready for use. (H.T. 200 v., L.T. 6.3 v., 3
amp. required.) BRAND NEW, 26/- each.
SPECIAL MAINS POWER PACK for above,
26/- extra.
SUPERHET COIL PACK.
2718. Miniature
size 2 {in. x 21in. a 1 {ie. HIGH "Q" Dust
Cored Coils.
Short, Medium, Long, Gram
Switching. Single hole fixing. Complete with
connection d:agrrm, and circuit.

We have no connection with any other firm.

7/6

pair

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKE

b`3'.

'vSH-

TRANSFORMERS

465 Kc/s Sag tuning Miniature Can 24in. x
lin. x
High Q and good bandwidth.
lin.
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied.

:

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 4/8 tin.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. .0003 mid

Volume Controls 180

;

_

VCRS7 TESTED FULL PICTURE, 92.

TELETRON BAND Ill CONVERTER
For Leaden, Midland and Northern Transmissions.
Suitable all T.V. makes. T.R.F. or Superhet.
Ready wound coils, two EF80 valves, all
components, punched chassis, circuit -diagram,
wiring plans. COMPLETE KIT for mains
operation 206.250 v. A.C. 93.10.0,
As ABOVE less POWER PACK. Requires
200 v, 20 mA. H.T. 6.3 v..6 a. L.T. 12.5.0.
Maine Transformers to above Spec. ... 10/6
Min. Westinghouse Rect. ditto
...
8/6
B.B.C./I.T.A. Aerial crossover unit
7/6
Punched and drilled chassis ..
...
2/9
Larger chassie for Mains Model
...
6/Teletron Coilset with plans .
... 15'Full plans and circuit details...
...
Gd.

TUBULAR
TUBULAR
CAN TYPES
1/273 v. 2- 101/25 v.
2,'- 8 +16 /51uí v. 5/8
2/411 v. 2/3 e +8/500 v. 4/8 1b +161508 v
6/4/320 v. 2/- 16+16/500 v.
25 +20/430 v.
5/6
8/450 v. 2/3
6/- 32 +32/350 v. 4/8
8/500 v. 2/9 CAN TYPES 32 +32/450 y.
6/8
18/450 v. 3/6 Clips
3d. 30 +30/3m v. 7/16 /5110 v. 4/- 16 /450 v.
9/8 64 +120/310 v.11 /8
32/500 r. 5/6 32/350 r.
4/- 100 + '200/275 v.
25/25 v. 1/9 64/350 v.
5/8
12/8
50/26 v. 1/9 50/12 v.
8/- 1,000 +1,000/6 v.
10/50 v
2/- 8 +16/450 v. 516,g
Screw Base Type 512. 8/500 e. 3/- 16/500 v. 4/-,
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H,T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. K3 /25 o kV., 4/3 ; K3,'49 3.2
kV., 6/- ; K3/45, 3.6 kV., 6/8 ; K3/50 4 kV., 7/3 ;
K3,'100 6 kV., 12/8; MAINS TYPE. RM1, 1.25 v.,
60 mA,, 4/- ; RHO, 100 rnA., 4/9 ; R513, 120 mA.,
5/9 ; BM4, 250 v. 273 mA., 16/-.
G.E.C. Neon Osglins. N.B.C. 180 e..1, mA., 2/6,
COILS Weadte, "P" type, 3/- each. Osnmr Midget
Q" type adj. dust core, 4/- each. Alt ranges.
TELETHON, L. A Med., with re-action, 3/8.
H.F. CHOKES, iron cored. 14 M.H., 3/- each,

IALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 s.w.g, rmdrilled.
With 4 aides, riveted comers and lattice firing
holes, 21 in. aides, 7 x 4(n., 4/8 ; 9 o 6in., 5/9 ;
11 x 7in., 6/9 : 13 x 9in., 8/0 ; 14 i llin., 10/8 ;
15 x 14in., 12/6 ; 18 x 18 x 3in., 18/6.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,
2, 6 or 12 v. 1) amp., 8.'9 2 a., 11/3 4 a., 17/8,
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 2010/
250 v. for charging at 2, 6 or 12 v., 1) amp., 13,'6
4 amp., 21/ -.
All BERNAEDS [Moka in stook. List 8d,
VALVE MANUALS I & II, 6/- ea. part.
VALVE and TV TUBE equivalents book, 5/ -.
ACID HYDROMETER. New Ex Govt. Unbreakable. Packed i metal case 7 x llin. dia., 4/6.
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
5 p. 4-way 2 wafer, long spindle ...
... 6/8
2 p. 2-way, 3 p. 2-way, short spindle...
2/8
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2-way, 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle 3/8
3 p. 4 -way, 1 p. 12 -way, long spindle...
3.8
VALVEHOLDERS. Pax. Int. Oct. 44., EF50, FASO.
8d. BISA, CRT, 1/3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7 and
9 pin, 1 / -.
MOULDED Mazda and Int. Ont. 6d,
B7G, BSA, BOG. BOA, 9d., B7G with can 1/6.
VCR97 2/6, BOA with can 2/8.
CERAMIC, EFEO, 27G, ESA. Int. Oct. 1,' -, X70 with
can 1'9.
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 8,'- tin.
;

;

.

Please address all Mail Orders correctly as below.
307 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

Tel, THO

1665, Buses 133

or

68 pass

door, 48-hour costal Service.

P.

&P.,

1

/ -.OPL2

orders post free Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service
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T.V

£5

TUBES

GUARANTEED 12"
17"

16"

IS"

14"

12."

... £7.10.0
...
...
17' RECTANGULAR
... 65.10.0 C MTIIS'.
...
...
14' RECTANGULAR
...
...
...
0.0 U GUAR .
12' ROUND TYPE ..
.. .. £5.
...
£5. 0.0
15' ROUND TYPE
16/6 Ins. /Carr. on all Tubes.
Mullard 6 months' guarantee. All makes stocked. Owing to
demand, some delay on 12in. 2 -volt. Please enquire. Many
good wo:iiing tubes from 12 6.

T.V.
I.C.S. training supplies the spark
you need to further your career.
The Courses I.C.S. offer are practical and
up -to-date, they recognise the present emphasis
on Frequency Modulation, and can help you
attain one of the many well -paid posts that exist
today in the radio world. Prepare yourself
now, at home and in your own time, with the expert help of I.C.S. tutors. The cost of an I.C.S.
Course is moderate and includes all books.
Among the I.C.S. Courses available are:

e
o
o
o

FREQUENCY MODULATION
ENGINEERING
T/V ENGINEERING
RADIO SERVICING
RADIO ENGINEERING
RADAR ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL

BASIC
ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

Complete the coupon below and post it to us today
for further details of the Course which interests you.
Write to Dept. 170E, I.C.S., 71 Kingsway, W.C.2.
INTERNATIONAL
DEPT.
170E,
LONDON. W.C.2.

CORRESPONDENCE

INTERNATIONAL

BUILDINGS,

CHASSIS,

97/6

separate

units
Power.
(

Sound
a

n

d

Vision,

Time -

base) inter- connected.
LESS
THIS
Chassis.
talogue for cheap valves. OVur £5 Tube ts101this
- Provinces.
List of valves by request. Carr. 5'-toLondon,
14ín. and 17ía. successChannels l-5 clients have converted
fully. Easily converted to I.T.V. Channel.no C.O.D. on tubes.
Please PRINT name and address. Regretall
day.
Remember SATURDAY open

17.40 GRA 66771
CWO1
COD

MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE

DUCE

LONDON. E.12'
1621 ROMFORD RD.

Bomber
-The famous
COMMUNICATIONS RECEU'ER R.1155.
Mc's, 1,500600 ken,
Command Set. Covers 18.5 -7.5 Mc's. 7.5-3.0
500-200 kc /s, 200-75 kc /s. ' B ' Model with super slow motion tuning.
with
ONLY 610.19.6. tested working before despatch and supplied
etc.
14 -page booklet which gives technical information, circuits,
1/3).
separately
available
STAGE, in black metal
A.C. MA IMO POWER PACK OUTPUT
by Just plugging
ease. Enables receiver to be operated immediately
in. Supplied WITH built -in speaker £5.5.0 or LESS speaker,
64.10.0.
DEDUCT 101- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER & POWER PACK
TOGETHER.
Add carriage costs of 10/6 for receiver. 5,'- for power pack.

-Huge purchase
AMERICAN " COMMAND " RECEIVERS.
compact receivers which
from the Air Ministry. These famousare
offered at ridiculously
can be used for a variety of purposes with
type valves,
6
metal
Complete
last.
low prices while stocks
1 each of 12K8, 12SR7, 12A6, and 3 of 128.77, in aluminium case
although
size 11" , 51' 5 ". Used, but in very good condition,
supplied. First
cases may be somewhat dented. Circuits
BC455 (6-9 me /s),
come first served. Choice of models.kcls,
the
renowned
" Q"
BC454 (3-6 mks), 2716. BC453 (190-550
Fiver), 59'6., and a few of the 1.5-3.0 me /s. model 65' -. (Carriage, etc., 3. -.)

SCHOOLS
KINGSWAY,

-

Please send FREE

12i n.

Complete chassis
by famous manu
R.F
facturer.
E.H.T. Unit included. Drawing
FREE. Easily fitted to Table or
Console model,
owing to this
chassis being
in three

oiler of these
COLLINS TCS TRANSMITTERS. Special
range 1.5 -12.0 mcs.
famous American Transmitters. Frequency
1625 buffer
in 3 bands. Employs 7 valves. 2 of 1625 in P.A. Stage.
stage. Radio
and 1625 modulator Stage, 3 of 12A6 In oscillator
VFO or Crystal
telephone or radio telegraph. Provision for
Control. 4 crystal positions. Has plate and aerial current
-

book on

NAME

AGE

(Block letters please)
ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

NEW CONDITION.
iinngtreceivers available 8.10.0 o THE
10 /-

each.)

PAIR

1. Carriage

CLASS D AVEMETER
-controlled wavemeter
Another purchase of this famous crystal
recommended in the
which has been repeatedly reviewed and
for amateur transmitters.
" R.S.G.B." Bulletin as being suitable
/s crystal, 2
Covers 1.9-8.0 Mc /s, and is complete with 100'1,000 kc
instruction manual. Devalves ECH35. two 6 -volt vibrators andmod.
data for A.C. supplied.
signed for 6 v. D.C. operation, but simple
ONLY
£5119'6.
BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S TRANSIT CASES.
Transformer for A.C. modification, 71.
'one
U.E.I. CORPORATION 138. (Ph
: TERminus 7937)
mans, from High
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays. We are 2mina.
by bus from
Holborn (Chancery Lane Station), and 5
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Addiná Another Transistor Stage
VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES FOR FURTHER AMPLIFICATION
WITH TRANSISTORS
By Capt.

R.

F.

Graham

(Continued from page 482 September issue.)
HE Toop
l
coil described last month measures
182 pH. But a single- strand tinned copper wire
1/.036 Polythene insulated Henley equipment
type will suffice for a 12in. loop with fewer turns. For
short waves, try 4 turns spaced fin. apart Ilin. to
12in. dia. Some foreigners fade in overload, and
fade out, without an aerial and earth.
Circuit No. 6A has been used over six months; it
superior to the first four and is definitely recommendedis
Improved Direct Coupling (Fig. 6A)
This is for two transistors in parallel which are
not a perfectly matched pair. It is not easy to find two
to match even out of a dozen. Fig. 6 is actually for
one 0072 as output.

minimum, namely, shorted, and the 100,000 -ohm
at maximum resistance, batteries are switched
on,
the 100 K potentiometer is reduced from maximum
for a reading of 1.6 mA on MI and then the 10and
100-ohm resistors are adjusted for M2 and
M3 to
read exactly 3 mA. Finally, the 100 K potentiometer
is adjusted to reduce M2 and M3 readings
about
1.6 to 1.8 mA without touching the 10- and to
100 -ohm
resistors, which may be of the pre -set type adjustable
by a screwdriver. After a few hours' use readjust
only the 100 K potentiometer. Use meters only for
tuning and adjustments, short them for listening -in
to save pivot wear ; use switches for this (not shown
in this circuit).
Note : The .001 capacitor has been moved from
GD3 and 0070 coupling and is now shown between
the collectors and battery (
This stabilises
very sensitive region around GD3 and 0070. If the
the
.001 is removed, as in Fig. 6, the receiver will
produce
a shrill sound if a finger is brought near this sensitive
region, but when connected as shown, the diode
be touched and only mains hum will be heard inmay
the
L.S. To explain this adequately will require an expert
on transistors. Sutfic: it to say, it works.
Cascade (Fig. 8)
This is to draw your attention to the direct coupling
used in the last three circuits. Transistors could
be
put into one glass tube, like a valve with eight pins,
and a portion screened off as shown in the round
diagram.
Or it might be a futuristic type of
-layer
assembly as shown in another circle, wheremulti
sections are negative and white ones positivethe black
type of
semi -conductors.

-).

2

Fig.

'3

8.- Details

'4
'a
of the mount and connections.

The 10-ohm variable resistor produces an
tional bias for the weaker transistor, so that addiboth
meters, M2 and M3, can be made to give the same
reading.
Adjustments are made with no aerial, loop coil
shorted. With the 10- and 100 -ohm resistors set at

Fig. 6 (A).

-

An improved direct- coupled circuit.
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That is by the way. The fact remains that there is
no stabilisation, no feedback, no perfect matching,
no other refinements in some of the circuits shown.
These were omitted deliberately, without apologies,
so that anyone can build the very simple circuits and
actually get very good results. These are not stunt
circuits, but have been tried and do work well, except
Fig. 4.
Since the resistances in inputs and outputs are
low, stabilisation is not essential and can be omitTr

4.5 to 5 mA when Vc varies from 0.4 to -9 volts
and is extended to -13 volts. lb -0.1 mA curve is
another extreme. No one will use less -than 5 mA
when class A output calls for at least 5 mA bias alone.
The two smaller curves Ic (mA)- 1b(mA) and lb
(mA)-Vb(volts) are complementary. From These
two, bias voltage and bias current can be ascertained
for any lc reading, bit not under practical working

*I

I

44 111-Q

3V

/

OC 70

G03

r2

0C7i

000/

Off

`1/

/0012

20011
/ % V.

7

O

II

ted, but if desired, try one for the first transistor with
high resistors by connecting a 1,000 -ohm potentiometer between the 0070 emitter and battery positive.
Vary resistance and note results.
Of course, it would be better if the choke in Fig.6
had a tap to match up output from 0071 to input
for one 0072. Likewise, such a choke may be used
instead of the 15 K and )00 K resistors, but this
necessitates modifying bias arrangements, except in
Fig. 7.
There is an unusual feedback in Fig. 6A where
.001 !iF was simple to add and should be used in
Fig. 6.
This cascade is a D.C. amplifier with very good
fidelity, and apart from wireless it can be used for
many other purposes.
s the best circuit,
As already explained, the Fig.
with automatic gain- control which comes into operatiot. only after a certain amount of input, so it is safe
to use and will give excellent results..T2 with primary
windings of 120 ohms D.C. will also act as a current
limiting device for the 0072 transistors, maximum
output, with 4f -volt battery.

5

Final Notes
When 0072 transistors are available, care in
use is very necessary. Data sheets and maker's
curves will, at first sight, appear wonderful but, in
fact, one OC72 is better -than two perfectly- matched
0071 in parallel and not three. The most important
data to note carefully is the Limiting Values which will
be referred to as. max.
The max. wattage curve is shown dotted in up to
120 mA. The highest curve Ic 114 mA is when Vc
is only 0.4 volts and not battery 6 volts. This lb
-3 mA curve is outside the permissible working
range of 0 to 0.4 volts. It is one extreme.
The longest range is shown in the bottom curve at
-

0

/
Fig. 7.

-A further

direct- coupled circuit.

-

conditions because both curves are labelled Vc I V,
and not the recommended 6 volts, battery.
When lc is 50 mA, Ib is -0.98 mA and this reading
on the other curve shows Vb is then -0.24 volts bias.
Practical D.C. tests described in December are
obviously called for. One new 0072 was tested
accordingly for plotting two curves Ic -Vb and lb -Vb. There was no indication of any Ic and lb until
Vb reached -0.15 volts ; a 5.14 volt battery was used
and Re load was 100 ohms. Then a circular curve
took shape up to 4 mA at -0.24 volts bias for one
transistor and 5 mA at same bias for another new
0072, both supposedly matched. Finally, the curve
was straight up to 20 mA at -3.7 Vb for the first
transistor and -3.35 Vb for the second one. Matching is not particularly good.
If anyone attempts using a 6 -volt battery and
allows a peak of 100 mA to take place, even one half a
cycle of such a peak at what works out to be about 600
milli -watts, will completely destroy 0072 transistor.
The limiting value is i.e. (pk) max. 45 mW. So we
must use discretion and abandon all ideas of 100
mA and 6 volts.
If a 3 -volt battery is used with a transformer of
100 ohms D.C. and taking max. 45 mW, then Ic
peak current must not exceed 15 mA. But since there
will be a voltage drop in the load, Vc will be less than
-3 volts (actually about -2.6 volts at 15 mA) so
max. is about 18 mA. And this is so, because during
tests it was noted that meter began to creep up in
less than one second after reaching a steady reading
at 20 mA Ic. After all the 0072 is only slightly
larger than OC71 and the only difference is probably
that the junction surfaces are also slightly larger and a
cooling fin is provided.
When making D.C. tests for curves, it is very
important to critically watch the meter for le each
(Concluded on page 570)
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ALTHOUGH the T.R.F. receiver has become
somewhat outmoded of recent years, there
still remain a large number of homeconstructors either requiring a handy stand -by
receiver which can be used in any room, or other
readers who have not yet had sufficient practical
experience to make a really sound job of a superhet.
The beginner is in no position to embark upon a
superhet unless pror;,r alignment procedure is
thoroughly understood ; even then some trifling
fault of wiring is likely seriously to discourage and

R

539

By

F.

W. Austin

V2 (Z77) is H.F. transformer -coupled to VI and is
operated as an anode -bend detector. In this arrangement a low anode and screen voltage are necessary
for correct operation. R4 (2.2 Meg) and R5 (470 K),
shunted by C6 (.1 pF), regulate the screen, whilst
R6 (680 K) and C7 (.1 iiF) help to smooth and

upset him.
This receiver should prove interesting to both old by -pass unwanted responses from the main H.T.
hands and beginners alike. All parts are easily line. R7 (1 Meg) is the anode load and C9 (250 pF)
obtainable and the cabinet, chassis, tuning condenser, is for the purpose of by- passing the residual R.F.
scale and pointer are of a type universally stocked components to chassis.
and sold separately by almost every radio dealer.
V3 (ECL80) is used as a two -stage L.F. amplifier
Very slight modification to the chassis only is and the signal is passed to the triode control
necessary (to accommodate the modern small valves via CIO (.014F coupling condenser). The lower grid
end
used -6BA6, Z77 and ECL80).
of R9 (680 K grid leak) is taken to a tapping point
(two
separate
resistors)
between
cathode of ECL80
Performance
and chassis. As this valve has a " common "
It was designed primarily from the point of view cathode for both triode and 'pentode
sections, the
of sensitivity and on local stations
(on full volume) the receiver is
overloaded. We know this is undesirable, but no reader is likely to
need full volume and the set therefore has power in reserve for the
time when valve emission begins to
deteriorate. The quality is no more
than can be expected from a small
speaker in a small cabinet, but is
quite tolerable and not unplesasnt.
For local reception no more than a
yard of throw-out aerial is necessary,
whilst the recommended length for
best overall results (long and medium
waveband) is approximately si'
yards.

Circuit Details
The full circuit diagram is shown
in Fig. 1. The aerial feeds the control
grid of VI (6BA6) in conventional
manner, but the grid bias of this
valve is fixed by R3 (100 ohms) and
volume control is by means of
varying the screen potential via
R1 (2 megohm potentiometer),and
R2 (47 K).

A three-quarter rear vie iv

of the

receiver.
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path along R12 provides bias for the triode section
whilst the path R12 +R13 provides bias for the
pentode output section. The cathode by-pass
condenser C12 (500 ¡iF 12 v.w.), is unusually large,
but is highly desirable from the point of view of
stability. The anode of the triode section is fed from
RIO (220 K) and the signal passed by C11 to the

i

404 1_,0.01.111. 10_,.OM.

sulting Fig.

Aerial Coil

positioning, both
above and below

control grid of the pentode. Grid continuity to chassis
is via RI4 (470. K).
It will be noted that the anode of the pentode is
fed directly from the junction with the metal rectifier.
A resistor RI1 (680 K) between the two anodes
of the ECL80 provides a mild form of negative
feedback. Smoothing is effected by means of C15
and C14 (32 -32pF) in conjunction with RIS
(2.7 K). R16 (100 ohms) is a surge limiter which
safeguards the receiver in the event of a short -circuit
developing in CI4 -C15, or elsewhere along the
main H.T. line. CI6 (.01pF 1,000 volts test) is to
safeguard against modulation hum, which might
otherwise be experienced on loud signals.

R1-2

PARTS LIST
(Resistors -all half -watt types.)
Megohm volume control with

on/off switch.

R2-47 K.
R3-100 ohms.
R4-2.2 Meg.
R5-470 K.
R6-680 K.
R7 -1 Meg.
R8-10 K.
R9-680 K.

2

s

2

which gives complete component

An underside view

,___

Construction
Immediately beneath the circuit diagram (Fig. 1)
will be seen coil diagrams and valve base connections.
These are placed in correct juxtaposition and tally
with the circuit at their respective
situations. It should not, therefore,
be difficult for the veriest novice to
interpret connections from this diagram and by con-

30

0

®

®i
A
the chassis.
small sheet of
ECU
aluminium will be
(B9L
needed for cutting
to shape and drill 6
to suit the three
valves. This has
been made quite
6BA6
clear in Fig. 2, but
(B7G)
some retailers sell
Ój the receiver. small metal "adapFig. 4. --6á1v
tors" to take these
smaller valves over existing
Line Cord Resis
1.0. cutouts, and this may be AB
250 volt Mai
230 volt Mai
preferred by some readers.
200 volt Mai
Certain small holes will have
I/O volt Ma/n
to be drilled in the chassis
apart from those already proV2
ECL80
6BÁ6
vided, but no difficulty should
be encountered. A hole of
about lin. diameter should be
drilled in the rear of the chasSw. 2
sis where the H.F. coil is
mounted horizontally. T h is
Chassis
d'
should be made central to the
coil mounting for adjusting
the iron core of the coil later
Fig. 3.- ,Vfodification fo
on during alignment.

-pole

RIO -220 K.
R11 -680 K.
R12 -220 ohms.
R13 -270 ohms.
R14 -470 K.

R15-2.7 K.

R16 -100 ohms.

(Condensers-350 v.w . unless stated otherwise.)

C1-.001 pF (mica). C11 -.0t pF.
C2 & C5-.0005 pF C12-500 pF (12 v.w.)
with clip.
twin gang (with
C13 -.O1 pF.
trimmers).

C3-.1 pF.
C4-.1 pF.
C6-.1 pF.
C7-.1 pF.
C8-25 pF (12 v.w.).
C9-.00025 pF.
C10-.01 pF.

=we

C14 and C15-32 -32 pF.
Elect. 1 clip (for same).
C16 -.01 pF mica (1,000
volts tested).
Tr2 -50 pF 50 pF trimmers.
;

Fig.

a._,_.,._,._1 .___,,________,new._,__. _,_ _ 0114
www.americanradiohistory.com
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1414,.1,_:01,.011/NNI,:4111.,11/M,.1,_,1.1111.,_,FIMMINI*.11414111
.,....1.1.1,:1,411N. MIIM.,11.11,4111.,.M.NIMIN,_=11
The best type of alignment tool for small iron - one side of each valve heater is taken directly to
cored tuning coils is a broken plastic knitting needle chassis, likewise one side of the filament transformer
which has been sharpened, cut or filed at one end to secondary (6.3 volt) winding and one side of the
primary winding (mains input end). The beginner will
screwdriver (wedge) shape.
Photographs may s ho w two have to be careful here, as it is very easy to omit this
rectifiers
3 metal
under the chassis,
but a single recti;._>
fier of 250 v.w. at
s«>
50 mA will be
quite adequate and
à ..
only one is shown
in the component
layout and the
parts list.
The valves have
,.:._.:':>:>::

s

10

been so

chosen

that certain

readers who may
be on D.C. mains
can still make up
the receiver in appropriate form :
Z77
'B7G)
Fig. 3 shows alterations necessary in
Top view of the receiver.
e Ease data.
such cases. Apart
from the wiring shown, all wiring. It will be realised that unless one side of the
'ance Values
other arrangements remain a in mains input is taken to chassis there will be no refer.s = 77011
To
Fig. I and the points at which the ence point from which the rectifier can derive the
is = 703 R
C /6,
is= 60312
circuit varies are marked `A' necessary high tension voltage.
P/6
s =303R
and ` B' in both Fig. l and Fig. 3.
In the D.C. (or Universal) arrangement all the
etc.,
When 'operating from D.C. heaters are series connected in the order shown in
mains supplies it must be real- Fig. 3 and in wiring up the receiver it is wise policy
ised that the receiver will only to start on the heater wiring at the outset, with the
Line Cord
work with the mains lead con- valve biasing arrangements following. In this way
nected in correct polarity. If we not only have room above these components for
4C/J.0 the receiver will not work, mounting other parts but safeguard the valves from
Input
either reverse the mains plug faulty operating conditions. It is a góod plan to
a
o in the socket, or change the take time in assembly and wire one stage completely
wires over in the mains plug at a time, say, from the mains input through the
to conform.
valves from V3 to VI and aerial, leaving such things
r A.C.,'D.C. working.
In the original A.C. version as the speaker, ganged condenser and tuning coils

/

(Miscellaneous)

MR -250

v. 50 mA.

(Selenium).

TI- Filament

contact -cooled metal rectifier

Transformer (Secondary, 6.3 volts

1.5 amps.).
T2 -L'S Output trans. (10,000 ohms /3 ohms).

2 Valvéholders B7G.
1 Valveholder B9A.
1
Valve 6BÁ6.
t Valve Z77.
1 Valve ECL80.
1
Pair dual range coils type Teletron A /HF
(200 /2,000 metres).
1 Cabinet, T.R.F. chassis, dial, backplate, pointer,
drum drivé, drive spindle and cord.
Screws, flex, etc.
1 Wavechange switch (2 pole /2 way).
1 Loudspeaker Sin. (Goodmans).
NOTE: For " Universal " version om :t filament
transformer from above and substitute line cord
in accordance with Fig. 3.

of the A.C. Straight 3,'4.
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unmounted until later, as these are components most
vulnerable and liable to damage.

Trimmers
Although the trimmers for the coils are not shown
in the circuit diagram they appear in Fig. 2. The
medium -wave trimmers are combined with and will
be found surmounting the twin -gang tuning condenser. The long -wave trimmers are mounted on the
underside of chassis at an angle and by means of a
single screw through the front plate.
These are
labelled Tr 2. In order to help the beginner a diagram

Alignment
When the receiver has been completely wired we
can proceed with alignment, but beginners must be
warned against switching on and touching the chassis
until they have determined and made certain that the
neutral lead from the mains supply is in contact with
the chassis at that time.
(Continued on page 545)
voitane Control,

f

Leads e and
go through
grommets to fixed plates of
tuning condensers

October, 1956

is included showing the disposition of the long wave
trimmers "together with Sw. 1 (wavechange switch)
and associated wiring (Fig. 4).

On/Off Switch

Tuning Drive
Sp nd/e
1

1

Wavechange

Switch
1

II

Earthy
of C3

(Sw /)

(See Fig. 4)

Note : Points marked È are -earthing' tags
Tag

to chassis

Small Aluminium sheets to cover existing holes,
and drilled to take new vahreho7ders

A.Ç Mains

7b

Aerial

Tag

to

chassis

Scale

Short brass strips bent and fixed
to speaker to support 4S transformer

Pointer
Volume,

On/Off

Fig. 2.

-Top

Tuning
Spindle

and underside wiring diagrams.
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BAND

T/V CONVERTER -183 Mc/s-196 Mc /s

3

Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmission

-0 post free.

£2 -5

Post Free. Wiring and aligning of
above 20/- extra.
Full range of Band 3 aerials in stock. Adaptors
from 7/6 per set. Indoor dipoles, 6/6. Outdoor
with cables, 13/9. Band I -Band 3 crossover filter unit, 7 6, Variable attenuators
6 ab-36 ab, 7/6. BBC Break- through Filter,
suitable for BBC pattern rejector, 8/6.
6 /6-all

A highly successful unit (14,N'orld circuit),
incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget
BVA valves, etc. Chassis size 7 x 4 x 2lin.
Thousands already in use. Suitable for most
types of T /'V sets. TRF or Superhet. Kit of
parts 451 -, Blueprint 1;6, Power pack kit 30/ -,
Switch kit (Band I -Band 3 Ae switching),

Volume Controls 80
Log. ratios, 10,000 ohms
Long
Megohms.
1
spinrlles,
year

guarantee. Midget Edisnan type.
No. Sw. S.P. Sw. D.P. Sw.

3;-

Linear

-

4/-

4/9
Ratio, 10,000
Megohms.

ohms
Less switch, 9/- each.
Coax plugs, 112. Coax
Couplers
sockets, 1 /-.
1:3. Outlet boza, 418.

8d. yd.

-

Stranded core.
cut 50%.

Losses

9d. yd.

-2

7

".,

15w.)

9d.

w., 9d. ;
;, Type.
5°° Type. f w-. 1/1-;
1
Hi -Stab. I w., 2 / -,
WIRE -WOUND POTS.
Pre-Set Min. T.V. Type.

"

Tubular Wire Ends

25/'25 v., 50/12 v.

Semi -air
SPECIAL
spaced polythene.- 80
ohms Coax lin. diam

TWIN FEEDER, 80 ohms, 80. yd. ; 3110 ohms, 80. yd.
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, SO ohms, 1/3 yd.
50 OHM COAX CABLE 80. per yd., lin. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pf. -70 pf.. 94. 100 pi..
130 pi., 1'3 ; 250 Pf., 1/6 ; 600 pf., 1 /9. PHHmPS
to 8 pf. or 3 to 30 pi., 1/3 each.
Beehive Type
RESISTORS -Peel. values 10 ohms 10 megohins.
WIRE -WOUND
1 3
5w. )y 5 ohmsType. I w., 3d
30
1 6
10,000
w., 5d. ; 1 w., 64. ; 10w.
10

ELECTROLYTIC$ ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
32 +3_1350 v. B.E.C. 5/8
119 Can Types, Clips, 3d. es.
50/511 v., 4 /300.v.
2/- 8 +S/430 v. T.C.C. 4/8
100)2. v.
2/- 8 +16/450 5, Hunt 5/2/430 v.
5/6
2/- 16 +16 +8/350 v.
8/450 v. B.E.C.
2/3 16 +161450 v. H.E.C. 5/8
8-i -8 500 v. Dub.
4/6 16 +32/350 v. B.E.C. 5/4/8+16 450 v. Hunts 51- 32/340 v. Dub.
111/450 v. B.E.C.
318 32 +32/450 v. B.E.C. 6/8
16/5110 v. Dub.
41- 61y350 e. T.C.C.
9/8
16 +16/450 V. B.E.C. 5/8
60+100/350 v.
11/8
32/350 v. Dub.
4/- 60 +250/273 v.
12/8
32/500 V. Duh.
5/- 100 +200/275 v.
12/8
0,1011 mfd. 6 v.
30 +50/350 v. B.E.C. 8/8
3/9

COAX

(_ABLE

STANDARD lin. duet.
Poly thene insulated.
GRADE "A" ONLY

ohms

15,000 -5w.
19
33,000
ohms
2,3
10w.
8w. LAB COLVERN, Etc.
Standard Size Pots,12 }in.

Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle. High Crude.
All values 25 ohms to 30 All Values. 1111) ohms to
K., 3/- ea. 50 K., 4/, 50 K., 5;6 ; lu0 -K., 6/6.
Ditto Carbon Track WMW EXT. SPEAKER
50 K. to 2 Meg., 3/ -.
CONTROL, 10 O, 3; -.
CONDENSERS.-Mica or S. Mica. All pref. values.
3 pf. to 680 pf., Rd. ea. Ceramic types, 2.2 pf. -5,000
pf. as available, 9d. each Tubolars, 450 v., Hunts
and T.C.C. .0005, .001, .003..111 and .1 350 v., 94.,
.Irv, .113, .1 500 v. Hunts Moldse, l.1 /-. 25 Hunts, 1/6.
5 Hunts, 1;9. .1 1,500 v. T.C.C. (Simplex), 3 /6.
.001, 6 kV., T.C.C., 5/6. .001 12.5 kV. T.C.C., 9/8.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
3 WAVEBANDS, 5 VALVES

0.tá'. 16 m. - -50 m.
LATEST MIDGET
M.W. 2181 m. -550 m.
L.W. 80) m. -2,0110 in.
SERIES
200250
v. 4 pos. W/C
Brand new and gear. A.C.
. short -medium- Long -Cram.
P.D. socket. High
Q duet core coils. Latest circuit technique, delayed
0/P 4 watts. Chassis
AVU and neg. flashback.
size, pal x 51, x 21, in. Dial loin. e 4.lin. Hors or vert.
station names. Walnut or ivory knobs to choice.
Aligned and calibrated ready for use. Sensitivity
and Quality at Low Cost.
basis isolated front
BARGAIN
Carr. and ins., 418.
PRICE £9.15.0
S ur loin. speakers to match.
7
7
3

Valve De Luxe, push -pull version,
& ins., 5/ -.

watt output, E12.10.0. Carr.

BARGAIN VALUE IN AUTO CHANGERS
speed auto change mixers for 7in., Plie. & 1211).

Lightweight Xtal P.L. with turnover.

records.

Duo -point sapphire stylus for Hi -Fi reproduction.
Latest models- Modern styling. All brand new,
hosed and guar. A.C. 200/250 v. only.

PLESSEY, 081110/ -. BOR. MONARCH, 81 gm,
GARRARD 11C110, 00/10,1-, COLLASSO RC54,
010;19/ -. All suitable for our Radiogram chess,

sae

-

QUALITY FLUORESCENT FITTINGS

;

;

;

;

watt, instrument type, 21/- ; 65 watt, Pencil
Bit Type, 3018: 65 matt, Oval Bit Type, 25/ -.
25

Comprehensive stock of spares available.
LOUDSPEAKER. P.M. 3 OHM. 5 n. Celes., 17/8
n. Celes., 18,6: 7 x din. Goodmanis Elliptical,
18/8 ; Sin. Elac.,20 /-; 8is,. Coodan's special, 21/6;
loin. R. and A., 25/- ; 12in. Plessey, 35/- ; Bin.
M.E. 2 k. ohms field, tapped O.P. trans., 24,6 ;

VALVES
Hsi

BOXED

LR-5,1'1'4 7 6.1)AF96
15.5, IS1 7 6 1)F;Itì
354, SV -1 8- I)KtlO
57.1
8 6 DL96
6AT('i
86'EA50
uiCHli
10 6.I:Iio1

61r0M

E
1112

3 6
6 6

6K7

6h3
6Q7
OSN7

1,8111111.

ft., 12;8.

9.

9

-

- EF30

Erin

2
7 6,

10/11/8/6

10/-'PCC'84 1218
!PCF80 12 /8

Equip. 5/6 PCF82 12 /6
10/6¡P('L83 12/6

10,6', EF80

.1.1

8'6 EF85

10/BiPLSt

12/8

10/1PPL83
8/13iPY80

12/6

9

I;,'l'.3

12,6 1.F86

8 6

I;1

13;6 I:FSe

0

I:1

s
v:,
I

GUARANTEED

12/81E'/.40
1;t'1.00 126'E'L811
F.F41
10/81MC 14

- Et

9;

13

8.EF91

Stil

10 /-

13;8 F1,82

11 /-

11;NPY81
12i6iPYS2

12/8
6A4
8 6,ECFG2 13 6 EI;
1016N5
EC1142 10.8 E3 51
124PY83 12/8
8
and bOnlreils of others at Bargain Prices.
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET.
,,,
Ri, 1T4, ISII, and 3S4 or :IV4
27 /8
6K'!, 61(7. 6Q7, 1iá'1ì, 52 or 11X5 ...
35/SPEAKER FRET. -Expanded Bronze anodised
OV6

7 6

F('FHO 12 6

1

7

mal
et

Sin.

12ín., 4;3

etc., 30/ -. Long playing,
reels, 45/ -. Paper tape, good quality, 1,200

SCOTCH BOY, EMITAPE,

e.. tun.

7 6

W'4 h variable Tone and Volume controls. 3 Midget
B.V.A. valves. 4 watts output. Neg. feedback.
Chassis isolated front Mains. A.C. 200:250 v. A
uality amplifier at an economical price. PRICE
03.19.8. Carr. 2 /Ii. Wired and tested, 151- extra.
Blueprint, circuit and mate., 1,8 (free with kit).

;

3iin. Else., 17,8.

Ideal for home or workshop. 4ft., 22220 -230 v.,
»mplete with tube, ballast unit. etc., ready
Famous manufacturer's surplus
for use.
offered at approx. half price. Starter switch
type. 421 -. Quick start type, 47/6. Carr. and

,

VALVE AMPLIFIER

TRANSFORMERS. -Made in our own
Workshops to 'rop Cradle spec. Fully interleaved
and impregnated.
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
TYPE. -250 v., 60 ma. F.W. sec., 5 v. or 6.3 v. 1 a.
rect. 11.3 v. 2.5 a set Htrs., 21i -, etc. C.R.T. HTB.
ISOLATION TYPE. -Low leakage with or without
'" sec. boost voltage. Ratio 1 : 1 or 1.25, 2 v., 4 v.,
61v or 13 v., 10,8 ea. Ditto with mains primaries
200 /250 v., 121. Special, to order. SPECIAL
TYPES. -To designers spec., Vlewmaster, 35' -;
Mallard Amp., 351- Osram 912, 35/ -. HEATER
TRANSF. -Prim. 200,250 v. 6.3 v. 11 a. or 4 v. 2 a.,
or 12 v..7- 7,8: 6.3 v. 3 a. or 5 v. 3 a., 10 /8.
L.F. CHOKES. - -- In H. 65 ma., 51- 13 H. 1011 suns.,
10/6 ; lo H., 120 ma., 10/6 20 H. 150 ma., 15 /8
Sormtmaster, 1018. OUTPUT
Simplex, 10;6
TRANSF.- Standard pentode, 4/8 ; ditto tapped
prim., 410 small pentode, 3/9 ; Midget battery
pentsle (154, etc.), 4/8.
SOLON SOLDERING IRONS (200 -220 v. or 230-230v.)
MAINS

I

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.
10 °,, 5 pf. to 5120 pf., 1/ -. 5181 pf. to 3,000 pi., 1/3.
1°" 1.3 Pf. to 500 pf., 119. 515 pf. to 5,000 pf., 2/ -.
Size
STANDARD 3 WAVEBAND COIL PACK.
21in. e 2/in. x 11ín. depth. 4 pos. Switching. Long,
Med., Short, Gram. Dust-core coils prealigned for
to
use.
465 Ko /s I.F. Complete with trimmer, ready
A vc ry sensitive ami efficient toil Pack.
Bargain Offer, 30/
Manufacturer's Surplus.

3

I.F. TRANSFORMERS -465 lic /s

Brand new ex- manufacturer's midget I.F.T.,
size 21 in. x }in. x 'in.. dust core tuning, Litz
wound coils, High Q. Bargain offer, 7/8 pair.

e
;

sin.. 2,3

Clin.

x

;

12in.

lIlin., 6i-

;

x Sin., 3/-

24ín.

x

;

12in.

x'

12in., 8 /8, etc.

F.M. TUNER -171HT (87 me /s -105 mois), by chou.
-As tested and approved by Radio Constructor.
Complete Kit of parts to build this modem highly
successful unit, drilled chassis and J. B. dial, coils and
Cans, 4 B.V.A. miniature valves and all components,
etc., for only 08.10.0, post free. SUPERIOR
TYPE GLASS DIAL--Calibrated in Mcls and
edge lit by 2 pilot Lamps, 12/6 extra.
Illustrated handbook with full details, 2/ -, post free.
.

TRS RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
70

BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
Thornton Heath Station.

50 yards

Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 & 190
Seal 3d. stamp today for Complete Bargain !ist
OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
p.m. Wed.
TRS. Post i Plating up to Ilb. 7d., lib. 1 /1, 30.1'1, Sib 2/-, 1018. 2/0.

Listed above are me! a few itsms from our very large stock.

Hours
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D.

:

9

a.m.

-6

p.m.
peyttle to

ALedly nee. °e ckcpes, P.O.s, etc.,

1

(Est. 1946)
(THO 2188)
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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
8

OPEN TILL
P.M. SATLRDAIS

B. H.

MORRIS

&

CO. (RADIO) LTD.

Telephone

(Dept. P.W.) 2D7, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

:

AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 3271 -2

BUILD THESE NEW PREMIER DESIGNS
3 -BAND
MAY

ALL - DRY BATTERY
ATTE
PORTABLE RADIO RECEIVER

SUPERHET RECEIVER
Plus 3/-

£.19.6

BUILT FOR

T.R.F.
Receiver may

2 Rand

MULLARD AMPLIFIER KIT

Why
not
make
the
Best !

the components for
model 510, PLUS preamplifier
on one chassis (total six
valves) may be purchased
for 112.12.0, Plus pkg. & post
7/6, or preamplifier and tone
control in a separate unit,
114.14.0 plus pkg. & post 7/6.
All

Send for the Premier WIDE ANGLE
TELEVISOR booklet, 3'8 post free.

To

FREE
This

144 -page

Book

I

&

4

3,-

Postage

Miniature

valves

in

a

superhet circuit covering

medium and

long waves. Rex ine covered cabinets
llfin. x loin. x 51ín., in contrasting
colours, wine with grey panel. Instruction
book 1/8 post free, which includes full
constructional details and list of priced
components.

COMPACT GRAM AMPLIFIER
Suitable for any
type of Pick-up.
Volume and tone
control fitted with
knobs.
Overall
size 711n. long x
3 :in. wide x alin.
high.
Complete
and ready for use.

Plus packing

GRAM
UNITS

?

a highly informative
guide to the best -paid SUBJECT !
Engineering posts. It Mechanical Eng.
tells you how you can
Electrical Eng.
quickly prepare at home CiviIEngineering
on
NO PASS -NO Radio Engineering
FEE " terms for a Automobile Eng.
recognised engineering Aeronautical Eng.
qualification, outlines the
Prrdu-tion Eng.
widest range of modern Bui ding, Plastics.
Home -Study Courses in Draugntsmanship
all branches of EngineerTelevisicn, etc.
ing and explains the
GET SOME
benefits of our EmployLETTERS
ment Dept. If you're
earning less than ,Ers a AFTER YOUR
week you cannot afford
NAME I
to miss reading this
A.M. I. M ech. E,
unique book. Send for
A.M.I.C.E.
your copy to-day
A.M.I. P. E.
FREE.

-

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

NAME

Subject or Exam.

that interests

A.M.I.M.I.
L.I.O.B.

A. F.R.Ae.S.
B.Sc.

A .M. Brit. I. R. E.

CITY & GUILDS
GEN. CERT.
OF EDUCATION

ADDRESS

etc

etc.

me

British Instituteof EngineeringTeehnology
409B, College House, 29 -31, Wright's Lane,
Kensington, W.8.

5- pkg.

&

post.

B.R.R. TUB 3-Speed
£4.12.6 plus 2/6 pkg. & post.

PET

.... FREE COUPON -...,

postage 2/6.

Autochanxer,

29.16.0 plus

Have you sent for your copy
ENGINEERING
WHICH IS
OPPORTUNITIES ' YOUR
is

&

R.R.R. 4,Speed

AMBITIOUS
ENGINEERS

Please send me your FREE 144 -page

£2.19.6

BIET

T

LT FOR
.
Carr.
Valve line -up
6SL7, 6V6 and
6X5, FOR A.C.
MAINS 2001260
VOLTS. Suitable for either
3-ohm or 15ohm Speakers.
Negative feedback.
Any
type of pick -up
may be used.
Overall size 9ín. x lin. x 5ín. Price of
Amplifier complete, tested and ready for
use, 25.5.0 plus 3/6 pkg. and carr.
A STEEL CASE IS NOW AVAILABLE.
B

£7.8.0
Plus
Pkg.

be built for
25.15.0
plus

packing & post
31 -. These two
receivers use
the latest type
circuitry sail
are fitted into
attractive cabinets 12in. x 611n. x 51in. in
either walnut or ivory bakelite or wood.
Individual instruction books 1/- each.
post free.

4-WATT AMPLIFIER
Plus 2&

MAY BE
BUILT FOR

Carr.

IU

COMPLETE WITH ENGRAVED PANEL,
15,6 EXTRA.

A NEW TAPE RECORDER

£5

CREDIT TERMS
DEPOSIT
and 8 monthly payments of 14.18.6
H.P.

TERMS

DEPOSIT

1

£20

and 12 monthly payments of 21.17.1
Cash price £40 plus packing and carriage
21' -. Case finished in Brown and Antique
Fawn. Size 15in. x 121ín. x 711n. with the

very latest type Continental fittings. For
A.C. mains 200 -250 volts. 50 cycles.
SEND FOR LEAFLET

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
TRANSRECEIVERS. Type "38" (Walkie-Talkie), Complete
with 5 Valves. In Metal Carrying Case. Ready for use. Less external
attachments, 30/- per set. ATTACHMENTS for use with " 38 "
TRANSRECEIVER
HEADPHONES, 15/6
THROAT MICROPHONE with Lead & Plug, 4/6 ; JUNCTION BOX, 2/6 ; AERIAL,
:

;

2/6.

TRANSRECEIVERS. Type " 18 " Ma -k III. TWO UNITS
(Receiver & Sender) contained in Metal Case. Complete with Six
Valves, Microammeter, etc.

LESS

EXTERNAL ATTACHMENTS,

24/10/..
TRANSMITTERS. -T.1154- Complete all valves, etc., etc.
Perfect order. 3 frequencies. 12/7/6 in transit case. Delivered

U.K.
RECEIVERS. Type " 109." 8-Valve S.W. Receiver with VIBRATOR PACK for 6 Volts. Built -in Speaker, METAL CASE, [S.
BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Ex- R.A.F. BRAND NEW. A
Wealth of Components. GYRO MOTORS, REV. COUNTERS,
GEAR WHEELS, etc., etc. Ideal for Model Makers, Experimenters,
etc., [3.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable tin. to 31ín. For Metal,
Wood, Plastic, etc., 7/-.

RESISTANCES. 100 ASSORTED USEFUL VALUES. Wire
Ended, 12/6 per 100.
CONDENSERS. 100 ASSORTED. Mica, Metal Tubular, etc.,
15/- per 100.
PLASTIC CASES. I4in, x ,Otin. Transparent. Ideal for Maps,
Display, etc., 5/6.

'STAR IDENTIFIERS. Type
in

Case, 5/6.

I

A-N.

Covers both Hemispheres,

CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES.

In Sound -proof Case,
Clockwork Movement. 2 Impulses per sec. Thermostatic Control.

11/6.

REMOTE CONTACTORS for use with above, 7/6.
MORSE PRACTICE SET with Buzzer on Base, 6/9. Complete
with Battery, 9/6. MORSE TAPPERS. Std. 3/6 ; Midget, 2/9.
METERS & AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. Only need Adjustment or with broken Cases. TWELVE INSTRUMENTS, including
3 brand new Aircraft Instruments, 35/ -for 12.
CRYSTAL MONITORS. Type 2. New in Transit Case. Less
Valves, 8/-,
Postage or Carriage extra. Full List of RADIO BOOKS, 21d.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.,
11,

LITTLE NEWPORT ST.. LONDON. W.C.2.
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The best means I can recommend is for the amateur
to purchase one of the excellent screwdriver-cum neon testers advertised in these pages. If the chassis
in such cases either
is alive the neon will light
reverse the plug or reverse the wires to conform.
Although coils are obtained as " matched pairs "
it will be realised that two separate coils on a single
former can hardly be accurately matched over two
wavebands when tuned by a single iron core. Therefore some slight compromise is necessary in order to
accommodate the long Waveband and yield a satisfactory overall performance.
The receiver should be switched on and tuned in
to the local station (in the Home Counties -the
Light Programme). Adjust trimmers above the ganged
tuning condenser until the tuning pointer is approximately at the correct location in respect to the dial.
Now swing the tuning condenser to the top end of
the waveband and tune in the Third Programme.
Adjust the iron cores on both coils until the programme comes through at good strength. Return
again to the station first tuned and further adjust
the trimmers on the gang for best results. Switch
to long waveband (clockwise direction) and tune in
the Light Programme. Adjust the iron cores on
both coils for maximum signal. Turn tuning to
approximate position of Radio Luxembourg (Continental Programme) and adjust the two trimmers
Tr 2 on underside of chassis for maximum signal.
Return tuning to Light Programme and re- adjust
iron cores. Tune in Radio Allouis and further adjust
cores for maximum signal.
This is only intended as a rough guide to alignment
and any finer adjustments should be made in the
order set down above. Final adjustments will, of
course, be made on Continental stations at the lower
end of the medium waveband with the volume
control well advanced.
Microphony
It is not unusual for constructors of straight
receivers to experience microphony in the detector
valve. This is, in effect, a physical and electrical
phenomenon, wherein actual vibration of the valve
sets up oscillation within the valve and an increasingly
loud " howl " or " ringing " comes from the loud-
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speaker. If the valve is lightly tapped the speaker
appears to " echo " the generated note. In such
cases it is usual either to change the valve for one
less susceptible or mount the valveholder in the
chassis with small rubber grommets to give a " floating " or shock-absorbing action to the valve suspension. This damps down the vibration and usually
cures the trouble.
Wavechenge Switch (Sw,
Tags

i)

not used

Tr.

2

Long wave
trimmers

To3OOnom

Aerial Cá/

Toton

Aerial Coil

Fig. 4.

-

Further wiring details.

See also Fig. 2.

Modifications
There are two points at which useful modifications
can be made. Should a set suffer from microphony in
V2 (Z77) a reduction in the screen voltage of this valve
may effect a cure. This can be done by changing
R5 (470 K) to one of lower resistance. A suggested
value is 220 K which has been tried in the original
model. The resistance quoted in the parts list gave
maximum sensitivity without microphony occurring
(optimum results).
Another change which can be made (should the
set be considered too sensitive) is in RI5 (2.7 K).
This can be satisfactorily increased to as much as
10 K with perhaps a slight improvement in quality.
A resistor of 1 watt rating here will keep qùite
cool.

for this type of construction and provides such
advantages as low interlectrode capacities, low lead
inductance and electrode insulation.
of this design are to -day becoming
Valves of this category are most suitable for use
VALVES
popular, and will no doubt supersede their in cavity or parallel line circuitry and are also to be
glass counterparts within the very near future. found in power amplifier, oscillator and frequency
They are preferred in equipments designed for use multiplier circuits. They operate at temperatures
at the higher frequencies, but are at present outside in the order of 200 deg. C. and at frequencies from
nevertheless, 1,000 to 3,000 Mc /s.
the range of the amateur's pocket
as and when they come within that range,they will
One will therefore appreciate that such valves
be ideal for the constructor of V.H.F. equipment. will undoubtedly play an important part in all future
The advantages of such valves over those of glass V.H.F. development.
E. G. BULLEY.
are that of higher permissible operating temperature
and much better dielectric properties. Such valves,
however, utilise a ceramic envelope or bulb in place
THE SUPERHET MANUAL
of the conventional glass one, the vacuum tight seal
5th Impression
being made by coating the ceramic with a thin
By F. I. CAMM
7/6, by post 7/10
metal film which in turn is sintered or fired on as
the case may be, and to this metal film which becomes
From
an integral part of the ceramic the metal seal is
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
brazed.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Disc seal or planar type of valve is best suited

Ceramic Valves
;
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Pi"ograiuiue tom
Scrapbook 1934
"

SCRAPBOOK for 1934" seemed an improvement on recent efforts. There was not nearly

so much insistence on the raucously sung
music-hall ditties, blaring dance tunes or street barrel organs as in some other volumes making them alike,
painful to listen to, and ashamed to recall. We had
plenty of it, of course, but what there was seemed
much more properly in focus and proportion to the
things that really mattered. Probably among these
must rank the 21st birthday of that most lovable
and ubiquitous character, Donald Duck, whose voice
was specially transmitted from America. Point was
properly made of the great development in road
transport, but none of the 7,000 who, at that time,
were killed annually.
This series is not without interest, but like many
other features of long standing, badly needs its
windows opened to let in some fresh air.

Our

Critic,

Maurice

Reeve, Reviews Some
Recent Programmes

Not all the 35 players, plus supers, in these two
pieces struck quite the right period note, but one
remembers Howieson Culff, Mary Wimbush, Charles
Leno, Michael Turner in " The Bekker," and of the
Queen's Repertory Players, Hornchurch, in " The
Farquhar," Mary Savidge, James Maxwell, Diana
Fairfax and Bernard Cribbins.

Lenin's Journey
" Lenin's Journey," from exile in Germany back
to Russia under German auspices and protection, and
with the avowed hope that by stirring up revolution
there it would take Russia out of the war and thus
Burgundian Songs and Dances
assure the defeat of England in the First World War,
A wholly delightful programme of Burgundian formed the theme of a major documentary. Written
Songs and Dances Royales restored our faith in the by David Woodwood, narrated by Carleton Hobbs
matters of broadcasting and showed us that if we and Edward Ward, and produced by Marjorie Ward.
glean the programmes thoroughly, gold can be found That it resulted in probably the most far-reaching
here and there. Given by The Well- tempered Singers event in history few will deny ; whether Germany
with treble recorder, and the London Consort of was hoist with her own petard has perhaps not yet
Viols, with medieval drums, we were transported been established : the programme was interesting
back for 45 minutes to the world of the troubadour and at times dramatic, rather - through the events
and the minniesinger with the rare privilege of being described than any virtues of production or script.
able to think and imagine for ourselves.
These strictly adhered to the age-old pattern long
since formulated for such programmes.
Northampton Rep. Company
The Northampton Repertory Company gave us the Rain
charming play of Cedric Wallis, built round an
I wonder if there will ever be a cricket commentary
episode in " Pride,and Prejudice," " The Heiress of
which, as soon as the first drops of rain begin to
Rosings." Containing some of the most wierd and in
wonderful music lessons ever held -as romantic and fall, we shall not be told " that everyone is standing
delightful as they were unpractical and useless up putting on their mackintoshes " !
musically, the Northampton people played with the
greatest sense of period and general accomplishment. Saturday Night Theatre
Josephine Martin was delightful as Anne and Tenniel
" The Comfort of the Signora " (suggested subEvans as Mr. Barcy and Alan Brown as the Marquis title, " There's
Always a Woman "), in Saturday
of Chippenham.
Night Theatre, entertainingly told of turpitude in
Two honest -to- goodness, forthright and down to Tunisia, adultery in Algeria and, if you care for
earth pieces were Farquhar's Restoration " The metaphors, flirtations in French North Africa. The
Recruiting Officer " and Bekker's contemporary with French. however, were non -participants. One has
Shakespeare " The Honest Whore." The latter was met Brigadiers, if you have been in the Army, like
divided over two evenings. In those days when Brigadier Polgrim, excellently played by Howard
women, not exactly" all they should be," formed the Marion Crawford, as well as women, if you have been
theme of discussion, a thesaurus of adjectives, nouns anywhere beyond the front gate, like Sheila Saxleyand various other expletives poured forth of a direct- brought to life by Violet Loxley. But Major Grail, a
ness, an uninhibitedness, a luscious descriptiveness town major -well played by Edward Jewesburyand in an unending quantity and variety such as seems was, to one listener, rather a new type. The story
to be unknown to -day in any subject. The mind of a woman so bad that she won't let the guileless
boggles at such richness, diversity and salacity. Yet major ruin himself by marrying her (he seems to
neither saturation point nor satiety are ever reached. find quick and ample consolation with the signora at
On they go, out they come. It is all vastly amusing the curtain) was well told and made good enterand entertaining.
tainment.
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EXPAND AND

LP312-2

SUPER HIGH FIDELITY THIS YEAR
Let your ears be your judge... crisp, clear,
natural reproduction without coloration with

Laboratory Balanced.
The TSL LORENZ
LP3I2-2 is a main bass 12ín. diaxial speaker
combined, with two LPH65 electro- magnetic
high frequency TREBLE units
permanently
mounted coaxially across the front of the main
bass speaker at such an angle to give full spherical
binaural response. All are laboratory balanced
and matched for perfect tone with a frequency
range of 20 cycles to 22,500 cycles essentially
level output. To ensure level frequency response
the voice coils of the two treble speakers are fed
through a specially designed crossover net -work
which balances the frequency response of the
three speakers as a combined unit.

TSL LORENZ speaker units. Ten years ahead
in engineering and design this speaker unit will
enable you to design and build up a sound system
in your own home which will truly add the miracle
of LIFE to the magic of music...
No Extra Cost. You get these extra features
at no extra cost with every TSL LORENZ
Sound system
. Greater output and
more
sensitivity
. heavy duty oversize speech coil
. Super high flux magnet
. Permanently
flexible self-damped cone . . Multi- parameter
cone fully tropicalised
. Sealed in air
gaps
. built -in centralising device for
perfect gap
alignment.
Improve your own H.F. Sound System. for
those devotees of high fidelity who possess bass

IMPROVE ANY

speakers fitting one or more LPH65 treble units will
greatly extend your range of super fidelity reproduction. They ore, without a doubt, the most sensitive
and efficient treble reproducers research has revealed
to date. The non- perforated back plate ensures that
the LPH65 can be used with any other speakers
irrespective of make or type without interaction
taking place.

The TSL LORENZ LPH65 is the basic treble
speaker used in the TSL LORENZ Sound System.
Round in shape to ensure smooth melodious sound
the plastic cone is fully tropicalised.
Special
features are the. super high flux density magnet
of 17.500 gauss and non -perforated back plate.

SOUND SYSTEM

SPECIFICATION LPH65
HIGH FREQUENCY CONE -HORN TYPE

SPECIFICATION LP3I2-2

TREBLE UNIT

IMPEDANCE 15 ohms ; FREQUENCY RANGE 20- 22,500 c/s ; POWER
RATING 25 w. ; PEAK POWER RATING 40 w. ; DIAMETER Bass 121
DEPTH Bass 71 inches Treble 2 inches ; BAFFLE
inches Treble 21 inches
OPENING 101 inches ; SPEECH COIL DIAMETER Bass 1.5 inches
Treble i inch ; FUNDAMENTAL RESONANCE Bass 20 c/s Treble
1,600 c/s ; FLUX DENSITY Bass 17,500 gauss Treble 17,500 gauss INTERMODULATION PRODUCTS under 0.5 %; CROSSOVER
FREQUENCY 2,000 c/s FINISH, Grey and blue vitreous anti- corrosion
stove enamel. RETAIL PRICE, £14.19.6. (Not subject to Purchase Tax.)

IMPEDANCE 5.5 ohms
FREQUENCY
RANGE WITH SUITABLE HIGH PASS
FILTER CONDENSER 2,000 -22,501 c/s ;
POWER RATING AS A SINGLE
UNIT 3 w. ; PEAK POWER RATING
AS A SINGLE UNIT 5 w.
DIAMETER 25 inches
DEPTH 2 inches
;

;

;

;

Exclusively distributed to the Radio Trade & Industry
throughout Great Britain and the Commonwealth by

:-

;

.

;

BAFFLE OPENING 2} inches. PRICE,
39/6. (Including Purchase Tax.)
Ask your local retailer for full details, including Bass Reflex
enclosures.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIERS LTD., HUDSON HOUSE, 63, GOLDHAWK RD., LONDON, W.I2.

Tel: SHE 2581, 4794

Get your
Puffin Series 100
Multi -range Test Set
ON EASY TERMS
Here's a grand opportunity for the amateur
radio -man or the service engineer. We will send
your Pullin Test Set by return of post, post
free, on receipt of £2.10.0 deposit. Thereafter,
you pay nine monthly payments of £1.4.6.
The cash price is £12.7.6. WRITE TO -DAY !

Background
to Reliability

TICK HERE
Please send

I

-

descriptive leaflet.

Please supply

Behind the world -wide popularity and reliability of the
Pullin Series 100 Multi -Range
Test Set, with its 21 ranges from
100 microamps to 1,000 volts
and sensitivity of 10,000 ohms per soft, are the considerable
research, manufacturing, development and service resources of
M.I.P., one of the great Pullin Group of Companies.

SIGNED
ADDRESS
IF

OVER

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
(PULLIN) LIMITED

Electrify Works, Winchester Street, Acton,
London, W.3.

Tel

:

-

Pullin Series IQO Test Set.
I
enclose 50/- deposit and promise to pay 9
further monthly payments of 24/6.
I

ACOrn 4651 & 8801 (5 lines)
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SIGNAL & PATTERN
GENERATOR
Coverage

7.6
Mc's-210 Mc s.
in five bands,

all on fundamentals, slowmotion tuning. audio output, 8 vertical
and horizontal

tl

bars, logging
scale. In grey

hammer

COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage 120 KGs -230 Kc's. 300 Kc /s-900 Kc /s, 900 Kc /s -2.75 Mc's.
2.75 Mc/s-8.5 Mc /s. 8 Mc's -28 Me s, 16 Mc/s-56 Mc/s, 24 Mc/s -84 MGs.
Metal case 101n. x 61in. x 41ín. Size of scale, 6 /in. x 3lin. 2 valves
and rectifier. A.C. mains 230-250 v. Internal modulation of 400
c.o.s. to a depth of 30 per cent., modulated or unmodulated R.F.,

output continuously variable 100 milli- volts. C.W. and mod.
switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter.
Black crackle finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or
minus 2°,,. 64'19'6 or 34: deposit and 3 monthly payments 251.
P. & P. 4 6 extra.

250 y.

£6.19.6
P.

moved.

£3.19.6

Plus P. & P. 2/6
Less Power supply £211918. P.

P. 2/6.

&

Heater Transformer. Pri. 230-250 v. 6 v. li amp., & -.
Extension Speaker cabinet in polished walnut, complete with
Bin. P.M. P.
P.
24/6.

8ín. P. M. Speakers, removed from chassis, fully guaranteed.
All by famous manufacturers. P. & P. 1/6. 1218.
Volume Controls. Long spindle less switch, 50 K., 500 K., 1 meg.,
2,8 each. P. & P. 3d. each.
Volume Controls. Long spindle and switch, ' 1, 1, and 2 meg.,
4 each. 10 K. and 50 IC., 3/8 each. $ and 1 meg., long spindle,
double pole switch, miniature, 5, -.
Standard {nave- change Snitches. 9 -pole 3 -way, 119: 5 -pole
3 -way, 179.
Miniature 3 -pole 4 -way, 4 -pole 3 -way. 2/6. 2 -pole
11 -way twin wafer, 5f -. 1 -pole 12-way single wafer, 4' -.
1.200 ft. High Impedance recording tape on aluminium spool
12/6 post paid.
Polishing attachment for electric drills, Quarter-inch spindle,
chromium-plated, 5ín. brush, 3 polishing cloths and one sheepskin mop, mounted on a 3in. rubber cup. 1218. P. & P., 116. Spare
sheep-skin mops, 2'8 each.

3 -speed

A.C.

COLLARO RC54
changer, will

automatic

mains

200/250v.

take

W7

9

10

6

P.

records mixed,
&

P. 5.' -.

GARRARD RC/11O

3 -SPEED

P.

5,'6.

Or £3 deposit and
3 payments of 30' -.

3

-speed

BY FAMOUS MANUFACTURER

SUITABLE ANY T.V.
NO ALTERATIONS TO SET
Complete with built -in power supply.
230 -250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish
case sun. long, 31ín. wide, 41ín. high,
Incorporating gain control and band
'switch. Illustrated with cover re-

3. -.

&

TRANSCRIPTION MOTOR

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
CONVERTER

&

fin-

ished
case
with carrying
handle.
Accuracy = 1',.
A.C. mains 200-

Complete Kit of parts comprising accurately balanced precision made heavy turntable
with rubber mat, large con stant speed condenser, starting
motor, base plate.
Can be assembled In half -anhour. A.C. Mains 200!250 v.
Fully guaranteed.
Parts sold separately.

£6.19.6
Post paid.

P.M. SPEA (CERS, 6I In., closed field. 18/8. 81n. closed field, 20/8
closed field, 251 12ín., 25 3 /in., 18/8. P. & P. on each 2'Vahrholders, Paxolin octal, 44. Moulded octal, 7d. EF50
7d. Moulded B7G, 7d. Loctal amphenol, 7d. Loctal pax., 7d
101n.

Mazda Amph., 7d. Mazda pax., 44. BIA, BOA amphenol, 7d
B7G with screening can, 1B. Duodecal paxolin, 94.

Tain -gang

.0005 Tuning Condensers, 5' -. With trimmers, 8 8,

AC/DC MULTI -METER KIT
Comprising 21n. moving coil meter, scale calibrated in AC /DC
volts, ohms and m1111-amps. Voltage range AC /DC 0-10, 0 -100
and 0-503. Milli -amps 0-10, 0 -100. Ohms 0 -1,000
and 0- 10,000. Front panel, range switch, wire
wound pot. (for ohms zero setting) two toggle
switches, resistors and meter rectifier. In
Plus
metal box.
P. & P. 1/6.

19'6

Potato

& Vegetable Peeler, by famous manufacturer, capacity
lbs., complete with water pump.. All aluminium construction, white stove -enamelled finish. Originally intended for adaption on an electrical food -mixer, can easily be convei ted for hand
operation. 39/8. P. & P. 31 ,
41

AUTOMATIC CHANGER

T.R.F. KIT in PLASTIC CABINET

Will take

10 records,
10in. or loin.
mixed, turnover crystal head, brand new,
current model. A.C.
mains 200/250 v. (List
price £14/10/ -.)

71n.,

£7.19.6
P.

&

P. 3'6.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

valve plus metal
rectifier, A.C. mains
200-250 v.
Medium
and Long waves. In
pastel blue or brown.
Valve
linIIe -up
2
VR65s
añd
VT52.
Size 151in. long by
91n. high by lin. deep.
3

:

£3.19.6
P. &. P. 4/6.
Where post and packing charge is not stated, please add l'6 up to ill
2/- up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. All enquiries S.A.E. Lists bd' eo,
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THE

FERGUSON 203U

By Gordon J. King, A.M.I.P.R.E.

pressure on the contacts is secured when the switch
is reassembled. This operation can be performed
without taking the wires from the switch tags.
THIS semi -transportable receiver is housed in a
Instability is sometimes caused by the 0.02 pF VI
moulded two-section cabinet. It features screen capacitor losing value or becoming open five valves (including the rectifier) in a two - circuit. Lack of signals on both bands should lead to
band superhet circuit. -Powered either by A.C. or investigation of the 100 pF oscillator grid coupling
D.C. mains, it can be used almost anywhere in the capacitor and valve V1.
house ; no elaborate aerial is generally required as
adequate pick up of most stations is possible on The I.F. Stage
approximately 4ft. of insulated wire.
The signals in I.F.T.1 are carried to the control
grid of the I.F. amplifier valve V2 (12K7GT), and
The Frequency Changer Stage
they are redeveloped in amplified form across the
The complete circuit of the receiver is shown at
coil (I.F.T.2) in the anode circuit, which is
Fig. 1. The signals in the aerial are passed through I.F.
permeability tuned.
the 250 pF isolating capacitor to the aerial coils LI
cases of low sensitivity have been traced
and L2. On L.W. both coils are used, while on M.W. to Several.
an alteration in the value of the 100 pF capacitor
section L2 is shorted out by SIA section of the wave- serving
to fix-tune the I.F. coil. This should be
change switch. The signals are coupled to the R.F. suspected,
particularly if the tuning of T9 appears
coils L3 (L.W.) and L4 (M.W.). T1 is the L.W. very flat. No
standing bias is given to V2 and the
aerial trimmer and T2 the M.W. aerial trimmer.
is fed direct from the H.T. line. The 0.02 ELF
Tuning of this section of the circuit is performed by screen
capacitor, shown connected between the screen and
Cl, which forms part of the tuning gang.
serves to clear R.F. from the H.T. line ;
The R.F. coils are selected by SIB section of the chassis,
wave- change switch and the tuned signal appears on the 4 uF electrolytic is an H.T. smoother.
the signal grid of the mixer section of the frequency The Detector, A.V.C. and A.F. Amplifier Stage
changer valve VI (12K8GT).
The signals in the I.F. coil are coupled to the signal
The triode section of VI functions as the local
oscillator, oscillator coupling taking place inside the diode of V3 through a 100 pF capacitor. The detector
valve. Coils L6 and L7 are the M.W. and L.W. load comprises the 100 K resistor and the 500 K
oscillator grid coils respectively. Feed -back on both volume control in series. I.F. filtering is performed
bands is achieved by winding L5. T3 and T4 are by the 100 pF shunt capacitor. Since the voltage
the M.W. and L.W. oscillator trimmers, while T5 appearing at the top end of the volume control has a
and T6 are the M.W. and L.W. padders. Main tuning magnitude depending on the strength of the I.F.
of the oscillator section is performed by,C2 section signal, and is negative relative to chassis, it is used as
an A.V.C. bias and is fed to valves VI and V2.
of the tuning gang.
An intermediate frequency of 455 kc /s is employed As this makes the A.V.C. diode in V3 redundant,
and these signals are developed in the first I.F. this electrode is put at chassis potential.
The A.F. signals across the volume control are
transformer (I.F.T.1) in the anode circuit of VI.
The wave- change switch in this receiver sometimes carried through the 0.05 pF A.F. coupling capacitor
becomes intermittent in operation and demands to the grid of the triode section, where they are amplicareful positioning to obtain reception on either band. fied and re- appear across the 680 K resistor in the
When this happens a few drops of proprietary switch anode circuit. The 100 pF capacitor, 'between anode
cleaner instilled between the switch contacts and the and chassis, serves to filter any I.F. which may be
spring brushes frequently clears the trouble. If the present at this point.
switch is still noisy after this operation it may be
The loss of bass, accompanied by distortion on
necessary to install a new switch (two position four strong signals, is often attributable to the anode load
pole), but before doing this it often pays to remove the resistor going high in value. A delayed action when
fibre contact disc, by carefully bending out one or the volume control is rotated, should lead one to
two of the retaining lugs and then cleaning the contact suspect the 6.8 megohm grid resistor for a value
surfaces and bending the spring brushes so that greater increase. If the I.F. coupling capacitor becomes leaky,
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a positive voltage is reflected
on the control grids of Vi and
V2, and the detector circuit is
also severely disturbed. This
may cut-off reception altogether;
though if the leak is only
slight, clipping will be noticed
on the weaker stations.
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The Output Stage and Power
Circuits
The A.F. signals in V3 anode
circuit are taken by way of the
0.05 iiF coupling capacitor and
a resistive potential divider to
the control grid of the output
valve V4 (35L6GT). Negative
feed-back is given to this stage
by the undecoupled 220 ohm
cathode resistor.
If distortion is suspected, the
cathode voltage should be
metered with the volume turned
right down ; the coupling
capacitor should then be disconnected from the grid circuit
of V4, and if this causes a
reduction in cathode voltage,
the coupling capacitor should
be replaced.
The valve heaters and pilot
bulb are connected in series,
together with a 700 ohm
resistor which forms a section
of a three-core 0.15 amp, line
cord, across the mains supply.
Mains is also connected, through
a 100 ohm surge limiting
resistor, to the anode of the
rectifier valve V5 (35Z4GT).
The rectified voltage at the
cathode is smoothed and filtered
by C3, C4 and the associated
Additional
1.2 K resistor.
filtering for the first three
valves is provided by the 4.7 K
resistor in the H.T. line.
Should investigation for complete failure reveal the 100 ohm
surge limiter resistor burnt
out, a check should be made
for short -circuits on the H:T.
line, a short in V5, and for a
short -circuit in the 0.02 {iF
capacitor connected between
the anode of V5 and chassis. If
the 1.2 K filter resistor is burnt
out, check C3 for leakage.
If the valves fail to light
when the receiver is switched
on, check the valve heaters,
pilot bulb and line cord resistance for continuity. The on-off
switch (ganged to the volume
control) might have failed, of
course, but this rarely happens.

Circuit Alignment
Connect an output meter
across the loudspeaker speech
(Continued on page 553)
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COMPLETE KITS of PARTS for the
The
MULLARD

"5 -10"

1

STERN'S

MAIN

"fidelity"

551

" ENTHUSIAST

Hi -Fi

PRE -AMPLIFIER -

STERN'S

TONE CONTROL UNIT
"A design for the music lover"

AMPLIFIER

HIGH

QUALITY

WATT

10

POWER AMPLIFIER
the
Comprises
MAIN
AMPLIFIER of our
very popu-

Gä.

lar

8 -10

t t
design.

w a

which

we have

modified

Briefly it has inputs for all types of
This is the MICROPHONES. HIGH and LOW GALN
very latest PICK UPS and a RADIO TUNING UNIT.
design and needs no recommendation from It Incorporates (a) GRAM EQUALISING
(b) STEEPCUT FILTER.
us. Our Kit is complete to Mullard's speci- CONTROL.
Continuously variable BASS and
fication, including the latest GILSON (c)
CONTROLS and a variable OUTULTRA LINEAR OUTPUT TRANSFORMER TREBLE
PUT CONTROL which enables Its use with
and the entire MULLARD Valve line up. any type of Amplifier.
ALL SPECIFIED COMPONENTS are PRICE OF COMPLETE KIT
supplied. PRICE OF COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS (Plus 5:- carr. and
OF PARTS
ASSEMBLED,
I I I I
carr. and ins.)
READ
R UE
SOFFER
£8. (Plus

with the
express purpi;e of its use with
the " fidelity " PRE AMI'I,IFIER illustrated alongside. TWO
6V6's are used in push -pull and the resultant
reproduction is genuinely in the HIGH
fidelity class, yet the total cost is
ridiculously low
L0
PRICE OF COMPLETE
PARTS
MainAmplieer only). (Plus 5(- carr. & ins.)
TIIE full SPECIFICATION and BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS for these three Units are available for
cavil. THEY include
COMPONENT PRICE LISTS and simple " wire -to -wire " PRACTICAL DIAGRAMS.
WE MAKE SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTIONS
FOR PURCHASERS OF A COMPLETE " Hi -Fi " AMPLIFIER
i.e., THE MULLARD 5 -10 and STERN'S PRE -AMPLIFIER, Etc. . . . Send S.A.E. FOR DETAILS

f

.0

,,,,.

V

ls 51r.

aJA.

1

MODERNISE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM
...

WE OFFER die latest 3 and 4SPEED
AUTOCHANGERS with modern A.M. and A.Mt /F.M. RADIOGRAM CHASSIS and matched P.M. SPEAKERS at REDUCED PRICES.
SEND S.A.E. for ILLUSTRATED and DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.
(H.P. Terms available). A good varied selection is available

TWO REALLY GENUINE PRICE REDUCTIONS

x
-

--

R BULK PURCHASE
CHASSIS
SUCI1S
RECEIVER CHASSIS AT SUCK LOW'
LOW PRICES.
BRAND NEW and FULLY GUARANTEED.
The

The MODEL

MODEL

AW'3-7
waveband
Superhet Chassis having
a push -pull stage for
A

THESE
Each is

r"
x,.

3..x..

..:

%

11.3

5-vah e 3- waveband
Superhet
employing
Negative Feedback over
entire Audio Stages
and having a single valve
type 6BW6 output for
approxlmately4 watts.
PRICE LI1.11.0.
Plus 7 6 carr. & ins.
H.P. TERMS
Deposit
£5;158 and 7 monthly
payments of 19/4.

7- valve- 3

approximately 6 watts
output.
PRICE ¿12.19.6.
Plus 7 6 Carr. & ins.
H.P. TERMS
Deposit
£6/99 and 8 monthly
payments of 18/9.
THESE CHASSIS HAVE " GRAM " POSITION and are IDEAL REPLACEMENT CHASSIS FOR THAT " OLD RADIOGRAM "-Send
S.A.E. for details.
:

RECORD PLAYERS

THE

:

LATEST MODELS

Cv

GREATLY REDUCED

PRICES
AVERY
RE OFFERED TD
TRANSCRIPTION UNITS
SPEED
enS
A.EorILUSTRATED and DESCRIPTIVE
PTIVE LEF
ALET.
This Leaflet
a
also contains dattaof a PORTABLCONTROL
E
GRAM
AMPLIFIER which has separate BASS and TREBLE CONTROLS.
(PRICE £4.12.6. INCLUDING 64- P.M. SPEAKER) and an attractive PORTABLE CARRYING CASE. £3.17.6

Sd

DESIGNS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

THE COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE FOLLOWING UNITS
ARE AVAILABLE FOR 1.6 EACH.
THESE MANUALS ALSO INCLUDE THEORETICAL and simple
PRACTICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS, AND A COMPLETE COMPONENT PRICE LIST. ALL OF WHICH ARE AVAILABLE FOR
SALE SEPARATELY.
STERN'S F.M. TUNING UNIT... A 5 -valve Tuner incorporating
the latest Mullard Permeability Tuning Heart and a " Magic
Eye " Tuning Indicator and can be completely built for £10/ -/-.
-

STERN'S COMBINED A.M.iF.M. TUNING UNIT
cisely similar

...

I

AN EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
FOR CASH ONLY

The
B.S.R.
MONARCH
3-SPEED AUTOCIIANGER.
NORMAL PRICE
£13 /19l -.
Complete with High
Fidelity Crystal " Turnover
Head which incorporates separate stylus
for L.P. and 78 r.p.m.
records.
A " MIXER "
Unit that will autochange
on 7ín., loin. and 12fn.records.
Brand New in Maker's
Cartons, complete with
mounting
instructions.

'

Preto the F.M. Tuner, but also incorporates the
MEDIUM WAVEBAND. It can be completely built for 813.10.0.
STERN- S HIGH QUALITY 8 -10 WATT AMPLIFIER
.
Designed for High Quality reproduction up to an output level
of 10 watts, having 6V6's in Push -Pull and incorporating negative
feedback. It is one of the most successful Amplifiers (in the
lower price range) yet offered to the Home Constructor. WE
can supply the complete Kit ex -stock for £7.10.0.
(a) The "COMPACT 5-2
(b) The ''COMPACT 5 -3 " STERN'S "COMPACT
A Two -stage high sensitivity
A Three -stage version of the
Amplifier having SEPARATE
5 -2 " model, but in this case
BASS and TREBLE CONhaving an additional stage
TROLS and designed to give
and incorporating Negative
up to approx. 5 watts with
Feedback.
very pleasing-quality. PRICE
PRICE £6 161- (plus 51- carr.
£5;15 - (plus 5, - carr. and ins.).
and insurance
The Amplifiers are compact and very attractively designed,
having a Bronze Gold finish with a fully engraved front panel
by which the entire Amplifier is conveniently mounted into a
Cabinet, thus occupying no more space than a conventional
Tone Control Unit.

..

STERN RADIO LTD.

£7.7.0.
(Plus 6,6 carr.
and ins.)

5"

AMPLIFIERS

Expressly developed for
very high quality reproduction of Gram. Records and particularly
suitable for high quality
at productions of the
F.M. transmissions. Two
models are available :
A
separate
POWER
SUPPLY UNIT to operate with these amplifiers
-

available for £2110/ ,plus 2'- carr. & ins.). Has
additional supply available for Radio Tuner, etc.
is

109 & 115 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
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GREATEST TAPE RECORDER
BARGAIN EVER OFFERED!
The famous "CONCERTONE"
Limited number only. A tape recorder that will
give you the ultimate listening pleasure that come:
from High Fidelity recording. Simple, absolutely
reliable, compact and lightweight. Study chi:
short technical specification

*Tape Speeds
71 and 3;in. per
*Heads : Twin track, by Wearite.
*Power Outputs : 3 -4 watts.
*Freq. res. 71in. /sec., 50- 12,000 cps.
*Freq. res. 32in. /sec., 50-6,000 cps.
:

*Fut

sec.

forward and fast rewind.
161 x 12 x lin. approx,
: 261bs. approx.

*Size, closed :
*Gross weight
NEW

BATTERY

PORTABLE

FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION
ON PRINTED CIRCUIT

r7

CAN
BE
BUILT FOR as
O
Uses all latest innovations, giving
simplicity of construction with fine
quality. See our page advt. in
September issue or send for full
details.
CIRCUIT
DIAGRAM.
assembly data, all instructions and
shopping list, 1/6 post free.

7

LISTED AT £50. 8. 0.
LASKY'S PRICE, complete with 1.200ít.
reel of Emitape, take-up Spool and Microphone,
Carriage and insurance, 21/ -.
GARRARD RC.110

3 -SPD.

GN S

Demonstrations at both our addresses.

MIXER AUTO -CHANGER FURTHER REDUCED.

Brand new in maker's cartons. Complete with to. crystal p.u. Cream & brown enamel
finish. Limited number only. List LI4.l3.0. LASKY'S PRICE £7.11.6. DCarr. 3/6.

LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD) LTD.,

Open

all day
SAT.

£4.10.0

370.

Thurs.

Dl

2/6V6
8/6
6K8 11/6SL7 8/6SN7 9/6/valves. 9/- in 6K7

11F24 UNITS

8/6

VU120 5/VU39 8/6
RT40 APNIX
5U4G 8/6
6X5
7/6
U.S.A ALTIMETER
6X4
7/6
5/less valves and motor but has 6J5
EF36
4/6
transducer assembly,
EL32 5/6

£1

EF54

5/6B4
4/6SA7 8/DINGHY TX HAND GENERA- 6C4
7/TORS. X U.S.A., 15/ -. Throat 1T4
7/Mic., 5/6. Heater Transformers, 4 1A3
and 6.3 volt 1.5 amp., 7/6. Output UAF42 7/Trans. f o r 6V6, 5/ -. 200 Kc
11/Crystal, 8/6. Londex A.C. Relays, 6AM6 8/6
230 V.A.C., 8/6. L.R. Earphones EF50 4/(New), 7/6. Relay G.P.O. type
6,000 12 8/6. Silicon Diode, 2/ -.
Germanium Diode, 2/ -. Packard
Bell Amplifier, complete, new, 12/6.
Gun Sight Lens, in case, £1.

to

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.

LADbroke

VALVE

5Z4

Orders

Telephone : MUSeum 2805.

Half day

TA12G TX

All Mail

42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1.
9075

and CUNningham

LIST

2/6 VUIII 3/6N7
8/6
617
7/6 3S4
8/6
EF39 71- R5
8/6
CV66 5/- DAF96
6SK7 4/6
11/Pen46 4/6 DL96 11/6AG5 7/6 DK96 11/1S5
8/6 EY51 13/6
1 L4
7/- U25 15/6
3V4
9/- EF80 10/6
R19 12/6 ECL8011/RK34 2/6 PL81 11/6
CV201 8/6 PL82 10/6
105/30 7/- PY8l 10/6
12SH7 7/6 PY82 10/6
12SJ7 7/6 ECC81
12Q7 9/6
10/6
12K7 9/6 ECC82
12SA7 9/6
10/6
Pen25 6/- ECC83
10/6
S130 6/EZ80 9/6
UCH42
10/6 UY41 9/6
6AL5 7/6 PCF80
SP6I 2/6
10/6
EA50 2/- 7H7
8/6

Bendix Transmitter. New. Complete. 6AG7 9/- SP41
Valved,
6J6
5/- 955

Brand new. Less
maker's cartons.

e+

(MIDDLESBROUGH)

Harrow
Road, please.

CONDENSERS
Assorted, 100 Mixed

15/-

RESISTORS
},

1

VINERS

1979 -7214.

Assorted, 100,

12/6

,), 1,

2w.,

RESISTORS CARBON

}/f watt, 4/6 doz.

watt, 5/6 doz.
1
watt, 7/6 doz. Welwyn W ire
Wound Vitreous 1/- each. Electrolytic Condensers, all 450 volts, wkg.,
8 mfd., 2/6. 8 + 8 mfd., 3/9. 16
mfd., 3/3. 8 + 16 mfd., 4/ -. 16 +
16, 4/6. 20 mfd., 3/ -. 32 + 32
mfd., 6/ -. 25 mfd. 25 v o t, 50
mfd. 50 volt, 2/- each. Potentiometers, values to 2 meg., 2/6 each.
100 K, $ /, 1, 2 meg. w /switch, 4/ -.
R.E.P. Crystal Coil (with circuit),
2/6. Dual Range T.R.F. Coils, 4/ -.
2

1

VALVEROLDERS

1 Octal, M Octal, 6d. each. B7G,
10d. 807, 1 / -. RF34 Type, 1/6.
B9A, 1/3. B9G, 9d.

MULTI METER
U.S.A. manufacture
Brand £7 . 10 . O New.

Ranges A.C.-D.C. to 6,000 volts.
Bank Switchbox, 8/6. R.A.F.
Heavy Duty Switch, 1/6. P.V.C. 26, EAST ST., MIDDLESBROUGH Resistance to 5 megohm. Output
Meter and Decibel range.
TEL.: MID 3418
22 s.w.g., eight colours, 2d. per yd.
16
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coil, or an A.C. voltmeter, via suitable isolating
capacitors, between the anode of V4 and chassis.
As this set has a " live " chassis, the signal generator
should be connected through 0.005 1,000 volt
isolating capacitors. When making tests it is
advisable to ensure that the chassis is in connection
with mains neutral.

LF. Alignment
Tune the set to the low-frequency end of the L.W.
band and set volume control at maximum. Remove
the existing connector to the top cap of V1 (signal
grid) and connect a 100 K resistor between grid and
chassis. Apply a 455 modulated signal to the top
cap and adjust T9, T8 and T7 (Fig. 3) for maximum
output.

553
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aerial terminal. Adjust T3 and T2 (Fig. 3) for maximum output. Tune the receiver to 500 metres and
the generator to 600 kc/s. Adjust T5 (Fig. 3) for
maximum output. Repeat at 214 metres and at 500
metres for maximum accuracy.
Long Wave
Tune the receiver to 750 metres and the generator
to 400 kc /s. Adjust T4 and TI for maximum. output.
Tune the receiver to 2,000 metres and the generator
to 150 kc/s. Adjust T6 for maximum output. Repeat
at 750 metres and 2,000 metres for maximum accuracy.

Rac_lo

Sales Up

R.F. and Oscillator Alignment
Check that the dial pointer coincides with the
dividinglines between the M.W. and L.W. calibration
scales when the tuning gang is fully closed. Adjust
if necessary.

RETAIL sales of radio and television receivers
improved in June as compared with May,
according to the monthly retail survey published,
as we go to press, by the British Radio Equipment
Manufacturers' Association, and were higher than
in June last year. Radiogram sales were the same as in
Medium Wave
May and lower than in June, 1955.
Tune the receiver to 214 metres, inject a 1,420 kc/s
Sales for the first half-year of 1956, compared with
modulated signal, via a dummy aerial, to the receiver 1955, were down, however, by 19 per cent. for
radio receivers and 40 per cent.
TO MA
for radiograms.

IN,-,

/FT2

L

Output

Transformer

f

(9

LSL6,L7

Rece'vers
Sales of 80,000 radio receivers in
June showed an increase on May of
14 per cent. and 8 per cent. on June,
1955. During the first and second
quarters of 1956 sales were down by
30 per cent. and 6 per cent., respectively, compared with 1955. For
the half-year, January/June, 1956
retail sales of radios were 19 per
cent. less than for the corresponding
period in 1955.

n

Ofive

SI

Wavechenge

C Y3/

Spi{w'/e

Tuning

S2

Smoothing
Capacitors

1T

Volume -On

CL33

EF39

CCH35

72
tfo-TS

T3
t1-T6
Ti
T4

lb /wne-On Off

Tuning

Figs. 2 & 3. -Top and bottons chassis views.

Wavechenge

Rediograms
Radiogram sales continued to
show .a relatively greater fall as
between 1956 and 1955 than either
radio or television receivers. June
sales at 11,000 were the same as in
May, but 15 per cent. less than in
June, 1955. During the first quarter
of this year radiogram sales were
half those for the first quarter of 1955,
but recovered during the second
quarter to 18 per cent, below those
for the last year. The resulting
percentage fall for the half-year was
40 per cent. compared with 1955.

Radio and Television
The proportion of total radio and
television receiver salés on hire purchase or credit terms showed
increases of 3 per cent. in June compared with May. Nevertheless, as
between June, 1955, and 1956, the
proportion fell from 40 per cent, to
34 pef cent. for radio. For radiograms the proportion remained in
June at 58 per cent., compared with
67 per-Cent. "in 'June, 1955.
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The R.1155 Communications Receiver
MODIFICATIONS TO TH;S POPULAR EX-GOVERNMENT UNIT
By K. A. Brook

(Continued from page 466 September Issue)

Noise
pulse, either by passing the signal to earth or by a
This receiver has achieved a certain amount of series device which is made non-conducting by the
notoriety as being a " noisy " receiver. The noise is pulse. This is not noticeable in the reproducing
apparent even. to a certain extent, on quite powerful device. as the ear is not sensitive to breaks of such
medium wave stations. The noise is mainly due to short duration.
The author considers this to be an essential modithe R.F. stage (Vi), and this can be reduced by
substituting a resistor of about 68 K in the screen fication if 'phones are to be used, as he himself has
circuit of V1 in place of the 27 K already fitted. suffered some extremely uncomfortable moments
However, it so reduces the sensitivity of the set that with large amplitude interference pulses.
Some limiters are of a fixed variety whilst others
this modification would be impracticable, bearing in
are variable, the adjustment being made by means of
mind weak stations.
Various means have been devised to combat this a potentiometer. This varies the level at which the
noise, but a fairly easy and effective method can be limiter comes into operation, and should be adjusted
based on the idea in the previous paragraph, but so that it limits at just over 100 per cent. modulation.
instead of a fixed resistor, a potentiometer is fitted. If turned too far it will clip off parts of the signal,
thus causing distortion.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 9.
In the author's experience the only really useful
This entails removing the 27 K screen dropper
resistor already fitted and replacing with one of 120 K. crash limiter is the circuit included in the famous
This value is not critical, but should not be less than R.C.A. AR88 receivers, and it was decided, therefore,
100 K. The potentiometer may be fitted in the place to employ this circuit which uses a double diode
previously occupied by the " Meter Balance " control. valve (6H6).
Unfortunately, this modification involves rather
This potentiometer will, of course, vary the screen
drastic alterations to the detector circuit. Firstly, we
voltage of the valve, which affects three things :
"must forgo ourselves the rather doubtful pleasure of
1. The sensitivity of the circuit.
the filter which was designed to filter out various
2. -The mutual conductance of the valve.
forms of interference generated by aircraft electrical
3. The signal -to -noise ratio.
If the control is moved in the direction of the arrow, equipment, but the writer found it to "bz. of no value
the screen voltage is increased, the mutual conduc- for ground use. It is a high -pass filter having a cut -off
tance of the valve is increased at the cost of a lower frequency of 300 c /s. It consists of C8, C9, CIO and
signal -to -noise ratio, i.e., the circuit becomes more the inductor, L29 (see Fig. 10). The inductor is
(Continued on page 557)
noisy.
The screen voltage for the 6K7 with an anode
C8
C9
voltage of 250 volts is 125 volts, and it is this which
decides the value of R76. It was not thought desirable
to increase the screen voltage above 125 volts.
If the slider is moved in the opposite direction, the
Vb
signal-to-noise -ratio is improved accompanied by a
reduction in gain and sensitivity. This control could
P.8
then be labelled " R.F. gain " or " sensitivity." It
(b)
should be adjusted in conjunction with the volume- control for
H.Tt
adequate volume with minimum
noise.

cIó

C96

Crash Limiter
This refinement is designed to
clip peaky pulses which exceed
the 100 per cent. modulation
level. It usually accomplishes
this by rendering the set inoperative for the duration of the
COMPONENTS (Fig.

V1-6K7.

wise rotation of control.

29

tug. 10.

P26

Filter

circuit.

COMPONENTS (Fig. 10)
C8--0.001 pF.

9)

C39 -0.1 pF 350 v.
R44-22 K 20% Erie Type 3.
R76 -120 K 20% Erie Type 8.
R77 -100 K Potentiometer linear.
Note. -The arrow denotes clock-

L

C9-0.001 pF.

C10--0.004 pF.

C96-0.02 pF.
R8 (b)-500 K Potentiometer.
Fig. 9. Modified screen
circuit of R.F. amplifier.
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(Ganged with R8 (a)).

R26-100 K.
V6-E8C33.
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TELEYf?fT

NutTHE

rning

AMATEUR S.W.

I®
0

M

e

.

Ce

PENTY

ECHANICS

Amplifier and
Oscillator experiments

Compl
5 -valve Superhet
receiver suitable
for A.M. or F.M. reception

3- waveand
bete

YOURSELF.
IT

OWN TIME

HOME-IN
IN YOUR OWN
An entirely new series of courses designed to teach
Radio, Television and Electronics more quickly and thoroughly than
any other method. Specially prepared sets of radio parts are supplied
and with those we teach you, in your own home, the working of
fundamental electronic circuits and bring you casily to the point
when you can construct and service radio receivers. etc.
Whether you are a student for an examination; starting
a new hobby; intent upon a career in industry; or running your own
business
these Practical Courses are ideal and may be yours at
very moderate cost.
With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment
and which remain your property, you are instructed how to build
basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units, etc.)
leading to designing, testing and servicing of complete Radio and
Television Receivers.
Photograph of E.M.I. factories at
Hayes-our industrial background.

OTHER COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDE : RADIO (Elementary and Advanced) TELEVISION MECHANICS ELECTRICITY
CHEMISTRY
PHOTOGRAPHY CARPENTRY.
Also Draftsmanship Commercial Art Amateur S.W.
Radio Languages Simple Electrical Repairs in the
Home Painting and Decorating Etc. Et:.
With these outfits, you

are given instructions
basic principles in the subject concerned.
NEW TELEVISION COURSE

including a complete set of equipment dealing with the design,
construction and servicing of a high quality television receiver.
COURSES

(with equipment) also available in many other Engineering
subjects.

COURSES FROM 15/PER MONTH
I

ES
M

Educational Organisation

I

To E.M.I. INSTITUTES.
Dept. 32, 43 Grove Park Road,
London, W.4.

NAME

PROSPECTUS

.........................

IADDRESS ........................ ...............................

associated with the E.M.I. group of

Companies including:

HITS

that teach you the

MASTER'S VOICE', COLUMBIA, etc.

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST _:.. __ ....................... ...............................
(We shall not worry you with personal visits)

/OCT.
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RADIO OF MITCHAM

THOME

3/6

Ex Govt. Morse Keys
50pf Trimmers, 3 bank
50pí Trimmers, 5 bank
220 x 220pf Trimmers
300 x 1,000pí-Trimmers
Suppressor Chokes í5A

Speakers, 7in. x 4in., eliptical
...
Output Transformers. Tapped ...
PVC Sleeving, I or 2mm., per yd.
PVC Sleeving, 5mm.
...
...

9d.

I/1/I/-

EL32
EB34

250 v. or 300 v. 300 mA D.C. output.
dia.
PRICE 35/-, plus 3/- post.

D.C. input.

Size 9in. x

4'in.

2d.
6d.
9d.

.005 mfd. 500 v. mica
.05 mfd. 500 v. tubular
.1 mfd. 350 v. tubular
.2 mfd. 500 v. tubular
.25 mfd. 350 v. tubular
.5 mfd. 500 v. tubular
I mfd. 350 v. tubular

6d
9d.

I/I/-

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS

Brand new high grade, by famous maker.
Ratio I : 1.3 for parallel EL37's.

SI30P

2/2/6
3/6
3/6

5/-

PRICE IS /-

13

6d.
6d.

1/3
1/6
1/6

...

50K
meg. miniature
,
I meg

,

HIGH GRADE PAPER BLOCK CONDENSERS

3d

I
mfd. 500 v. 2/6
4 mfd. 1,500 v. 3/6

ideal for A.F. and I.F. amplification.
10 /6 ea.

PLEASE

TTII

VP23

models.

TRANSISTORS TYPE P.N.P.
Brand new units,

PEN25

EF36

10K volume controls less sw

PRICE 10 /-

Valveholders B9G (EF50) ...
5 pin Brit
UX4 and UX5

/-

RELAYS
Special very sensitive light -weight unit for radio contro

watts.

45

EF39

16 mfd: 450 v miniature can
16 mfd. 375 v. lain. dia. can
32 mfd. 350 v.
...
16 x 16 mfd. 450 v. earl
...
16 x 32 mfd. 350 v. can
...
32 x 32 mfd. 350 v. can
...

2d

.001 mfd. 350 v. mica

15

Ex GOVT. VALVES at 2/6 ea.
All tested

9d

ROTARY CONVERTORS

12 v.
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4

style.

Chrome equipment handles.

Latest
PRICE 4/6 pair

ADD POSTAGE ON ALL ORDERS UNDER 12.

mfd. 400

v.2/6

8 mfd. 400 v. 3/6

4in.

x lin.

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE.

HOME RADIO (Mitcham) LTD.

187, LONDON ROAD, IMIITCHAM.

IT'S NEW !
BUILD THIS

ONLY

79'B'

FRYING -PAN
RADIO FOR

POST
FREE

NO RADIO KNOWLEDGE
WHATEVER NEEDED !
Can be built by anyone in an

evening using our step -bystep, easy -to- follow plans.
Total building cost including
mirror finish frying -pan and
everything down to the last
nut and bolt only 79/6, Post
Free. It is a REAL ALL ELECTRIC RADIO with nor-

SI

MIT 3282

BREW.

Best Buy at Britain's

TWO-WAY MORSE TRAINING SETS, WIT Mk. 3. Consists of
two valve oscillators (ARP12's) (one with pitch control), for one or
two operators. Has provision for creating " Atmospherics."
In polished oak case 121ín. x loin. x 8ín., Wt. 16 lbs. Complete with
valves, leads, 2 keys. 7 -way terminal board, circuit and instructions,
but less batteries and 'phones. Ideal for Cadets. Scouts. etc. SNIP.
19/6.
RESISTORS. Latest miniature insulated Dubilier I watt type
BTS. Wire ends. Useful values. ONLY 10- for 100 assorted
and l watt, Erie, etc.. 1 gross assorted. 101 -.
FIELD TELEPHONES. Army type D, Mk. 5, Buzzer calling. Ideal
for building sites, farm, workshops, etc. Complete with handset
and batteries. Tested before despatch. 39B each.
SOUND -POWERED HANDSETS.-Similar to telephone. Balanced armature microphone and earpiece. No batteries required,
10/6 each. Breast mike and pr. headphones, as above. 12%6 set.
RT871PPN2 BEACON TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER. 214 -234
Mc 's. Size 13ín. x 10in. x 51n. Contains 5 3A5, 3 1S5, 1 18.5, and
2 2v. synchronous vibrators. Operates from 2 v. accumulator
via 2 built -in vibrapacks. Complete with telescopic mast
antenna system (9l ft.), lightweight headphones, Technical
Manual, super quality carrying haversack. cords, co -ax. cables.
plugs,
Total wt 281b. BRAND NEW. boxed, American
1

1

g

e.

TIIREE -CORE ('ABLE.

FOR KITCHEN,
BEDROOM, ETC. (Mains lead passes unnoticed through the
hollow handle.) AMPLE VOLUME. RUNNING COSTS
ONLY Id. FOR 75 HOURS Weight only 31 lbs. For A.C.

2336, rubber ins., circular, padded
cotton covered, maroon. 12 yds. 9!- or 100 yds. 59,8.
RCA SPEAKER. -An Bin. P.M. unit contained in beautiful black
crackle cabinet, suitable for AR88, etc. BRAND NEW. Price only
.
DUAL VOLTAGE BLOWERS.-12 and 24 v. Ideal for hair dryers,
car heaters, etc., 25'- Plus 2/6 postage.
INSTRL' WENT TRANSFORMERS, Parmeko.-230 v. A.C. input.
O-65 -130 -105 v. 85 m A, 6.3 v. 5 Amp, 6.3 v..3 Amp output. Shrouded,
31in. x 31in. x 31ín. high, 151 -.
HEAVY DUT1 L.T. TRANSFORMERS.-200 -250 v. A.C. input,
30 v. tapped at 10 v. 36 Amps output. 511n. x bin. x 7in. high, wt.

Send Chequa or Postal Order Today I Please cross Postal Orders.

II, Upper Saint Martin's

Exceptionally sensitive circuit covering
all Medium and .4r o n g Wavebands.
mal

size speaker, etc.

" HOME," " LIGHT,"
"LUXEMBOURG," "A.F.N.," Etc., Etc., really beautiful
due
to
"
wall-baffle " effect. Size only 9in. Diameter, 2in. Deep,
tone
RECEIVES

and handle 7in. Long. Hangs anywhere -IDEAL

!

lifetime.

lbs.. 55 /-.

a
MINIATURE MODEL MOTORS.tin. long x 1í1n. diam., 3/16in.
EACH PART TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH, AND YOU diam.
spindle, weight 5 ozs. Will work from 8 -volt dry battery
CAN'T FAIL BECAUSE OUR EASY-TO- FOLLOW PLANS. and are reversible. Ball bearings. Price 81.
TAKE YOU STEP -BY -STEP. BUILD ONE OF THESE PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OR CARRIAGE ON ALL ITEMS
AMAZING LOW-PRICED SETS -NOW ! Total building
cost including full set of plans 79/6 Post Free. (Parts may be CHARLES
BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
bought separately. Parts Lists 2/6.) LIMITED QUANTITY.

Mains 200 to 250 Volts. Robust design and should last

(C.O.D. 2/- extra.)
(Dept. PW4)

Eastbourne Radio Co.

30, OCKLYNGE
RD., EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX

24

Lane, London, W.C.2.

TEMple Bar 0545
Shop hours 9 -6 p.m. (9 -1 p.m. Thursday)
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situated on the rear of the front panel between the
volume- control and the handle on the left -hand side
as seen from the front. From this the relevant
capacitors and the switch can be located and removed.
It should be noted that C96 is still in circuit and this
should be checked when the switch S5 is removed.
The crash limiter as it fits into the R1155 circuit is
shown in Fig. 11.
The valveholder used is that which was occupied
by DF3 in Fig. 2.
Difficulty may be experienced in obtaining a 66 K
potentiometer. The values are not critical, although
the ratio of resistors should be maintained. Thus, if
a 50 K potentiometer is used, R79 should be reduced
to 25 K, and if a 100 K potentiometer is used, R79
should be made 50 K.
It is recommended that this circuit be built in first
and the original detector circuit modified afterwards.
A Morganite potentiometer is recommended.
Type LHNAR as this type is physically small and can
be fitted in the " Meter Amplitude " control space
without difficulty, although any midget type wou'd
do as well. A normal -sized control is too large to fit
in this space.
When the limiter circuit has been built in, it can
now be connected into the main circuit. HT.-F1
On the tag strip under the output transformer (chassis inverted) will be found
$
the components which it is necc'Esary to L3o8

0
Fig.

12.

-The origina! detector circuit.

,V6

L 2t

(1FT3)

eo

H1

T

N

C90

WIRELESS
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remove. One of tjte! eads from 1FT3 will be found
to terminate at a 56 K!2 resistor on the above mentioned tag strip. This resistor
along with a 470 K-2 resistor on the N.T.t
same tag panel are removed. The other
two components which are no longer
required are a 100 pF capacitor which L30
is connected between one end of the
Fig. 11.-Modified detector
circuit with crash ;miter.

L2l

tFT3)

V6

f

f

e
S7

R8 (a)

R26

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS (Fig. 11)
R78 -66 K Potentiometer Carbon.
R79 -33 K 10% Erie Type 9.
R80 --680 K 20% Erie Type 9.
R81-560 K 20% Erie Type 9.
C115 -100 pF Mica 20 °',.
C116-0.1 ,'F 350 v. 20%.
S6- S.P.D.T. Toggle Switch.

V10-6H6.

Note.- All

included.

other

components

are

already

R20
C8

C9

R7

C/OT
R8 (b)

H.T.

'p26

Ch 7:5S

COMPONENTS (Fig.
Components to be
except for those in the
already have been dealt
for completeness.
R8 (b) -500 K
Volume.
R20-56 K.
K!T-470 K.
-22 K.
-100 K.
C6-100 pF.
11 -100 pF.

i7

12)

removed are underlined,
Filter Circuit, which will
with but is included here

L30-Phone

Transformer.

C96-0.02 p F.
L29-Filter Inductor.
C8, C9,

CIO-

Fiker components.

Fig. 13. -R.C. coupled output .stage.

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS (Fig. 13)
R82 =470 K 20% Erie Type 9.
R83 -100 K 20% Erie Type 9.
C117 -0.1 t4F 350 volt working.
Note. -R82 replaces R71 in Fig. 5.
components as in Fig. 5.
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56 K1? resistor and chassis, and a 22 Kr? resistor
which is in series with the volume control R8(b) and a

and off frequency when using the B.F.O.. the adjusting capacitor CI3 on the front panel should be
trimmed as fol lows.:
1. Tune in a steady strong station, using the magic

le and cut off
should be traced through the grommet
at the tag panel underneath the output transformer.
The original detector circuit is reproduced in Fig. 12.
Components underlined are those which are to be
removed. Do not remove any components connected
to the cathode (pin 8) of the double diode triode

eye.
2.

-

0.02 iiF capacitor C96, which was originally on the
filter tag panel. This will leave a black wire which

Switch on the " Het. Osc." and adjust CI3
for note of about 1,000 c/s, without moving the main
tuning knob:
3. Should there be insufficient adjustment the
B.F.O. coil (L22) will require adjustment. Remove

TABLE L Valve voltages and currents.
i

Valve
V1

Electrode
Anode

-

Screen
Hexode An.
Screen
Triode An.
V3

Anode
Screen

V4

Anode
Screen

V5

V6

Anode
Cathode
Anode
Cathode

Voltage
Volume control
Max.

Voltage
Volume cons rol
Min.

174
57
184
54
63
174
59
174
57
124

200

68
202
78
192
70
134

0

5.7

0.1

6.9

5.0

4.4

4.8

9.3

9.6

7.5

182

198
- 23

EF37 and EF37A, and this should compensate for
the loss in gain.
Should it be decided to let the circuit of V6 stand,
an improvement may be brought about by removal
of the 'phone output transformer (L30 in Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11). This could be replaced by a resistance
capacitance coupling. This affects mainly Fig. 5 and
the output stage with its modified coupling appears
in Fig. 13.
This brings to an end the modifications which the
author incorporated in his own receiver, but other
readers may wish to take things further such as the
fitting of an " S " meter. However, it must be borne
in mind that the receiver was intended for use on
commercial speech, and because of this the bandwidth
of the receiver is limited to 5 Kc¡s maximum. and is
in no way a "quality " receiver.
General Notes on the Receiver
The original receiver was run from a machine in
the aircraft which delivered 220 volts at 110 mA for
H.T. and this should be noted when the following
table of valve voltages and currents is consulted.
These readings may, of course, be subject to some
variation.
Notes on the Heterodyne Oscillator
1f it is noticed that the heterodyne note is weak

1.0

81

--34

-.

Current

Vol. Cont.
Min.
0.9

78

202

6.8

(V6). They are not shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, but
this is merely for simplicity. The limiter should now
be tested.
This circuit, unfortunately, results in a loss of A.F.
gain due to the 66 K1? and 33 K12 " potentiometer "
chain, and if this loss is considered too much, a
separate diode should be used for the detector with
A miniature type of
its cathode connected to H.T.
valve would be suitable, e.g., an EA50. Then the
remaining triode section should be replaced by a
pentode, for which suitable types are 6J7, EF36,

Current
Vol. Cont.
Max.
6.6

top cover of the box and put C13 half -way in mesh.
Check the core of L22 moves easily. If not, release
the locking compound by careful application of
heat. Replace lid. Repeat (I), switch on " Het. Ose. ",
and adjust the core of L22 until a position of zero
beat is obtained.
4. Rotate CI3 clockwise until a note of 1,000 c,'s
is obtained.
Some fault- finding tests

NO SIGNALS.
(i) Magic eye glows red.
This means that H.T. is off the receiver. Check
FI, and if open circuit, check C113 and C114, for
(To be continued)
short circuit.

A

The Simplicity_ Transistor Two

NUMBER of readers have queried the circuit
which was given last month on page 450. The
positive side -of the two batteries was shown in Fig. 2
as being joined together, under which condition, of
course, the first transistor will not work. The connection between the batteries should be removed and
a corrected circuit is given below.

Corrected Circuit ol'the Simplicitr Transistor Two.
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SUPEREX "55"
BATTERY PORTABLE

THE SUPERIOR
BUREAU
PRICE f17.0.0

A first class receiver, equal in
appearance and performance to

Plus 25/. carriage
Very elegant in highly
figured walnut veneer
with internal panels in
sycamore. Sloping radio

N any commercial model. Cabinet
size 102in. x 82in. x 42in.

All parts

panel size 16in. long x
IO2in. high. Uncut motorboard
size 151 in. longx 132in. back to front. Lid panelled
in beige leatherette. Two large storage cupboards.

Valve Superhet
Long, med. Wave

Large Speaker

B7G 1.4V Valves

Simple construction

COST
%BUILDDING

"J

ph,,

RADIO COMPONENTS

We carry a wide range of Radio and Television components, also AM /FM Radio
Chassis, Tuners and HF Amplifiers. Quality
Speakers always in stock -send for lists !
SHOP OPEN : 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
to Saturday ; I p.m. Thursday.
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D.
(U.K. and N. Ireland only!.

(Fully Guaranteed)

General Specification applicable to all models.

MAINS : A.C. 200/250 volts 50 cycles only.
DIAL : Suitably lit multi -coloured glass dial of the horizontal type
A.V.C. : Full provision of Automatic Volume Control.
SOCKETS : Sockets provided for Aerial, Earth, Gram, Pick-up and Extension
Speaker. Connections provided to Gram.
AUDIO SECTION : The Audio Section is designed for first rate repro-

Ti
0P
saoZosrl,dpl«s

duction on Radio and Gramophone.

AM5 : 5 valve Superhet (3 waveband)
...
...
...
...
AM7 7 valve Superhet with push-pull output (3 waveband)
...
AM/FM47 : 7 valve Superhet with FM /VHF Band (4 waveband) ...
AFM49 : 9 valve Superhet with FM /VHF Band .(4 waveband).
Push-pull output including two speakers ...
...
...
Carriage and Packing 12!6 extra.
:

.

SEND I/6 FOR
CONSTRUCTION BOOKLET

oshe

RADIO AND RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

available

4

Speaker chamber large enough for I2in, speaker,
overall cabinetsize 35in. high, 34ín. long, 16? in. deep.

SUPERHET CHASSIS OF LATEST DESIGN

are

separately.

237.

gns.
gns.
gns.

26

gns.

12
16

37 HILLSIDE, (HARROW ROAD)
STONEBRIDGE, N.W.IO. E/gar3644

OSMOR NEW STATION SEPARATOR
This improved type incorporates a special coil which
has a peak performance on the station for which it is
designed. As the inductance at maximum " Q " is
only variable by a small degree, please state precisely
the Station you wish to receive clearly. It- will only
operate cr one Station.
Price 10/6.

BAND

I

FILTER

Rejects B.B.C. from I.T.A. aerial and improves picture.
able for all maltes.
10/- inc. instructions.

OSMOR HIGH

Fitted in 2 minutes.

Q'

FOR MW or LW SELECTIVITY 5/- EACH.

MODERNISING YOUR FAVOURITE SET.

Suit-

P° TTöILS

IDEAL FOR

NEW OSMOR Battery /Mains S'het. Employing Ferrite
Rod Aerial. Complete Kit E9.9.0.
With Full Constructional Information.

FERRITE

MW (TYPE

ROD AERIAL

M

pi

QFR3) M2,

8/9.

N,

FOR MAINS OR BATTERY SETS

aw

t

a LW

(TYPE QRF4),
12/9.

WILL IMPROVE SELECTIVITY
CHASSIS, WIRING DIAGRAM

S'HET.

RECEIVER."

& ALL COMPONENTS AVAILABLE FOR P.W. "SEVEN-FIVE

We keep right up to date in building the latest circuits published in " Practical Wireless "
" Wireless World," and " Radio Constructor," and we stock the components specified. Send
7íd. in stamps for circuits, wiring diagrams, fully descriptive literature together with coil and coil pack leaflets, components lists, chassis drawings and templates.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS

LTD

418
3

Brighton Road, South Croydon

Surrey.
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BUILD AN INEXPENSIVE QUALITY RADIO!
AT

LAST

!

-A

POCKET RADIO
THAT CAN
BE BUILT
FOR ONLY
Total building cost including
choice of beautiful walnut
veneered cabinet or ivory or 10116
brown bakelite. This Is the
lowest possible price eonsistent with high
y Nu radio k
g quality.
h
edge whatever needed i , , can
sim
very simple
anyone in 2 -3 hours, using our very
easy -to- follow diagrams. This terrific new
circuit covers all medium and long wave
with optional negative feedback, has razor
edge selectivity, and exceptionally good
tone. Price also includes ready drilled and
punched chassis, set of simple easy -toAll
follow plans -in fact, everything
parts sparkling brand new -no junk
Es cry single part tested before despatching. Uses standard octal-base Valves:
e
into
c in -Us sta y
6J5G anode -bend detector triode. coupled
to 6VBG powerful output beam -power
tetrode, fed by robust rectifier. For A.C.
Mains. 260-250 Volts (low running costsapproximately 16 Watts !). Size 121n.
Gin. x 5ín. Build this long range powerfol midget NOW. All parts and set of
pians, 15.7.8. (Post and parking 3:6.) l'rk cc
l'art., Lists. 2'--

1

<igned precision POCKET RADIO. Can be
built by anyone without any radio Imowledge whatever-EVERY SINGLE PART

our
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH
simple,
s
le
al pplans
a take yyou step-bysensitivity
step. This set has a
design aad careful
due to painstaking design
choice of component values. Covers all
medium waves 200 to 550 Metres. including
Light," Luxembourg, etc. Size
Home,'
only 51ín. x 31n. x tin. in Strong, Transparent case with panel, cover and special
station-printed ivorine dial. A really
DEpersonal
TACHABLE RODiAFRIALOWN l
Bedroom, Garden, Holidays, Second -set,
etc. Completely all-dry battery operation
with special low consumption. Specially
chosen high-efficiency coil. Average build ing time 1 hour. Total Building Cost
including Case, Valve, etc., in tact.
,scrything down to the last nut and bolt
ONLY 3716. with plans. Postage. etc.,
3 -. C.O.D. 1;6 extra. (Parts sold separately.
priced Parts Lists, etc., 1'6). Demand is
errtain to he hea%) -*e SEND TOIIAY

!

g

epsa).

sith u

-

CONCORD ELECTRONICS (Dept. PWB),

!

Mold Ibis exerp, stria liS "enradio. Uses
t -in-triode
[
unique assembly system and
be built by anyone without
4116 can
whatradio
knowledge
any
ever in 45 minutes. Handsome
black -crackle steel ease with specially
made black and gold dial with stations
printed. Size of radio only 61in. x 5ín. x 3in.
Covers all Medium and Long waves -use
one only all -dry battery. H.T. consumption
only 1 to 1.5 mA. Ideal for Bedroom. Garden,
Holidays, etc. Many unsolicited testimonials. Mr. Norton, of Oxtrd, writes :
- Yesterday evening on the Medium waveband, I
counted 32 separate stations : I am very
Teased with the set. which fs well worth the
money. Total building cost -Everything
down to last nut and bolt-4716 (Postato
etc., 2,'-) -with full set of clear, easy-tofollow plans (For Headphone Reception).
Coat
All these Bt inside (7ascror. parts
sold separately (Priced Parts Lists, 2. -).

;

1

Orders despatched by rs:urn

6

ín response to many requests we now present
he
SKYPOCKET ", a beautifully de-

Cheques

es scvcvted.

69,

PRESTON STREET, BRIGHTON,

Suppliers to Schools, Universities. Government and
Cashl on range ),f1eur upon mis
sr,red.

TECHNICAL TRADING :clenin,,
Co.

SPECIAL BARGAIN 12 V. 4 AMP RECTS. 9 8 EA., £5 Doz. Iron
Pull Pave. heat y, compact. DST100 COMM. RECEIVERS £18.
328 (CR100) COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS.- I11- 4,00) nteire', %ell.
Complete II naives. pond eonditi,n. unteste,), £12.10, ease. 12 6.
TAPE RECORDER CASES. Blue redue, hinged lid, double ta:kn, earrying
handle, size 161n. s. x 121 ,,. d. s 9 is. h., parr. a 6. Ditto, beige, de lose.
sm it°, famous make. 45 -, user. 4'-. No. 18 BETS, 65. -.
` TECHTRAD" 817PERHET COILS.- C'oiei.a big Mel. and Long (both
aerial and ose.1 Pave Coils' with full Imtructions, 8 -. Pair Quality Midget
ii"S, 8'I. Or both items, 18 -.
No. 22 SETS, Is valves. £4.15.0.
ALiMMROI CHASSIS. tin. lin. x lila., 8 -; Sin. s Sib s lais., 3.8:
Oit, s iii,,. x 2;iu., 4 9: Sin. s Lein. s Sin., 519. Post 9d.
end.. 8 9.
Iiirro. toiled e
Sin. P.M. SPEAKERS, Top Make, 1216,
- s 4 Elipti,rds, 12-. P .'r s,.-., 2116. Prot I,ó
CHOKES, 1X11. íse
9 8.
Big Purchase
RECORDING TAPE. Well known n e. 1.200f s. Reels.
enables u' to sell al 16.- reel. l'ose 9d'ß AVO VALVE TESTERS. £9.
,'rertatiug
valves,
mit
testing.
TEST SETS, TYPE SEE. - 1'or
moise generate:1.
cillai
ity te, 500 m.k rs jeter, 13noi -.a, 1. A.1'.
Pow r P:oik in tnusit c
unused, 83.15, emir. 7 6.
E.M. RECE IVER S. -i,,,'istiug 6 valve sensitive ,'tm+-ir. I,r,.r mininnre
14,tw1 tSo. our priée
valve,. î
4 E iiptic:d speaker, beautiful cabinet.
£11 complete, earn. paid. COSSOR D.B. SCOPES, very- Food r,:uótii, £18.
Type 7 .-RESPONSER RECEIVERS. Ideal 'l'. y. }.M. use, all lieu.
Ir'
4
9 valves. í'R1:4. VR136, 'P61. EA,-m, 39 -, ,
w.Type P25.
Type 5.
valves, Ví'130, 554, Sills. RI'til, EC.-rl. 174.4i, 55 ,-, c.
15 sal, es. Magie i ? se. 554. 6P61, i'e 1::6. 55127, 17.X50, rPe.l, beautiful
tun 25o v. A.C. Power Puck. £4.15, care. 7 6.
V.H.F. RECEIVERS, TYPE P40. -ssixc Iui,. v 4i,,, r Tri.. lu calm., ist,
3lu v. A.r.
KPs4, 1:13:39, 6.13. F.t:.!, Superhet. (Tackle nuish. 55 -.
Puler Pack.., ..i slut. giving 170 v. sr' n. A.. 12 v. 21 :1.., 40 -, £4.10 both
unit... Standard 3 , Gang .0005 COEDS., liu. so. boxed. 3 8.
V.H.F. TRANSMITTERS. tir,. s 5in. c 6111., uìntchiug atne. d volve.
24E1`1'32. 6\'ti. 3.11K31. hesutiful duistt. 55 -. `-'tar 250 ,'. A.t'. i'i,,,'r Pied,
ton,atrh carne size. gis no ::nu v. 21a0 n,A., 12 v. aa., 55 -. 25.5.0 rr011i noir-.
ALDIS SIGNAL LAMPS, u toe. ex. pmts.. 24-. CONDENSERS.- 1.41,4
ceramic. lo. 20. 30. 30o. 1,001i, 3.000 p.. 5 - doz.. l,os1 íh1. LATEST ELEQTROLYTICB.- Mit nid.. 6 vw.. 1 -: r mGl., 2k11 ,,, .. 1 3: 16 16. 5.3i su..
eremitic. 471!
O. 2 - dur... 10 - mar.
3 -.
RESISTANCFa8. --1
urns, H',). 67,:. BSS. OM:. S- sox.
AMPHENOL VALVEHOLDERS.
B91 u screen. 1 3, 12 - doz. W.W. PRESET POTS. :,nog. II:. 3ti.
5K. l0K, 2rk. 3.1K. 2 - 'u.
......
GEBESCOPE 18 mm. TALKIE PROJECTORS_ I;.
[lb:. -polls,. , ,roldere for tm:ein. ,per'.,
rite, Ia.!. £29.
,.I,
E}t : :1. E -: skin'. 4192111, 3 rl i;.lS,;, 4 .:I''' :. 1'1:::, 4 6
5:51. eí:1.-n, :: 4 0 -. 1; 1k. 61 r.
SAl.,. 5 - ;;5(:.,.13.1.91.58
I.0 :5,, 8 -; 61..... 1- _1. 8 8: 1;13SU. 9 6.
Eat '3::. íU6. 8 8 'G'As7, 13 r
.

FULLY GUARANTEED
ASSEMBLED CHASSIS

...

FOR BUILDING RADIO/
QUALITY
THIS
USE
EQUIPMENT AM /FM (Model H4) CHASSIS

RADIOGRAM

wave bands including F.M. 7 valves of latest B.V.A. glass seal
miniatures and cathode ray tuning indicator.

4

£24.6..6. Tax paid

Our chassis may be easily built into
any cabinet or can be mounted
into the Dulci
WALNUT VENEERED
ESCUTCHEON
(as illustrated) which is specially designed for any Dulci chassis. Outside
panel size inn., it may be cut to suit
own requirement and is ideal for building into bookcases, cupboards, room
corners, etc. Complete with
27.6
mounting brackets
EXTRAS AVAILABLE include

ressiliver

.

THE DULCI RECORD PLAYER

Modify any radio into a radiogram with
the B.S.R. LATEST model 4-speed auto -

Spring
change with crystal pickup.
Operated
mounted on metal plinth.
through any radio with pickup sockets.

£10.10.0. Tax paid

i

-"

a

''

FULL TRADE FACILITIES.

,.

.

.

:

-

:

THE DULCI COMPANY LTD.

Villiers Road, London N.W.1

,

I

matched speakers, Goodman's 8in. or IOin. B.S.R. latest
4 -speed autochanger.
Note : All parts are plug in, no soldering necessary .

95

-

WlLlesden 6678

350 352,

FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH

PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND TOOL SHOP
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A I\Toiseless Organ Control
AN INGENIOUS VOLUME OR SWELL CONTROL FOR AN ELECTRONIC ORGAN
By J. Holden

THE

following is the result f many experiments
conducted on an electronic organ to find a swell
control which did not require' constant attention.
The basis of this control is to provide a completely
frictionless, and therefore non -wearing, control.
In this circuit a variable condenser is connected
between anode and grid of the pre-amplifier stage ;
this provides feedback which tends to cancel the
incoming signal. It is essential that this stage should
be a pentode so as to keep the capacity of the variable
condenser within reasonable limits. A great asset of
this circuit is that it provides a progressive " top "
cut very similar to the shutters of an organ swell -

economy in space could be effected by using miniaturised condensers (variable). The possibility of using
variable condensers with paxolin dielectric shouldnot
be ruled out.
No originality is claimed for the above as a similar
idea is used on the Novachord, but the writer has-

Swell peda/

The Control

The control in " Maximum " or loudest position.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED

1-

t
s

lent.
Meg. anode load resistance.
2 -.01 cF condenser.
1 -1,000 ohm resistance.
1 -50 t.F bias condenser.
1
Meg. resistance.
1 -.1
pF condenser.
1
Meg. resistance.

-1

-1f
-1

PRACTICAL TELEVISION SEPT. ISSUE
NOW ON SALE
PRICE 1/3d.
The current edition of our companion paper

box, and has been found to be effective with diapason
tone down to 16ft.
The essential components are a pair of three-gang
variable condensers with the shafts coupled together.
1 am using two very old J.B. components, but
H.Tt/OO 20Ov

25Mí2
1.5 MO

Output
ei

ut

n the position of minimum
volume.

never seen any constructional details concerning this
type of control, and afterhaving made up every type
to be found in any publication, has found the above
to be perfect.

2 -Three -gang 0005 variable condensers.
-Valve (SP61, EF36, EF50, etc.). Any equiva1

Off" or

0/pF

Variable

Feedback
Condenser

Theoretical circuit of the control.

.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION which is now on
sale describes the construction of a TV Wobbulator
built round a single valve-an EF91. It is intended
for use primarily with the TV oscilloscope recently
described in " Practical Television," but may,
of course, be used in conjunction with any 'scope.
The other main feature is a detailed report of
the various receivers to be seen at the Radio Show,
but, of course, as with the radio receivers mentioned
in this issue, due to the fact that Press date is in
advance of the opening of the Show, nothing can
be said about the surprises which may appear this
year. The Servicing article deals with the Cossor
927, whilst there is a very comprehensive article
on Aerials in Flats.
Amongit the other constructional features is a short article on the making
of a Simple Aerial Attenuator, a Compact Band III
Converter using a pair of EF50's and mdre'aéout
the improved method of LF. conversion which was
described in the August issue.
The usual features, Problems Salved, Underneath
the Dipole and Telenews, complete this latest issue.
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Push-pull Amplification
AN EXPLANATION

AND A PRACTICAL AMPLIFIER EMPLOYING THE CIRCUIT

By R. Hindle
(Continued from page 454, September issu:)
THE third harmonic is kept down to a reasonably feedback by increasing the size of R 14.

low figure and the even harmonic distortion
is cancelled out in the transformer. In order
still further to reduce the harmonic content of the
output, however, the second new feature is
introduced. A part of the signal from the secondary
of the output transformer is fed back to the
input of the first valve. This is done by introducing a small resistor, R15, into the cathode
circuit of the first half of VI. This resistor,
together with RI4, forms a potentiometer across the
secondary of the transformer and so has across it a
part of the output signal which is thus included in
series with the incoming signal from the coaxial
socket as the input to VI. This feedback must be
negative, i.e., it must oppose the incoming signal ;
if it is connected positively the amplifier will tend
to be unstable. The nature of feedback, whether
positive or negative, depends on which way round the
output transformer is connected and if when the
amplifier is tested it is found that the feedback is
positive the connections to the secondary only of
the transformer should be reversed. If the output
transformer is of poor quality instability will be
experienced either way the transformer secondary is
connected due to the phase-shift introduced at some
frequencies by the component itself and in this case
the only measure, apart from obtaining a more
suitable transformer, is to reduce the amount of

I

i;

.

s

The amplifier described here.

The specified
transformer has the appropriate taps for the screens
and will permit a high degree of feedback without
difficulty.
The third feature is the use of D.C. coupling
between the two halves of VI. In the ordinary way
a capacitor would be used to couple the first anode
to the second grid, but such a component causes
phase shift which, like phase shift in the output
transformer, can bring to naught one's attempts to
improve fidelity by means of feedback. The only
purpose of a coupling capacitor is to isolate the
following grid from H.T. present at the anode.
It so happens, however, in this circuit that the cathode
of the second half of VI is at a potential well above
earth due to R5 through which the anode current
has to flow and the grid has also to be at a potential
above earth by almost an equal amount because the
standing bias between grid and cathode has to be
only a few volts at most. lf, therefore, the anode
of VI first half can be made to be at the same voltage
as the cathode of the second half (less sufficient for
the standing bias) a direct connection can be made
between the two electrodes.
Now the two halves of the double triode have
similar characteristics and as both are to work
linearly it is reasonable to assume that both halves
(Continued on page 565)

A list

of parts

appears on the page 565.
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TYPE U.101 /S.S.
Cat. No. 5095

Chassis Mounting Gang Condenser with
Split-Stators, Ceramic Insulation. Cadmium Plated Chassis. Silver Plated Brass
Rotor and Stator. Rotor earthed to Frame.
Capacities available each half : -3 -10 pf.,
3.8 -27 pf., 4 -35 pf. or 4.43 pf.
Price 10/9 each.
ANImens.

S,

L. 16 DRIVE

11/6

RETAIL PRICE

purpose slide rule Drive for F.M. /V.H.F. Units,
short -wave converters, etc. Printed in three colours on
aluminium, with a 0-100 scale and provision is made for
individual calibrations. Travel of pointer 4ain
Scale
Plate 7in. x 4 }in. Scale aperture Sain, x Iin.
A general

S.L.I5 DRIVE

RETAIL PRICE

25/6

A complete kit of parts for the construction of the. Jackson.
S.L.15 Drive, scale calibrated for the F.M./V.H.F. Band.
Write for futher details

:

JACKSON BROS.
Telephsne
U.S.A. TEST METER
ranges.
1,0000p. volt.
0,000 volt. Milliamps 1 mA600 mA.
Ohms 0-5 megs.
Decibels -10 to +70 DB.
Complete with internal batteries, leads and instruction
25

A.C. and D.C. Readings 10-

book.

£6/19/6.

MINIATURE I.F. STRIP
TYPE " 373 " 9-72 MEG.
Brand new miniature I.F.
Strip size 102in. x 2lln. x

:

'

equipment.

.S.A. INDICATOR UNIT
BC929A
Complete with 3BP1 C/R
tube and screen. 7 valves2-6SN7GT. 2- 6H6GT, 6G6, 2X2,
6X5G, volume controls, condensers. etc. Ideal for portable 'scope. In black crackle
a.se size 1511n. x 9in. x 9in.
BRAND NEW.
85-. carr.
FREE.

T/R 1196 RECEIVER
Complete with 6 valves
2 -EF36,
2 -EF39,
1 -EK32,
l- EBC23, 465 I.F.T., -ideal for
conversion. In absolute new
condition.
27,6, P.P. 2/6,
with circuit.
'PR 1196 TRANSMITTER
Transmitter section comprising
EF50,
an
Relay. etc. 12/6,
.P. /6.
COMPLETE
TRANSMITTER RECEIVER with
24 v. power -pack in original
transit case. 5716. P.P. 5/ -.
:

5.

KINGSWAY
Telsgrans :

TRANSISTORS
JUNC'TIu7;

11

lt,l

l'C

spot

OFFERED Al' LESS THAN IIALF -PR ICI:
IDesigned for A.F. application up to 800 Kc's and is suitable
for use in Radio Control, Signal Tracers, Local Station
Receivers, Oscillators, Transistor Voltmeters, Microphone
Pre
-Amplifiers, etc.

101-

Sin. high.. Valve line -up :
2 -EF92,
3 -EF91 and EB91.

With circuit.
Price (less valves) 7/6.
P. & P. 1/6.
This I. F. Strip is -part of above

(London) LTD.

CROydon 2754 -5

I N.B.

(Tested and complete with Data and Circuits)
be used in place of Willard'
0071 or similar Transistors.

-These Transistors may

R.F. TRANSISTORS (Blue-Spot). 1.6 Me's, 15'- each. 1
U S I AT U IL E COMPOBUILD THE "TELETRON"
TRANSISTOR SUPERRE'r
.\I- .N TS FOR TRANSISTOR
CIRCUITS
Complete Kit of Parts with
Fortiphone
4 Transistors
and
cure inter
inter-valve
-vah-e P.P.
P. F, each
Speaker. LF.T.'s 22-gang
-gang
Trans.
12.8
miniature tond. V /C. FerFortiphone miniature
rite Rod. Cond. and Res.
intervalve push -pull
£6'10'0
Trans.
Fortiphone miniature
" TELETRON " Transistor
output
push -pull
Superhet with Push-Pull
Trans.
15:Output, 6 Transistors, 6 x 4
J.H. 2 -gang 375 P.F
Elliptical Speaker. LF.T.'s,
miniature condenser 11'2 -gang miniature
cond.
Miniature W, W 1K V,'
V /C. Ferrite Rod, Cond, and
Controls
2'6
Res.
On /Oft Slide Switch
1.6
£91010
Ferrite Rod, double
wound
10'(Call and hear DemonstraTel
miniature
lion Models working.)
oscillator
tor toile
818
I

WADDON
SURREY
Waifico, Souphone, London.
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
INSERTS

Ideal for
Tape

Recording,
G r a m
p h

o -

n e

o

Am pli fier.
etc.

Very

sensitive.

Guaranteed

and Tested,
5/(exunits),
or
8/6 Brand new and boxed
62A INDICATOR
UNIT
Containing VCR97 with MuMetal Screen. 21 Valves
12 -EF50,
4 -SP61,
3 -EA50,
2- EB34,. Plus Pots, Switches.
H.V. Cond., Resistors, Muirhead SIM Dial.
Double
Deck Chassis and Crystal.
BRAND NEW ORIGINAL
CASES. 67/6.
Carr. 716.
:

'

-

-

HENRY'S
(RADIO LTD.)

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2.

INDICATOR UNIT
TYPE 182A
Unit
contains VCR517
.Cathode Ray bin. tube, complete with Mu -Metal screen.
3-EF50, 4 -SP61 and 15UI0
valves, 9 wirewound volume
controls and quantity o(
resistors and condensers.
Offered BRAND NEW (less
relay) at 67/6. Plus 7/6 carr.
" Radio -Constructor " 'scope
circuit included.

GARRARD 3-SPEED
MIXER AUTO-CHANGER
Model RC110
A.C. 200/250.
List price
Brand New.
£8/18/6. P. & P. 5/ -.

£14/131 -.

TEL.: PADDINGTON
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.

FOR ALL RADIO COMPONENTS
ANA 3 VALVE

T.R.f. KIT

£5.10.0

to Build.
** Easy
6K7,
Valves
metal rectifier.
* Walnut cabinet.
637.

1,251015.

plus

6V6GT

-

CHOKES

'l'o

11111'

RPA'

Tv.'
ötl(

MFI/ 25

250
1

9 MF11 5

:,n

DI 1111,1ER 51

clamp roust met ion, each
5'3
TRANSFORMER! FOE BATTERY

11

.

12

CHARGERS

1:9

230 v.
soup.

1'8

0 v.

MFI1

1:9

12 v.

iris,
41maatt
..Sly replaceable elements a1.
150 v., price 19;9 each.

.

TRANSFORMER MTd
Rm:dl insins transformer
erten, etc.
for '(5

I

15

.

PI

1

.:11S1-

colt Viraator

No.

bits.

91

5 8

(Band 21
Data for all Channels. Ten 5D1's,ent designs for local soil
fringe areas
... 2'8 each
...
...
...
No. 135- -ALL DRY BATTERY PORTABLE CONSTRUCTION
*Simple and cheap Is. hu;ld *mint ta pl, :nt o icing *Da:a
Fertile aerial for high sensitivity
..
...
... 2.8 caul,
No. 100 A COMPREHENSIVE VALVE GUIDE. Book No. 1
No. 121 -A COMPREHENSIVE VALVE GUIDE. Bmk No. 2
each
...
... 5
...
(Characteristics and Base (o"meetionsl
No. 103- -RADIOFOLDER " A "
... 1 d cacti
The Master Cohan- C1ale lodes for Rallis, and 'l',I: v;si
No. 114 -RADIOFOLDER " E "
Au inrprn=ive Tape Recorder
... Y:8 each
...
...
...
Please include id. postage per cop)'.

-

n

For terms sea our advertisement on Page No.599

Mail Order only

MIA

:"op. Price 151 each,

T

-

5/6VINCES CHAMBERS
VICTORIA SQUARE

LEEDS
G2AK

I.

This Month's Iturfiu üi.ti

Don't miss this one !
CRYSTAL HAND

MICROPHONES

As illustrated,

10 -!C0. metres.

World -wide reception.

*

Low drain valve.

*

Picture diagram and instructions
for beginners.

*

Assembling time

I

p. 2/ -.

GLASS INSULATORS.
4:d,

each

ditto,

600 y, Trop.

750 v. normal
condensers. NEW, ex W.D. stock, 5/6, p. & p. I/6.
8 mid. 1,000 v. D.C. wk'g.
New TCC Type
(List over E3). OUR PRICE 10/6, p. & p. I/9,
81sF

III.

FLASH ! ! !

valve S.W. receiver can be built from our list of components
including valve and coif covering 20 -40 metres. Provision
to increase to 2 or 3 valves if required. All components
an be purchased separately and are colour -coded so that the
beginner can build this set quite easily.
Post and Packing : Under 10/- add 9d. ; under 43,'- add 1/6 ;
1

over POST FREE.
2¡- for specification, wiring diagram, layout and price list to

(RADIO) LTD

E.17.

1/6 each. Small shell

or 4/- doz, plus postage.

CONDENSERS.

I

II OLIVER ROAD, LONDON,

hammer case with
4 feet screened

ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS

hr.

R.C.S. PRODUCTS

silver

3.00 to 35.00 Mç /s in 3 switched bands.
bands
and 28 Mc /s Ham
14, 21
3.5. 7,
marked on scale. Complete with indicator
A MUST for any Ham Shack.
bulb.
ONLY IS /. each. p. & p. 1/-.
AERIAL WIRE. Copper, 7/25 stranded : 140ft., 10/P. &
70(c., 5 / -. Hard Drawn I4g : 143ft., 17'. ; 70ft., 8/6.

30'..

*

in

polished grille. handle and
lead. ONLY 2I / -.

lv SHORT -WAVE RADIO

Scn f

4

on one line *Anne, 'Air Fonce, Navy types *Complet'
e:.ch
C V to Commercial Listing
...
...
...
...
... 5'
No. 134 -F.M. TUNER CONSTRUCTION by W. 7. May
*Easy tu Build, Point Io Point Wiring *Soper Nigh
Fidelity Repense *22 Pages *All ('mnp.r.ents for this
Circuit available eo slack
... 2 8 each
...
...
No. 138- HOW TO MAKE AERIALS FOR TV (B.ini 1 and 31 asì V.H.P.

n.

This Gale set was designed to give you
a real personal portable radio that you
can enjoy anywhere without disturbing
others. Use it on camping trips, in bed,
in your office, or just anywhere.
Send 2/- for layout, Wiring diagram and
Components Price List.

3t) -,
is made

8 3
5 8
10 8
10 8
5 8
6 8

4

suih,ble

RADIO

for

Mellor,

17,9 each.

volt ::.11 atop., each
cult La amp.. each
colt ::.h atop.. earls
S colt 2.(1 atop.. each
0.3 05111 .5 amp.. earl.
6.3 colt 1.3 atop., each
6.3 volt :I.O amp.. each
12 volt 75 mop., each
2

PUBLICATIONS
114- Bernard's Radio Manual "AT A GLANCE EQUIVALENTS"
*115r than 6.000 Valves listed *All Equivalents shorn

PERSONAL
PORTABLE

This

be

HEATER TRANSFORMERS Ali 255
v. Input
2 volt
- MM.., each
5

Primary

DOWN -TO-EARTH PRICES

Covers

1' nil

toplete with cihral :r.

CONSTRUCTORS build these at

*

17/11

pistage
WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS
Ty pc 1.4.1(50. 131 each.
I

will,

.I.ht a eight

a

455

2355

and 0.0

TYANA SOLDERING IRON

V.

13'8

0 -12

HEATER AUTO TRANSFORMERS
Designed to adapt common low teu.1o11 volt :.gee 4 v.. S v., 6.3 e. at
amps.. centre tapped and interchangeable. Each 7,9.

;

DUAL VOLUME CONTRO.,
56 ills llosble Pole Sn itch :5,11.1 ohms
Price s e each.
5n,1 5001í ohms.

6 -12

,.-h

.

3 :8 t each.

I

Input tapped

I111o' tapped
amp each

VOLUME CONTROLS
Mt Single Pole Foil ell.
5R ohms ; 10K ohm.: 20E ohms :
:001R ohms ;
1011K ohms ; . mes.
2
por. All
t meg.
t
reg.
;

6:-

Chump

0,3
ohms. 1551 M A. ('lamp
18'.
lot met inn. each
1uN. Son ohm -. 451 M A. Midget

1'8

MFD 12 v.
_30 5IF11

_A.

construction. each

11

2.50

,

2:

151H. 2110

11

s.
s

1.

construct ion, each
1nH. 21,115 ohsoo, 651 M

1;9

MFI123 v.
23u MFD 12 v.

'III'

118
1 3

li9

..-,n

-o

2011. 250 ohms, 60 M A. Clamp

11

VIBRATOR UNIT
,

ponents may be purchased separately:
11PF' lUt1 MF11 =S c.
(SEC 5153 MFD 12 r.
11l' 2:5 MFD 25 v.
DI 011,1ER 10u MCD 1" v.
NEC :,n M FD fm v.
IV 'I' 25 MFD 555 v.

Reels, Plastic S,potd.

each.

Full instructions, point to point wiring diagram.
Circuit diagram, and full shopping list if-. All comCONDENSERS

TURNOVER CRYSTAL PICK-SIP
CARTRIDGES
Anos Type HGP37-3c. Long-playing
and standa.nl vatll styli (ne used iu
latest radingramsl. Price 188 each.
PURETONE TAPE

:-

Mail order only.

EDDYSTONE 888.

New Ham Band only Receiver.
JUST OUT ! Send s.a.e. for details.
No C.O.D. on orders under L I

PLEASE

.

PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.
All

cä1 her

110,

:

Dale End,

Birmingham

4 (CEN 1635)
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lei, Holloway Head,
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will work with the same load, i.e., R3 will equal R4 c onditions well clear
the grid current zone and
plus R5. Supposing R3 is chosen to drop two -thirds which is chosen for of
the present case. The stage
of the total H.T. , leaving one-third across the valve gain is then about 12 for the first half and, as already
itself. Then R5, carrying the same current but being mentioned, about 1.8 for the second half. The
output
only a half of R3, will drop a third of the H.T. also v alves are Mullard EL84, giving 11 watts output
and
and so will make the voltage required at the grid of requiring 20 volts input signal peak grid to grid.
this half about a third of the total H.T., and so this
grid can be directly connected to the previous anode

as desired. In this simple calculation the standing
grid bias required can be ignored because it is so
small compared with the H.T, and the second half
of VI being in the nature of a cathode follower it
will tend to pull itself into step when conditions are
made approximately correct. The design procedure
is, therefore, to examine the valve curves to see
LIST OF COMPONENTS I
':

s
c
?

;
:
`:

s
=

;
?
':

C1=8

C2-.1 pF 250 v. Dubilier 410
C3-50 r.F 50 v. Dubilier BR
C4-8 pF 350 v. Dubilier BR
C5-50 pF Diibilier ceramic

C6-1,000 pF Dubilier 400
C7-300 pF Dubilier 400
C8-3,000 pF Dubilier 400
V-Brimar 6BR7
Rl-1 M 0
R2-220 KS?
R3-2.2 K 0
R4-10 K 0 j Dubilier 1 watt
R5-1 MD
R6-100 K
Dubilier

VR3-2M

OAybFF
ON

Ri

v,

if a suitably linear part exists satisfying the stipulation
that two -thirds of the H.T. should be dropped across
the load and if this is so and there is some doubt
about the conditions of working when the amplifier
is built it is only necessary to insert a meter to check
the current flowing through the second half to see
if it conforms to the design figure decided upon,
adjusting R3 if necessary to obtain correct conditions.
A Brimar 12AU7 valve is chosen for the double
triode, keeping to modern miniatures in conformity
with other designs of the series, and the maker's
literature provides dynamic curves for loads of
47 K!->, 100 KS2 and 220 K.2 with a H.T. supply of
250 volts, such as is provided by this design. To
drop 166 volts (two- thirds of the H.T. voltage)
across 47 K!2 used in R3 position requires a current
(by Ohm's Law) of 3.53 mA and it is seen from'the
curves for this valve that such a current would'
require quite a small grid voltage ( -2f volts), but
the characteristic is quite linear. With 100 K!>
load the current required is 1.7 mA and this requires
a bias just over 4 volts, which keeps the operating

R1-4.7M2

:
?

;

;

'

.

type C. i
;
0
. ...............................................................................

`:

as

;rF 350 v. Dubilier BR

VR1-7) M Q (with s.p. sw.)
VR2= 2 M

=

Ri

R2-4.7 K 0
R3-100 K
R4-47 K r?
R5-47 K !?
R6-220 K !?
R7-220 K 2
R8-6.8 K s? i watt
Dubilier

v
Y

Fig. 6. -The Pre -amplifier.

The input to the first half of VI is this figure divided
by the gain in each previous stage, i.e.,

i.e., about
volt peak,
12 <1.8
but the signal actually to be fed into the input socket
is this voltagg plus that fed back from the output
transformer. The speaker for which this amplifier
was primarily designed is the G.E.C. metal coned
unit, aboutwhich more later, but of interest now is
the speech coil impedance, to which the secondary
of the transformer matches, of 4 ohms. At peak
conditions 11 watts is available which, in a 4 ohm
load represents a voltage of 61 and the feedback
potentiometer selects about a third of this, say 2 volts,
to feed back. The input needed is of the order of
3 volts. A stage of amplification is normally use d
before a circuit of this kind, but in the present design
this is made a separate unit including gain and tone
controls; so thaf.it can be put in a place convenient
for controls so that the bulk of the amplifier can be

COMPONENT LIST FOR FIG.

R9-270 2
R10-270 0
R11-6.8 KO
R12-470
R13-470
R14-1800
R15-680
R16-10 K0 1 watt
Dubilier

1

5

C1-50 pF 12 v. Dubilier BR
C2-.1 pF 350 v. Dubilier 410
C3-.1 pF 350 v. Dubilier 410
C4-50 pF 50 v. Dubilier BR
C5-50 pF 50 v. Dubilier BR
C6, C7-16-8 pF 500 v. Dubilier
CT
C8-16 pF Dubilier BR

www.americanradiohistory.com

V1

Brimar

6AU7

V2, V3-Mullard ELM
V4-0sram U709
1 choke, smoothing, WB 30/45D
1

1

mains transformer WB 28/45D
300 -0 -300 v. 110 mA, 6.3 v.,
6.3 v.
output transformer, Partridge
P2629
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stowed away in the depths of the cabinet ; this is
much better than the common way of mounting it
all on one chassis so that space at the control point
in the cabinet has to be found for the whole of the
bulky part of the amplifier. This amplifier, along
with the preamplifier, makes an ideal unit for playing
records with high quality. The main amplifier provides
sufficient power for the preamplifier, which is led
out via a socket similar to that used for the single ended output stages described earlier in the series.
This amplifier was tested out using the G.E.C.
metal cone speaker unit, as previously mentioned.
This is a very exceptional unit for high quality
reproduction which should be used, preferably in
one of the enclosures specially designed for it.
A separate cabinet would then be needed for the
amplifier and playing desk. Quite often such an
arrangement is impracticable and a single cabinet
has to house both speaker and amplifier equipment.
Excellent results have also been obtained in this way
also using the metal cone speaker. The speaker
chamber should preferably be of a volume similar
to that of the specially designed enclosure and should
be of the solid backed type with a vent, again following
the lines of the special design. The G.E.C. is not
really suitable unless the cabinet is such as to permit
the reproduction of bass because its response extends
so far into the higher audio frequencies and it is
generally agreed that if bass is to be limited the treble
should be similarly limited ; the balance between
upper and lower frequency range is more important
from an audio point of view than the lop -sided
extension of thé frequency range. The G.E.C.
unit, without the bass of which it is capable, sounds
too high -pitched for comfort and there is little
point in using the unit if its response is to be clipped
at the upper as well as the lower end. The same
remarks apply where a tended range is sought by
means of a tweeter ; a sparate high note reproducer

should never be used unless the bass reproduction
of the main speaker is sufficient to balance it.
There are other high-fidelity speakers, of coutse,
and many cheaper ones that are still capable of
providing quite good quality. If an alternative is
used, however, its speech coil impedance may not be
the same. A transformer of suitable ratio and with
the necessary taps on the primary for the screen grid
connections which should be at a position as to
include 43 per cent. of each half-primary between
the H.T. centre-tap and the screen tap.
Control Preamplifier
The circuit of the preamplifier unit containing the
controls for the whole equipment is given in Fig. 6.
It will be seen that a Brimar 6BR7 is used in a normal
pentode circuit for audio amplification. The method
of design of this part of the circuit was illustrated
previously when a single -valve amplifier chassis was
designed, though in this case a higher value of anode
resistor has been used because the amplifier is feeding
into a circuit of higher resistance than previously.
The amount of gain overall is less in the present case
than was required for the single -valve unit previously
mentioned, which was intended to feed directly into
an output valve requiring 12 volts peak signal, but
the valve in the present case is still required to provide
a high gain, because there is a signal loss in the tone
control circuits to follow.
The signal output from the valve anode is divided
into two paths, through the leg containing VR2
and the leg containing VR3, being combined again by
connecting the sliders of the two potentiometers
together to give the output signal for the main
amplifier. When VR2 is moved to its lower end C6
is in parallel with the signal, attenuating the higher
audio frequencies giving treble cut.
(To be continuer!)
Chassis is

Power Socket

\\To

Loudspeaker

To A,C. Mains

Fig.

7.--Layout and

wiring

of the amplifier.
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deep

Note: Points marked

"Ch," are
connections to chassis
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ALFRED PADGETT
40,

MEADOW LANE,
LEEDS, II

Á80Á1S

I.3 -5
BRAND NEW. I ",;nmaad receivers.
nics. with li calves. 55,- (post :I/-). AN PPN-1A.
214 331 mc.., e, ¡iii 21riAKS, 2/7011, 5'9002.
aerial, leads, 6 V. vihrapack, phone:, (lightweight) and handbook, 05' -. AN /PPN-2,
as above bat
ilh I115, :7,155, 5/3.45 and
double output 2 v. vibrapaek, in oippe'I
satchel, 120 -.
VIBRA -PACES :
Mnl Lary
12 e. to 250 c. 111 tnA. synch., reversi`:I..
13 6: Jell Travers 12 y. to 130 e. 311 can 6.
neh., snu'athed, 15/6 : 12 e. to lit,
aì' ruA. stabilise,, 12/8. (P.P. 3'- each.) EDDY-

Bentley Acoustic Corp. ltd.

Tel.: Cleckheaton 99
SET KIT. Complete with

-

CRYSTAL

567

BENSON'S
ETTER

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

38, CHALCOT ROAD N.W.1

G.E.C. Diode metal tuning condenser two
station coil, four terminals and gen, sheet.
5/- complete. Post 2/6.

PRlmrose 9090

1át grade goods only. No seconds or rejects.
NEW VIBRATOR powerpack complete
with spare vibrator, 12 volts in., 350 volts OZ4
8/- 68K7
701- (1232
12 d
5/8 813
out, at 100 mills, Nice heavy duty job, £2. 1A3
5, 9- 611,7 8/- 866A 1216 H30
Carriage 7;6.
81-6157
12'8
8/- 885
30,'61163
NEW TX 1154 MODEL IL -Four wave 1A5
6667
11K90
106
88
716
936
3/10'band. Complete in maker's case. All alu- 1115
11/- 6U4
7/- BLS
I'14/8 12113
minium chassis, 37/8. Carriage 12/6.
1L4
6U7
8/6 /1763
1218 HL1:iC ^,8
NEW CO-AXIAL fin. 75 ohms CABLE. 1LD3 7/8
6V6G
7/- 7193
2/8 HL23 10 d
-Suitable all bands, 6d. per yd. Post free. 1L55 5/5/- 6V6GT 7/8 7475
7/6 HL41
7,'3
11/- 8X4
METAL RECTIFIERS.-250 volts 100 18;5
7/- 9002
5/8 HL41DIL
mills.. 5' -. 120 volts 60 mills., 2;- J50, L6. 1R5
9/- 6X5
5/6
12-8
7/6 9003
18.í
All 12 months' guarantee.
7/6 624/84 12/8 9006
6/- HVR2.4 7'
KBC32 8,'8
1T4
12/8 AC/HL/
7/8 6Z5
RADIO VALVES with a 90 -days' guarantee lil'3
7/- 7A7
1218 DUD 15/- KF35
9Post 9d. per valve, doz. lots post free 2.-A3
12/6 7B7
8!6 AC6Pen 8/8 81.35
88
less 5n.ó EF36. 4/- 6K7, 4.'- 807, British
2C26
4/- 705
5 8/- AC/P4 8/- KT2
6X5. 4/9
4/- 807, Yank, 6/- :' 6SN7, 8KT330
2013C
7/6
7C6
8/AP4
7/8
10/606. 3/6: 954. 1/3 0001, 6d.: CV63, 1 2X2
4/6 7117
718 ATP4
3,'8 KTW61 7.6H6, 9d.: 6146, met, 1/3 : 2X2. 1 6 V13111
3A4
KTW61 7
^'AZ3l.

STONE RXS.P40 164511B) 85 -93 111C71.
s. 111 calcen. 30 /- (poet 31 -I. RX8.112/114
(T01917/, with 3 /EF91, 2/15L81, 5 gang timer,
new, 37 8. ('ircuit 1 /-. MOTORS :
2:10 v. Indac(iu, 78 r.p.m. with governor
(Gareard). 30/- Ipont 2/9) : SYNCH.
geared to
r.p.n1. 2Mal, new, 2818: Synch.
10 v. 3,001) r. p.m. 10v 4., 10-. INDICATORS,
Iype 6L. new. 45,'- (carr. 7 /II). SUPPRESSORS.
-olio interference,
-.A.M., 516 (post' 21 -1.
BRAND NEW R.F. 28 or 27. 2713 (p,a,e e
2 11) :
RF3I. R1,25, ...lad. 10 /6.
DYNAMOTORS, EDDYSTONE. I2 v. to 190 v.75 in 4.,
cased. 15 - tpost :1/ -). I c. to ale' v. 21111
cased 15
8 /61. CLOCKWORK ('oahwtCar,
'
i
pa I., -e purser..88. l'S a. lroe, small.

;

:

1

;

:

:

;

:

1/6 : VR137. 1/3 :- VRK, d!6 : VR66, 1 688. 2/- ; 6D6, 4'VR54. 9d. ; 8D2, l'6,65, 3/6 : KT33C, 6'U14, 8/6 ; K'r2
3,6 ; HL2, 1.3 ; MS PEN, 7 pins, 3.PEN46, 2/6 : ACEPEN, 2/8 ; U17, 1 3
Type 46, 2/- ; Type 76, 4/- ; 12SC7, 3.12SJ7, 3/- ; 12116 1!- : M114, 2,6 ; 4TSP
2/6 : 42SPT, 2/6 ; VR/150130, 4 /-.
SLIDE -LOCK FUSES. -New ex- equipment
-60 amp, 2/6 ' 30 amp, 1/9 ; 15 amp, 1/3.
Post 11 -. Doz. lots less 5°ó, post free.
:

-

MIXED B.A. NUTS AND BOLTS.lib. weight, lí -. Post 9d.
NEW METERS.-21 sq. 100 mills, 5,6.
R.F. AMMETER, 3/6. Post 1 / -.

SWITCHES.-Toggle, 8d. Vac handle type,

Electric fire type, 1. bar, 11- ; 2 bar,
Post 9d.
MIXED RADIO PANELS full of Resistors
and Condensers. 30/- value. 1 Doz. Panels,
4.6. Post Tree.
AV EE50 CERAMIC VALVE HOL111: I t S 2/9 Doz. Post free. 3d. each. Post 4d.
1 / -.
1 /8.

LYONS RADIO
LTD.

3A5
3117

306
3113

364
5U4
31'4
uX4
5Y3
5Y4
523
524

:

:

:

6/6 463

10/- D63

11102

luDl

3/- Dl

3/8 MHLI 7 3
5/- M84B 15
8/a
9/8 11U14

7/6 DAF96

10/- I8'090

88

9:8. THROAT MIC3., 1'.8..4., urw, 2/8. METAL
RECTIFIERS tam V. 110 InA.. 6'- 5011 v. 3011
n1A.. 10 8 : Limo v. 30 ,n.4.. 7:8. I.F. AMPLIFIER 173. l'I.I' male 0 ith valve. 1518 (postage
RELAYS n v. 2 brea't. 1/3. LF.T.',
1''¡15
1ach1.
tut- ._,.1,uned, new 1 /3. R11551'.,i3, 1:-.

6

003
80115

9.-

71-

0FI16

9

9-

I

-

6AJ8

5/- 12J50T 61- 5834
10/- 1237
9/6 EB41

CARS

6AK8

6Al.í

8/6 p2K7

5/- 12Q7
7/8 125A7
12/8 128C7
8/6 12807

6AM3
6AQ5
IiAQs
6AT6

8BY7

8'-

l

6AG7

6B W7
13856

1216 KTZ41
7/8 KT211:]

I'E:''' 8 6 it 11t,'-.,,
15
15'8/8 12AH7 12 6 S ls:
9 6
9'
81 12AH8 12 g 1'I.2 15'- l'C,'
10,'- 12AT7 8 6 n LS., 11:- l'( x'+., ill 6
8/- 12AU7 8 01316
9/810 '1,',
10/- 144X7 10: 6 111.510 1018 P1'1,2 11 d
8/812ßA6 9, 1;1148 2/- l'l'I., 12
E $
8/8 12BE6 10. I:A511
2/- Pe'N_:
6
12/8 12E1
30: 't;A110110 8/6 Pen I',
10 3
10/- 12116
3/- IìAF42 12/6

fiAGS

BEACON TRANSMITTER /RECEIVERS
AN'PPN2. -Pulse trans /Recurs. with built in power unit which lends itself to a wide
range of experimental work. Originally
employed for pulse transmission and
reception and code communipatlon between
Super regen.
214 and 234 Mc /s. RECEIVER
with auto gain. Valve line -up 1R5, 3A5,
TRANSMITTER
1S5, 3A5, 185, 155.
Tuned anode, tuned filament, employing
2 3A5s. POWER UNIT consists of two 2v.
vibrators with 3A5 for bias voltages and
selenium rectifier for filament voltage for
the D.C. amplifier stage. Included are
super lightweight headphones (Type HS30),
aerial system which folds for stowage,
connectors, the nine valves and vibrators
mentioned above, and a detailed instruction
book which includes circuit diagram. All
that is required to put into service is a 2v.
accumulator. The whole packs into a
haversack approx. 15 x 13 x 10in, and is
221bs. in weight. Made in U.S.A., condition
throughout is as absolutely brand new.
Limited quantity only, so don't miss this
exceptional bargain. PRICE ONLY 25.10.0,

8/8 ('K513

I

12/6

8/-

7/8 12A6

6A07

613c6
6BJ6
6BW6

6319

1218 CK525
8/8 LN3119 12 3
2,'8 CV8.5
12/6 11114
5 8

10/- 12A8

GABS

Ii11E6

9.1-

98 8A8
78 802

l0i- IOFI

6AB7

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD,
DEPT. M.P.
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephons: SHEpherds Bush 1729

8,-6 B1 04

10,1-

ILAS

6BA6
628(1
6B8M

8/-

8/6
2/8 7Y4
8/6 9112

:3V4

654
667

7Q7
71- 717

6/-

128117

10/6 12337
7/0 128E7
. 4/- 128Q7
4/8 128117
7/8 12U5G
12/6 12Y4
8/- 138PA
7/8 13VPA
10/- 14R7

6E4
806

10/- 16.65
10/- 19HI

7/- SOLI

8/6 2023
8/- 2524
8(7116
9/- 25Z3
CDC
8/6 27
CFI
1210 28D7
6FI1G
7/8 30
6F7
10/8 3111
6F8
10/6 30L1
6E13
12/6 31
.6F15
12/6 35L6
6F17
12/8 3524
6F33
10/6 3525
61,33
12/6 35/51
6/6 41MP
61660
2.'6 41MTL
61-16M
816 4525
tiJSG
5/- 5005
6J:50T 5/6 50L6

608

6.16

IiJ7G

6/-

ú7

8,'- 58

7'8 61BT

6K7G
BKBCi

6K8GT

918

EMI

8/6/6

I

PLs:I

l'ltl,

1!8
4

0/- F.BC3 12/8 P311z,1 66

8/6 E13033 7/8 P1121: 12 8
7/6 EBC4I 10/- PYSo 10
7/6 EBF80 10/- PY81 10
9
5/6 EC53
5/6 PY82
8/- EC54
6//- PY83 10
:
6/6 EC032 10/6 QP21
8/6 ECC33 8/8 QP22B 16 9
6 6
7/8 ECC35 816 Q1825
7/8 ECY)40 UV- Q9151':
110 d
10/6 ECC81 9/8
^:8
10/6 ECC82 10/6 400
8;8
10/6 ECC83 10/8 sP2(7)
10/6 ECC84 12/0 SP4(7) 12
3'8
101- ECC85 10/10/- ECC91 6/- TDD2A 8/6
10/6 ECF80 12/8 TH233 1216
12/6 EC1°83 13/0 TP22 10'8
12
9)- ECH35 10/6 L'16
12 8
8/8 ECH42 10/6 U17
7,8
7/8 ECHer 9/- U22
7/- ECL80 10/EF6
8
10¡6'1150
7/6
12/6 EF9
12/8 U329 12 8
4/6 UAF42 11;]2/6 EF36
7/6 EF37A 9/- UBC4I 9,6/- UC'H42 101
9/- EF39
15/6 UF41
9 8
8/6 EF40

new.

U'I ,n
511.

l'ri"':1,'

15:- Ic:ur. 2/2/. R7392A. um, Con Mi /n.. Is
salves, used, good eandillon Id:unaged meter].
£4 (rane, In -I. 81333 IF Strip: only, complete.
sal, es, 25!
less valve.,
126
(poewith
t 2, 'i). Term.: C.W.O. Postalo extra.

-:

Immediate 'le- palet..

Callers and Post, W. A. BENSON (WWI. 138
Rathbone Road, Liverpool, 13. SEP. PARK
6853, Caller. SIIPERADIO (W'ehapeb LTD.,
118 Whitechapel, Liverpool, 1, ROY 1130

ì

-

.

8/8
12/6
12/6
7/6
12/6

EF41

9/6 UF-12

EF54

6/- V1507

8/0
8/6
8/6
12/6
10/6

EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EF92

9/-

EF43 12/6 17L41
EF50(A) 7/- UL46
EF50(E) 5/- UY41

10/- EF80

8/- 61MP
8,'- 618PT 15/- EL32
8/8 72

Pl,

2/- PLu-

1.,
ne,l. 7,0: 10'I,
',, S..
_sw a, S.. 5 /3. TRANSFOSMERS,
..!:;1) t .511 o. Sec., 0,1, 6:1, 72, 155,
Ills. 17, s .1111 a.:, 1 !al lli five to 221 -117 c.1.
1011;
8 8 :

8/0 EL41

13 6
10

121
10.8

9/- VL941c1:4

5

-

£3

12/8 VD1548 15'8

10/- VP2(71
9/- VP4(7)

8

12 8

6/6 VP23
8'8
7:8
6/- VP41
10/6 VP133 10'6
13/- VT501 810-8
15/- X66
11/- XFWIO 8'6
10/- XFY12 8'8
11/- XH(1..-n 4 -

6L6G
9/- 76
7/- EL42
carriage 7/6.
7/8 77
el- EL81
POWER UNITS TYPE 18.- Contain 61.7
71- 78
8/8 ELM
rotary converter rated at 24v. D.C. input 657
8/8 80
8/6 EM34
and having a D.C. output of 300v. at 250 mA, 6Q7
tiQ7GT
9183
8/6 EY51
150v, at 10 mA, and 14.5v. at 4.9 amps. Fitted 6117
8/6 1,5082 12/8 EY86 121- 58(71.5 4with input and output filters, carbon pile 68A7
7'8
8/210LF
8/- Y63
3/- EZ40
vol. reg, and starter relay. Can also be 8507
24o0P 10/8 EZ41 11/- V63
10/8
operated from 12v. D.C. by using 14v. section 111117 8/8
818 577
9;81- &17
816 EZ&1
in
winding.
Housed
and reconnecting field
12/6 2719
10'8
6327
8,- 808
25/- FC13
metal cases 12 x 8 x 5in. In good condition. Crystal
Diodes. 0A71, 01:X34, 0I/6E, Ml, 0GI01:,
PRICE ONLY 12/6, carriage 6,' -.
ell 7/- each
FERROMAGNETIC AERIALS.-Provide
an indoor aerial with comparable efficiency All boxed- Full maker's guarantee- Pást rod. each.
to that of an outdoor type. Ideal for port- Insurance (optional) 6.1. per order. Shop honre'5.3I
able radios. For medium waveband. PRICE to 5.30, Sats. 1 p.m. Why not 'phone of wire (.at
C'.0.11.`í
8/9, or Dual Wave, 1219. Installation in- urgent order for immediate despatch
FREE List and conditions of sale S.A.E.
structions with each.
t
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FIRST -CLASS
RADIO COURSES

a

GET A CERTIFICATE

!

QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE

TIME
After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your proPrepare for
fessional qualification.
YOUR share in the post-war boom
in Radio. Let us show you how

- -!

FREE

The

GUIDE

New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success -compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs, Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,

Draughtsmanship (all branches),

etc

together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

-

career.

FOUNDED

1885 -OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

- --1

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 461), 148, HOLBORN,
LONDON, E.C.I
.

A
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5-VA1VE

SELECTIVE

REALIY
..

.,.

SPERT

BUILD YOUR OWN
TAPE RECORDER NOW

çF

;.;.`>:.;
.._.

.

?wÁF.o.

with the

" ASPDEN

99

Tape Deck and Amplifier Kits

Our " know-how
easy way

139/6
28
'ostalte

Plus

shows you the

NO RADIO KNOWLEDGE

NECESSARY.

TAPE DECKS
Compact model 521, Sin. reels £7110' -.
Standard Model 721, lin. reels, kit, £8'10 -.
Two speed, twin track, precision machined part..
easy to assemble, full assembly drawings and instruelions, finest motor. High quality Ferroxcube Head..
Either deck fully built and tested, 27,'6 extra.
AMPLIFIER :
Record /replay, 21 watts, neon indicator, 2 recording
positions, kit, £5/18/ -.
Power pack for above kit, £21816 (both without

to read step -by-step instructions
We guarantee it to
work. Only tools needed are Pliers.
Screwdriver and Soldering Iron.
Easy

(.r

Packing

'

to surprise friends with this

Superb Superhet.
and Diagrams.

&

IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS
.. Let us show you how simple

... A TRF.
a3

Valve TRF Receive r

can be to make our way and how amazed you will
be. Easy -to- Follow instructions take the headaches

cut

Hundreds already working all over
109/6, plus 2/8 post and packing.

of construction.

the country.

A 7ROFESSIONAL JOB MADE SIMPLE
Nothing to lose -Our MONEY-BACK guarantee covers
you. Complete parts available for the above receivers
Write to -day and
in Cream or Brown cabinets.

valves).

...

get started on the fascinating Hobby of Electronics.

Carr. & packing extra.
Congratulations on this excellent Tape Deck at
GD3UB," I.O.M.
'.such a low price. "
Send stamp for full details to

'

INSTRUCTIONS WITH OUR " KNOW -HOW
DIAGRAMS, II- POST FREE. SEND TO -DAY.
EASY

-"

H. FIELD, Electronics

NORMAN

Dept. PW, 68, HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

We S. ASPDEN

5

:10,

Market
RKHAM.LL LANCS.

Birmingham's Largest Constructors' Saar,

SAME
SERVCEl'
All Guaranteed New and Boxed

VALVES

NE

1956 EDITION

" PERMATIP "

of
Our Supa- Handbook
"The Home Constructor"
JUST

OUT!

AND

" PERMABIT "

incorporating

INSTRUMENTS

*B.1'.O- UNIT.-For
converting
your receiver to
tiom." (Circuit Communicastriations] deta and full ccm_
*I.1'. STAGE.-Adding
stage to increase
an I.F.
yuur set's
and selecticrease
Fain
VE...
*MAGIC EYE.--Details
Pursuing
for Incnr_
accurate tunnin,.ng Indicator
f',
*28 ('IRCCITS- -Super

T.R.F.
1, r
Units, Teets, Amplifier.= Fe,
*SUPERHETSQ°Full
etc.

r,'

Fir -i

GREATER
SOLDERING
The soldering bit which maintains
its face indefinitely without attention. 25 models available for mains
or low voltage supply. Bit sires 3;32
to 3/8 inch. Full details in booklet
S.P.IO from sole manufacturers

'

for

con..f r,:.

:-

LIGHT ,SOLDERING

.

DEVELOPMENTS LTD.,

buildin,

pack
t'.%n RAOUL-Tull consi., a. *B_1TTFRt'lC'174RGISIt,
building
details
CHEAP charger
for
A.1110 GEN.-Pages
Resistance
.
olour Code,
oeti
and " knowhow...
*(.1T: LOGt'E_Profusel,viIIustrated price list of
All for 2-8 (plus components.
3d. post,, S,,.1
for YOU!' COPY
to -day!
*Sups

106, GEORGE STREET,

SURREY.

*i

SUPACOILS

21,

Markham
Ttlenhone

:

Tel.

CROYDON,

=plan

8589.

F M and H I -F I Components
DENCO F.M. TUNER circuits
RADIO CONST'TR. F.M.
MULLART) AMPLIIICnS

Is. 6d.

(Dept. P.10.)

2s.
3s.
43.
OSRAM 912 PLUS
on
request
avoilob'e
Separate price l ist,

KEY

J. T. FILMER

Road, London,

611'x;

Eli

re

EFFICIENCY

sups
Hone/ and point-to-point
point -to- slmplllhtl
diagrams
i lrin r
for building
*of superhets,
PACK.-Full
.
titlun
peuh etdetails
coil

midget, 1R5, 155, 1T4, 1U5, 354, DAF91,
DF91, D101, DL92. DL94 ; any 4 for 27/8.
DF96 9/8 EM34 10/8
1A7GT12/8 6SN7GT
818 D1177 8.'6 EY51 10!8
105GT11.'6U4GT14/8 DK32 12'8 EZ40 84
1E15GT
9'11.'8 6V6G 7/8 DK92 8 6, EZ41
9:8Y6GT 7/8 DK96 9.6 EZ80
1N5GT
718 DL33 11 6' l' W4; 500
11/8 6X4
10i1115
8186X5GT 8/9 DL35 11-'
9 6'6AM5 5:818 DL96
7/3 7B7
1S5
811 EAF4211:6'IGZ32 12,8
7/3 7C5
1T1
7/3 7C6
86 EB91 6 9 KT33C10/8
lU5
8'131EBC33 , 6 KT63 7.8
3A5
7/6 7117
787
9/8EBC4110-MU14 9,3Q5GT
8.'8 EBF8010 6 PCC84' 818
11/8 7Y4
PCF80 8!8
1.0D1
12'6 ECC40
354
12 6 PCF82
3V4
8/8 1002 10'11/8
504G 8'8 10F1 10.'- ECC81 10 ECC8310 6 PEN36C
5Y3GT 7/9 1OLD11
ECC91 618:.
5Z40 9'- 12A1.710813
PEN4518 ECF80
6AK5 5 _
13 8 PEN48
6AL5 6 9 12AU î 8 8 .ECF821416
PL81 117.9
6AM6 7.612d7GT
9.6 ECH3511:- PL82 96
6AQ5 ^ 6
PL83
12:8
6 ECH42
6AT6 8 8,12K7GT9
PY80 9 6BA6 7 9 12K8GT12 6' ECH81 10-8
9'6, PY81 10.6BA6 7.6
9
ECL8010.-IPY82
6BW6 79,12Q7GT 98 EF37A
PZ30 18.6C9
10 - 1457 12 12'6
10 6. U25
6F1
13,-.20L1 10 9 EF39 6 6¡050
7 9
7.6
6.EF40 12 -'U78
13625L6GTB
i25Z4G 96'.EF41 10 - UBC41 9 9
61'15 12 -135L6CT8 6:EF42 12 6,UCH12
6.16
6.-95Z4GT8 6 EF50 7 6
10 9
600 ° 65OL6GT8 9, EF80 9 6, UF41 9 6
61(70
6 - AZ1
9'6 UL41 10.9
11 6 EF85
6K7GT 6 - CCH3516 -IEF86 12.6.UU7 11.6
6K8G S 6 015
7 6 UY41 88
7 -.EF91
61C8G'l' 96 DAC3211 6' EF92
66
66,W77
6L18 10 6 DAF96 9 6 EL32 6 6 X79 126
106,Y63
7.6
6,
EL41
6L020 9 6, DCCiK)
7:6
6Q7GT 98IDF33 116'EL84 106'7.77
Postage 5d. per valve crra.
1.4v.

i

Od.

6d.
Od.
to

MAYPOLE ESTATE,
BEXLEY, KENT.

Tel. Bexxleyheath7267.
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expi

A 31-in.
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ed by his correspondents

Oscilloscope

Even if I had the technical knowledge, which I
Mr. Tring, writing in " Open have not, I' rather think, from the information
to Discussion," September issue, seems to be available, that it would be difficult to specify what is
labouring under a misapprehension concerning the the fault factor on Mr. Prentis' F.M. band. But
paraphase amplifiers in Mr. Couvela's oscilloscope. would venture to say that radio without F.M. is
These " Schmitt PPAs " or ". Long -tailed Pairs," obsolete.
Incidentally, my own set incorporating
as they are often called, do manage to achieve a very L.W.,. M.W., S.W., A.M. /F.M. and gram and
good balance in practice and are often used in extension connections cost less than £35.
radar indicators.
However, one perhaps
It seems that the main
should not expect perfecmistake Mr. Tring and
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
tion from V.H.F. and if
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
others make when conin a locality there are
to .supply diagrams -or proiide instructions for mnr,'i /)iag
sidering this circuit is the
commercial or surplus equipment.
consumers utilising works
We cannot sripplr
failure to consider the
alternative details 'Or receivers described in these pages.
and household appliances
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
valve current of the second
etc. etc., emitting ultra
OVER THE TELEPHONE. If a postal reply is required
half also having to flow
a stamped and addressed envelope mast be enclosed with
short waves then radio
the coupon from page iii of cover.
through
the
common
reception is in for a rough
cathode load. This very
time.
F.
SEDGWALL
fact modifies the "cathode
(S.W.4).
follower action " of the first half of the circuit.
1939 Portable
V2 (second half) certainly could not have a greater
signal input than the first half, because it is this part SIR,
agree with Mr. Shatwell in his letter
of the circuit which drives the second half, via the
(August issue), about the design of a compact
common cathode coupling and under no conditions pocket receiver.
I myself constructed the 6K7
could VI cathode output exceed the value of the (July,1948, edition PRACTICAL WIRELESS) and the 4
input to its grid.
volt battery which powered this set (no H.T. supply
As for disconnecting .R2 and R5 and applying was needed) soon had to be discarded as " flat ".
them to a positive potential from a potential divider This particular set measured in. smaller than Mr.
there is no earthy reason, as the present bias system Shatwell's, measúring only 4in. x 3 in. x 2in.
used by Mr. Couvela is perfectly satisfactory (and
I am quite interested in this side of radio and
standard).
would be pleased if Mr. Shatwell or one of your
The only criticism that could be mentioned con- readers could supply me with circuit diagrams or,
cerning the article in the July issue is the misprint indeed, any other midget or portable receivers.
of C2 which should go to earth, of course. -K. SMITH
I stilt possess a copy of the 6K7 circuit if anybody
G3J1X (Yakesbury).
is interested. 1 am 13 years old.-D. OWENS, 6,
Station Road, Melling, Nr. Liverpool.
F.M. Results
Amateur Tracking of "Mouse"
SIR, -In reply to G. Prentis (Elstree), may I say
that F.M. reception on my set irvery good indeed.
R,- Readers of your magazine will have read, with
SI
The radio incorporates " push button wave change.
interest, of the scheme for launching the artiAs an experiment I have, just before writing, com- ficial satellites Mouse in connection with the forthpared the F.M. with the M.W. and a slight, high - coming Geophysical Year. Many of them, like myself,
pitched hum or whistle background reproduced on are probably hoping that you will devote an article or a
the M.W. is eliminated on the F.M. band. Just a series of articles to this experiment and give us fuller
touch of more volume is required on the F.M. for information than can be gleaned from the newssimilar M.W. audibility.
When the tone control papers, about the satellites themselves, the course
is adjusted there is no doubt whatsoever that the they will be likely to follow, and the electronic gear
reproduction on the F.M. (apart from cutting out they will carry.
interference) really brings out the lifelike quality of
The apparatus which will be required for automatic
transmission-especially is this so as regards stringed tracking is probably outside the scope of amateur
instruments. My experience is that the M.W. fails construction, but it should not be impossible for
to reach this standard.
amateurs living on or near the course of the satellites
However, I am not quite trouble -free ! A dry to receive their -transmissions as they pass overhead.
battery door bell in the house " sparks " through the And since presumably each will take a different course,
F.M.
depending on the date and time of day when it is
There is a built -in dipole in my radio-outdoor released, a great many of us will sooner or later be
dipole aerial has not been fitted. For what it is worth, correctly situated. Although there will be many
1 have an indoor aerial, and to the best of my knowofficial tracking stations in many countries, it may be
ledge there is no passing car interference on the F.M. that a mass of subsidiary reports from amateurs
band.
will be of value to those controlling the experiment.

SIR, -I am afraid that

I

-

-I
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We have recently doubled our retail shop
premises, taking in No. 623. This should ease the
Saturday queues, that' have been a worry to us in the
past.
Our new factory will be in full production soon,
and it is with confidence that we claim " OUR
NORMAL SERVICE WILL BE RESUMED."
F. PFULBEY, DUKE 8; Co. (E.12.)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

If the signals are receivable by amateurs, they
could be recorded on tape ; details of the receiving
gear and type of aerial in use, as well as exact geographical location, and an accurate time signal abuld

he recorded on the same tape and these recordings
might be more valuable than written reports since
the experts would be able to compare such things as
signal -to -noise ratio, rapidity and degree of fading,
etc.. in widely separated locations.
Sensitive Two- valver
Even if it is considered that such amateur reports
would not be of value, and maybe I have been pre- S1R, -I've just crashed out your sensitive two valver (August, '55) and I feel I must write and
sumptuous in suggesting it, I am sure many readers
will want to make the experiment purely for their tell you it took two hours to make. 1 felt sure that
own satisfaction and as a matter of interest. I hope, some part would be wired wrong, but on switching on
therefore, that you will be able to give us some the set burst out in oscillation, but it wouldn't give
guidance on the type of signal which the satellites will any volume on a Ift. aerial. After a few trials I find
transmit, the frequency or frequencies to be used, and I9ft. of P.V.C. bell wire gives more volume than one
on the kind of receiver and aerial which will be can call comfortable and has to be controlled by moving off-station. I can get Home and Light with good
necessary.-A. P. BUCHANAN (Ayr).
separation. One snag, any Hams within one mile transMail Order Correspondence
mitting on 80 metres will load the set so that all other
have, for many years, through the medium signals are crowded out. I'm using a Bin. speaker.
SI R.of-We
your magazines, conducted a successful -P. L. KNIGHT (Heywood).
Mail Order Service, but during this summer, when
An F.M. Tuner Unit
our staff are having their well- earned holidays, and
we expected the usual lull of orders, we have received S1 R,- -The following further notes are given on
the tuner in the August issue :
demands far in excess of anything we imagined.
(a) Inductances LI and L2 should be wound on
Having returned urgently from our holidays my
wife and I have with extra, but untrained labour, standard .'iin. formers, with dust cores removed.
done our best to cope. We are succeeding but not Spacing should be roughly the same as the wire
diameter.
yet back to our 24 -hour service.
(b) Inductance L3 should, when wound on the
May we ask you to assist us, and I feel that all
mail order companies will agree that the readers 68 Ko resistor, have its ends soldered to the resistor
who reply to advertisements, should print their fixing wires.
(c) Transfbrmer L4, L5 should, when wound on
name and address in full, as every week our file of
dead letters continues to grow, many contain the 'old I.F. transformer core, be replaced in the
money, some with the address missing, or original screening can. In order to make a neater
job, the germanium diodes may also be mounted
incomplete, others unreadable,
Summertime as with Christmas is a difficult period inside the can, being soldered directly to the ends
for the National Transport people and occasions of L5.
(d) R.F.C. I and R.F.C. 2 consist of standard
delays, that we have no control over, but they are
KELLS (Yorks).
R.F. chokes.
doing their best.
will dip towards zero. When
meter
few
turns
If too
ADDING ANOTHER TRANSITOR STAGE properly
matched up, the meter will remain at a
(Concluded front page 538)
steady reading due to bias ; it does not show A.C.
time the switch is pressed for a higher reading. If audio, except when the transistor is being over after one second of steady reading the meter begins to loaded and then it flutters up and down. This flutter
creep up to a higher reading, switch off and do not should not exceed 0.2 mA for 0072 and 0.1 mA for
attempt any test at any higher reading. This applies OC71. If tuned coils are moved farther apart so
that there is a reasonably steady reading, transistors
to any transistor.
This creeping meter effect is a sure sign of overload are not overloaded and the receiver is working quite
and the commencement of the breakdown of a trap- safely, at loud volume without distortion ; especially
sistor, because the base begins to lose control for a so if meter readings are reduced as much as possible,
steady reading, and diffusion of impurities has but not so much as to spoil fidelity. The various
star:ed. There is no remedy for such damage. Max. bias meter readings in the above circuits are shown
mW is reduced and the life of a transistor is as max. and in most cases can be reduced.
After tuning in a station and completing all adjustshortened.
But how can one be sure of not overloading any ments the meter should be shorted because 0072
type of transistor when used in a receiver? The may go up to 18 mA peaks, not shown but taken
answer is the meter will flutter, and fidelity will not through the 5 mA meter which is thus overloaded.
be perfect, at loud peaks. The output meter will also
Correction
show whether the taps ratio for a speaker is suitable. Part I.
It should be noted that the captions for Figs.
It' too many turns, are connected to a speaker, meter
will jerk up to a higher reading at each peak sound. and 2 in last month's issue were transposed.

-

-J.

-A

1

Wireless." Such articles should be
nature suitable for publication is Practical
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical
responsible
and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not huh' himselfintended
ritten on one side of the paper only, and should contain the name
for
a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence
for manuscripts, every effort ttwill be made io return them ifWireless.
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.2.
Practical
the Editor should be adressed : The Editor.
in
touch with the latest developments.
readers
keep
our
efforts
to
our
and
to
apparatus
of
wireless
design
in
the
progress
Owing to the rapid
the subject of letters patent.
ire give no warranty that apparatus described in our columns isinnot
" Practical Wireless " is specifically reserved throughout the" countries
published
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
Practical
therefore expressly forbidden.
signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these are
Wireless " incorporates " Amateur Wireless.'

,
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS"

2l

THE

J.
!1
f

a

BODING
,-,\

i

T

e.41*

.

want
to

q'-,-.44,

"

timi and f
money!

_

HOME
CONSTRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK
.

IN

latest issue is beautifully printed on glossy art paper with full colour cover
Packed with technical data, set building and servicing, hints, afacts and
formulae, ft
resistance co hoir code soldering hints, etc.. together with descriptions, full parts'
lists and circuits of 22 famsas ounits' as listed below, Send 2í6 (plus 4d. past).
f *3-valve superhet Feeder Unit,
* "P.W." Coronet A.C.ID.C. 4 Superhet.
*4 -valve superhet Feeder Unit (R.F. * "P.W." Coronet Battery 4 Superhet. I
stage), with hi -fl and gram, switchin g. *Tape Recorder.
f
*Ampllfcr/Power pack for both above. *3in. Oscilloscope.
*8 -valve Communications Receiver. +
*5 -valve Superhet A.C. with gram.
*Signal Tracer.
*5 -valve Superhet A.C.!D.C.
quality Amplifier.
f
*8- calve Superhet A.C. (R. F, stage'. *5 -watt
act high- fidelity push -pull Ampli *6-valve Superhet A.C. D.C. (R.F. stage).
*Simple Continuity Tester.
*Signal Generator.
*Magic Eye unit.
*Crystal Set.
*Modified 40 Feeder Unit Circuit.
*Local station high-fidelity
*" P.W." Coronet AC4 Superhet,
T.R.F. Feeder unit.
Our renowned " Easy -as-A.B.C." FULL SIZE Construction Sheets are available FREE ,
with orders enabling even the beginner to get professional results first time !
` Coil parks and I.F.Ts pre -aligned. R"e supply ALL parts for ALL circuits.

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES
Postage 23d.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free with each diode.
A large purchase of these fully
diodes
from the
GUARANTEED
manufacturers enables us to make this

!

*lier

attractive offer.

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE

Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED

NEVER BEFORE HAS

+AND EXPERT ALIKE!

Polished wood cabinet, IS¡-, post 1/3
A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT P TOY

1-

THERE BEEN

A

BOOK SO VALUABLE TO NOVICE f
DON'T DELAY -SEND TODAY!I

RODING LABORATORIES

POST RADIO SUPPLIES

(Dept. TCIO) Bournemouth Airport, Christchurch, Hants f

I 4.-4-4-4-4- 4.-4-4-4,

E.4

REPANCO

4-4. d014.-- ß-.+_1I

HICOIiSIN

DUAL -RANGE MINIATURE CRYSTAL SET
COIL with circuit. Type DRXI. 2/6.
DUAL -RANGE COIL with Reaction. With 2
mains, 2 battery and transistor circuits.
DRR2. 4/

,

Type

MATCHED PAIR DUAL -RANGE T.R.F.
COILS with Reaction. With battery, mains and
feeder unit circuits. Type DRM3.

8/- pair.

PAIR DUAL -RANGE SUPERHET COILS
with mains and battery circuits. Type SH4. 8/pair.

JUNIOR
UNIVERSAL
METER

FERRITE ROD AERIAL. Long and Medium
wave. Complete with fixing brackets. Type FRI.
12/6.

Mode! 120/1

MINIATURE I.F. TRANSFORMERS,
aligned 465 kc/s.

13

/I6jn. x

13

/I6in. x

I

Pre in. For
12/6 pair.

battery or mains receivers. Type MSE.
" R "COILS. Miniature Iron Dust Cored.
Range
Aerial
H.F.
Osc.
Price
800 -2,000
190- 550
70- 230
IS50

RAI
RA2

RHFI
ROI
3/3
RHF2
RO2
3/3
RA3
RHF3
RO3
3/3
RA4
RHF4
RO4
3/3
(Trade Supplied.)
Post 3d. on all orders.
m.
m.
m.
m.

each
each
each
each

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS LTD.
33, Much Park Street, Coventry
Telephone

:

f

save

,

i

If

Our

G.E.C. & B.T.H.

Bourne Gardens, London,

G ET

ON JUNK./

2

SPECIAL OFFER

33

CAN'T FIND WHAT'S
WRONG -GUESS I'VE
WASTED MY TIME
AND MONEY

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

each.

SURE-,

E

COPPER WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED. LITZ,
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
RESISTANCE WIRES,
loz., 2 oz. & 4 oz. REELS.
All gauges available.
B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

I
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62572

I0-range insti-vment ideal for l::^ enthuslSensitivity is t,000 o.p.v. A.0
D.C. Accuracy:
,j, D.C.
3% AC.

A small

asti_ amateur.
z.nd

RANGES

D.C.
0- .25 -IO-50 -250 -500- 1,000 -2,500
A.C.: o- Io- 50- 250-Soo- I,000- z,5o0.
Milliamps D.C. : o- I- IO -50- 500- 5,o0o.
Resistance :
o -2,000 ohms,
o- zoo,o03 ohms.
Can be extended to 20 megohms.
Automati:
overload protection fitted to meter movement.
Volts
Volts

PRICE £9.15.0. PROMPT DELIVERY
CREDIT TERMS : Nine monthly payments
of £1.4.4.
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
LTD.
Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks.
Telephone: Slough 21381. Cables Taylins, S!oug'I
:
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

& COMPONENTS
MAKING YOUR OWN ? Telescopes.
Enlargers, Projectors. or, In fact.
anything using lenses. Then get our
booklets " How to use Ex-Gov.
Lenses & Prisms," price 2/6 ea.
Comprehensive lists of optical, radio
and scientific equipment free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton. Brentwood, Essex.
AMERICAN RADIO Plans and Devices. Now available, Hundreds of
new and startling devices you can
make. Only designs of this type
available in UK. Receivers, walkietalkies, amplifiers, recorders, magic
eye alarms, etc., etc. Full lists, data,
illustrations. Free for stamp. Send
to- day. -- A.P.S.
(PW),
Sedgeford,
King's Lynn.
RECEIVERS

MIDDLESBROUGH. Largest stocks on

N, -East

coast, Radio, TV components,

FM Kits, Gram Cabinets, Tape
Decks, Leak Amplifiers, Valves, etc.
Callers only. PALMERS, 106, New-

port Road.

(Phone: 3096.i
OSMOR would like you to have Free
Practical Wiring Diagrams of the
latest published circuits with full
lists of components required. Send
'ltd. (stamps) to OSMOR RADIO
PRODUCTS LTD., 418. Brighton Rd.,
:Ali. Croydon. (Croydon 5148.) (Ste
advert.. page 559.)
THE HIWAYMAN.
A new super
Portable Radio for the home constructor; all -dry 4 -valve superhet
with Ferrite rod aerial, easy wiring
diagrams and instructions, 1/6 (post
3d.
RADIO
EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCTS LTD., 33, Much Park
St., Coventry.
12in.
GUARANTEED TELEVISION,
models, first -class picture, 5-channel,
THE
£30 each; carriage paid.
GRAMOPHONE SHOP, 19-21, Brockley Rise. Forest Hill, S.E.23.

ENGRAVING. -Amateurs and trade
can be undertaken by
in touch with
A.
G.
ENGRAVING, now at 292, Earlsfleld
Rd., London, S.W.18.
(BAT 9897.)
(Engravers to well -known makers of
Electronic Equipment used by the
Aircraft Industry, A.W.R.E., etc.)
EX. AIR MINISTRY Identification
Units, type $DF No. 1, ZC.13312, all
as new. 32/6' each unit; carr, fwd.
All steel chassis in steel case, with
only,
controls on front panel
measurements, ilin. x lin. x 12in.,

surplus
getting

weight 251bs. Each unit contains
many useful components and the
1 5Z4G, 1 VR54, 5
following valves
VR65, 2 VR66, 3 VR92, 1 CV63. and 1
VR137. From : J. A. B. JACOBSEN
LIMITED. 22, Ritherdon Rd., Balham,
London. S.W.17.
B.S.R. Monarch 3 -speed Autochange
Units, new, in maker's sealed carton,
guarantee, complete with instructions, template, suspension springs,
£9;15/ -; carriage paid: immediate
delivery. TOMLINS, 127, Brockley
Rise. Forest Hill, S.E.23.
:

TELEVISION, 9in. Models, £6/10/ -:
12in. Models. £15; all makes working:

TOMLINS.
127,
paid.
Brocklev Rise. Forest Hill, S.E.23.
9in.
EARLY MODELS
SEVERAL
Television, complete and mostly
orking. £5151- each: carriage paid.
TOMLINS. 127. Brockley Rise, Forest
Hill. SE.23. (FOR 5497.1
CB6. FM /AM with 4w output and
AFC. £26. BEL, Marlborough Yard,
London. N.19. (ARC 5078.)
SEND TO -DAY for our stock list of
T.V. and Radio Bargains, C.R.T.s,
Valves. Speakers and all Components. We are the cheapest people in
the trade. All goods sold by us are
guaranteed. VIDEO ELECTRONICS
¡LONDON) LTD., Dept. P.W.,
Bacon Street, London. E,1.

carriage

R.vr'PS : 5/6 per line or part
thereof, average the words to line.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1 - extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid and
addressed
to
Advertisement
Manager. " Practical Wireless."
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.(.2.
ELECTROLYTICS, capacity, voltage.
size. type of mounting, price pos
paid. 1,000 + 1,000, 6v, 1 x 3, clip,

3'3;

1

000

+

2,000,

6v,

x

1

3.

3/9;

122v,
} x 1}, tag, 1/9; 500, 12v.
x 11, W/E, 2 / -; 2,000, 1v, lk x 2,
W E, 3/6; 10, 25v, 1 x 1.1. W /E, 113;
25, 25v, 1 x 1$, W /E. 1/3; 50. 25v,
/t x 1}, W /E, 1/0;
100, 25v, f x
W E, 21 -; 1,000, 25v, 1 x 3, clip, 4; -;
3,000, 25v. 11 x 41, 5/8; 5,000, 25v,
11 x 41. clip, 8/6; 500. 50v, 1 x 3.
clip. 3/0; 2,500, 50v, lá x 41. clip, 6/6;
5. 150v, 1 x 111, WIE. 1/3; 8, 150v.
x il, tag, 113; 40 + 40. 1 x 2.
clip. 2/9; 200, 250v, 11 x 3. clip, 318;
100, 275/350v. 1} x 3, clip. 3/.; 16 +
16, 375v. 1 x 2, clip, 3/ -; 32 + 32
+ 8, 1) x 2, clip, 4/3; 16 + 8 + 4,
+ 250 + 250.
1 x 2, lug, 3/ -; 200
275v, 2 x 41, clip. 816; 60 + 250. 275/
350v, 1/ x 41, clip, 6/3; 16 + 16
- 8, 350/425v, 11 x 2, lug 4/3;
32
32 + 8, 350/425v, 11 x 3, clip,
5 -; 16 + 16, 350v, 1 x 2. clip. 3/8;
32 -- 32, 350v, 11 x 2, clip. 4/ -; 2.
x 2, tag, 1/ -; 100, 351)/425v,
350v.
1 x 3, clip. 4 / -; 50 + 50. 350/425v,
11 x 3, clip, 4 /6; 100 + 200. 350v,
11 x 41, clip, 7/6; 8. 450v, 1 x 2.
clip, 1/9; 20 + 10, 450v, 1 x 3. clip,
8 + 8 500v. 11 x 2, clip, 41 -;
4
Photoflash Types, 1,000 mf. 200v. 11
x 4; clip. 12/6; 1.500 mf, 275v, 21 x
41. clip, 19/6;. all all cans, some with

100,

-I

-

-

sleeves, .all voltages. wkg.. surge
where marked, new stock, guaranteed.
Television Chassis, cadmium plated
steel, size 13 x 13 x 21in.. complete
with 13 valveholders (9-B9A Pax,
Cer., 2 -B7G Cer., 1 -Int. Oct.
1 -B9A
Amph.1, 20 various tag strips, cut
away for metal rec.. line trans., etc.,
9/11 each. post paid: front and rear
tube mounts to fit above chassis, 3/pair, post paid. P.M. focus Magnets.
wide angle, tetrode tube. fully adjustable, 9/11, post paid. Scanning Coils.
wide angle, with mounting lugs. 19 /8
post paid. Vision I.F.s (2nd. 3rd
and 4th 1. freq. 34 me /s, slug tuned.
size 13/16 x 13/16 x 21in. can. set
of 3, 516, post paid. Mains Trans.

220mA. 4v 6.5A,
3A. 4v 1.5A. 2v 1.5A, 4v. 6.5A.
Pri. 0- 205 -225 -245v. 30/ -. postage
paid. Mains trans. 250- 0 -250v. 120mA.
6.3v, 2.5A. 6.3v 0.6A. Pri, 0- 110 -12517/ -,
post paid.
150- 205-225 -245v.
RADIO CLEARANCE LIMITED, 27.
340-220 -0, 220 -340v.

4v
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the air- drying black crackle
paint, 3/6 per 1 ,8th pt. can. G. A.
MILLER, 8, Kenton Park Cres.,
Kenton, Middx.
PANL,

SPEAKERS, 8 /9.

Bin. P.M.

guaran-

teed; Std.; 2 -5 ohms, bargain offer.
Post 1/9. These are genuine, cannot
Packs, 3/9.
be
repeated.
Coil
3 w wave band. including pr.. 465
I.F.s, 2 gang cond., and dial ¡similar
Metal
Post 1, 9.
drawing free).
Rectifiers, 3/9. 250e, 120ma, tested,
guaranteed. Post 1 3. O.P. Transformers, 1/3, unrepeatable price;
std., 2-5 ohms, post 9d. Line Transformers. 7/6. Ultra. Ferguson type.
Not E.H.T. type. Post 1.'6. DUKE &
CO.. 621, Rumford Rd., Manor Park,
GRA 6677:)
London. E.12.
SERVICE SHEETS, T.V. and Radio,
over 2,000 models, sale or hire;
Valves and Components. S.A.E. with
enquiries. W. J. GILBERT. 24, Frith ville Gardens. London. W.12.
;

EX, A.M. HIGH TENSION BATall perfect and fully
TERIES.
guaranteed, 90 x 71v 5/8, 150v 2/3,
Special offer. large
60 x 11 2/-,
stock to go at Midget 120v, 2/3 ea..
6 for 111 -, 20/- doz.; 221v, 2/- ea.,
for 101 -, 18/- doz.; 871v. 416
eg., 6 for 20/ -, 12 for 30/-; 30v, 1/9
ea., 6 for 8 / -, 12 for 14 /.; all Incl.
and p. S.A.E. for full list.
P.
DIGGINS, 129, Radnor St., Hulme.
:

Manchester.

15.

I.F. 10.7 MCÍS Transformers
and Ratio Det. Transformer, set of
three with receiver circuit, 12/6;
I.F. Transformers, 485 Kc /s. high Q
miniature, 5/6 pair; 5in. P.M.
Speakers, 14/6. All goods previously
FM.

2

advertised still available; p. and p.
extra. Stamp for lists. OLIVERS.
55.

Haveloi k Road. Torquay.

SELLING -OUT.. Radio Gear. £15.
B, Stocksbank Rd., Mirfleld, Yorks.
AMERICAN MAGAZINES. One year's
" Audio." 35/ -; " High Fidelity," 501.

Specimens 4/- and 5/ respectively.
Full list from WILLEN LTD. (Dept.
401. 9, Drapers' Gardens. ,London.
E.C.2.

VALVES
Valves,
EY51,
ECL80.
WANTED,
KT61, 6U40T, PL81, 35Z4. etc., etc.,
prompt cash. WM. CARVIS LTD.,

North Street, Leeds, 7.
ALL TYPES of Valves required for
103.

cash. State quantity and condition.
RADIO FACILITIES LTD.. 38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose 9090.)
FOR SALE
Tottenham Court Road. London, W.1. THE NEW AUTOMATIC twin -track,
3 -speed Collaro Tape Deck (no ampli(Telephone: Museum 9188.1
is available at PHOTO -OPTIX
THE CORPORATION OF DUNDEE fier)
LTD.. The Tap.? Recorder
invite offers for the following dis - (LONDON)
19 gns.. 73 -75, Praed
Specialists,
carded police radio equipment which St.. London, atW.2.
(PAD 2891.1
may be seen at Police Headquarters.
SHEETS, sale or
1,000s
OF
SERVICE
Dundee
SecondWest Bell Street.
New
hand 11.5 volt input Rotary Genera- hire. Stamp withof enquiries.
Radio and T.V.
only 300 volt. 300 m/a 60-page Catalogue
9
tors
Demand
output; 8 only 300 volt. 100 m/a Spares now in preparation.
Reserve your
output: 3 only 400 volt. 200 m/a out- may exceed supply.
copy at once. 1/- P.O. M. FOY. 6.
1voltG
put. B second-hand
relays. Offers Wykebeck Gardens, Leeds, 9.
with
marked " Radio Equipment " to be SALE, Radio/Television Components.
lodged with the Subscriber on or Valves,
Equipment, Transformers,
before 1st September. 1956. ROBERT Stamp for list. Box No. 277, c/o
LYLE, Town Clerk, City Chambers, PRACTICAL WIREI.ESS.
Dundee.
LAMPS.
SUN -RAY
SUPER -TONIC
Infra -Red combined.
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly. Ultra- Violet
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE, Superb therapeutic quality, controlled
automatic exposure. All
output,
Bullingdon Rd.. Oxford.
Listed £7/10/ -; our price fol -,
AUGE PURCHASE of all types of mains.
Illustrated
brochure, Dept. 14,
S.A.E.
Condensers; manufacturer's surplus, SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS,
Cleveleys,
not ex- Govt., enables us to offer them Lancs.
at extremely low prices. Send for
our free list which includes the CAR CIGARETTE LIGHTERS, 6 or 12
WHITSAM
above and other money saving bar- volt, 7/6, post free.
gains. Dept. P.W., R.S.T., 211, ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS, 18. Woodrow Close, Perivale, Middlesex.
Streatham Rd.. Mitcham, Surrey.
-

:

:
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WANTED

WIRELESS SETS, TR 1934, 1935,
1936.
RT18/ARC -1 Terminals, 1-1,
1 -4.
Bays Nos. 1 and 2, 3- channel
duplex. R. GILFILLAN & CO. LTD.,
7. High Street. Worthing, Sussex.
TUNING UNITS, Type 170, Ref.

Rotary

10D/17698;

Transformers,

Type 3, Ref. 10K/1957; Transmitter/
Receivers, RT18 /ARCI and AN/ARCS.
R. GILFILLAN & CO., LTD., 7, High
Street, Worthing. (Tel.: 8719.)

EDUCATIONAL
WIRELESS. See the world as a
Radio Officer in the Merchant Navy;
short training period; low fees;
scholarships, etc., available. Boarding and Day students. Stamp for
r

prospectus.

Colwyn Bay.

WIRELESS

COLLEGE.

CR100 (Admty. B28) all mains ni battery
receiver. 60 kc /s to 30 mots in six bands.
Ready for immediate use, needs only saes ker
or phones. Perfect condition and guaranteed
£171101 -. C. & P. 20/-. Send S.A.E. for
photo and leaflet.
Special Bargain. Few Only left. Parmeko
15 watt amplifier for 12 volt D.C. supply.
Valve line up EF36, ECC31, 2 x SLO. HRgh
Imp. and gram input. 15 ohm output.
Ideal for mobile public address. £4/10/ -.
C. & P. 15;
Send S.A.E. for photo and
leaflet.
Handwound Time - Switches.
60 -day
movement by Venner. Used but excellent
condition in diecast case. Listed at £20.
45 /- each. P. & P. 3/ -. Overload Trips, 15,
30 or 50 amp. 516.
Avo Valve Testers. Guaranteed working
order. Less book of instructions. £7/10/ p, Sr. P. 101 -.
2K Wirewound Pots, 10;- doz. 75K Wire wound Pots, 10 watts, 1/3 each.
Money back guarantee on everything.
When in Exeter call and see our large

,

stocks.

STAN WILLETS

5

VALVES

-

Guaranteed

i'CCf 1'. 1- 6AU6
DAF.;1 G 6 PY81 I( - 6B8
DF91
6 TT11
4 -6BA6
F,A50
2i- VU111 3,6 6BE6
EBC33 7/6 WTT
5/- 6B1I6
ECC83 8/- 0Z4
5/- 6BS7
CV51

1-

-

1S5

11/- 1T4
5/6 1U5

71- 3D6

76"X5
el- 7H7

6/6 6BWG
6/6 6C5

6'6 6CH6
4/8 6F12
8/6 6J5

8D2
8D3

8/7/7/6
7/8

-

902
9D6

6/6 12AH6

713

7/8
4(8
5

6/- 12K7

8/- 15D2
6/8 35L6
7/- 5005

6/6 SOLI

8

-

:

;

`

;

:

;

:

3

Replacement Elements and Bit=
always available.
1

11

"DIPLOMA" HEADPHONES

M

i

M

ightweight I

I

High Resisr -_
ance (4,000
ohms). Cornpiece with H
cord. 17/6
Ideal for CRYSTAL SETS

>71

KENROY LIMITED

i

152/297 UPPER ST.,

i

Telephone

ISLINGTON,
LONDON, N.I.
Canonbury 4905-4663

1-Finger Pianists.

Build your own electronic keyboard
and play everything I Send tor tree
leaflet. Guitar, cello, flute and trumpet
are all easy. Write now...

& S, 10 Duke St., Daringion,
Co. Durham

-

I
I

NEW BOOKS
Personal Receivers,

by

E.

N.

Cam m.

Guide to Radio,

7/6.

High Fidelity,

Bradley.

by

by
F.

'

Postage 6d.
by G.

A. Briggs.

12/6.

Postage II -.

Electronic Musical Instruments for
the Constructor. S / -. Postage 4d.
Magnetic Recording Handbook, b1
R. E. B.

by A. T.

,

Postage ¡ -.
Starr. 32/6. Postage

Hickman. 21/

Electronics,

I

1/6.

:

;

C

*

16/9

3E

ASTRAL RADIO PRODUCTS Beginner's

:

:

',-

104, High Street, Beckenham, Kent
3/6. Postage 4d.
Phone : BEC 3720.
Transistors and Crystal Diodes,
new
B. R. Bettridge. 5/ -. Postage 4d.

;

:

;>
Adjustable Bit.
Weight approx. 4 oz.
Heating Time 3 min.
40 Watt economy Consumption.
Standard Voltage Ranges.

components)

:

:

I

Standard Soldering Iron

8,6

:

;

The "TYANA"

I

5:-

:

:

For details ,apply
Southampton.
Commandant, quoting A.12.

8'6
6,6

at

qualifying

THE SCHOOL OF MARINE RADIO
Hamble.
RADAR
(A.S.T.),
AND

-

7'6
7/- 12BE6 7'6
6/- 12BH7 7f6
418 12J7
8'6

after

appointment

71- 12BA6

HOME RADIO,' 32 page illustrated
booklet. Simple wiring instructions for
Crystal Set, 1, 2, 3 Valvers, 2! -, post 3d.
TRF COILS. Specified for 'Bedside Pushbutton 4,' All Dry 3 Band, 3,' ' Push7C5, 7/6
6X4. 5,9 : 6D2. 616
6SG7, 4/6
10F1. 9/6 12AU7, 7/6 12BE6, DH76 (12Q7) button 4,' etc.. 6/6 pr.. post 6d. Pushbutton Unit with modification data 7.' -.
U76 (3554). 78
7/6
W76 (12K7), 7/6
WAVE HF Coil.
for
EF39, 5i6 EF36. 3/9 EF80 DEAL
EBC33, 7/8
' Summer All Dry Portable,'Specified
Modern 1
EY51, 10'6
8/6 : EL91. 516: ECC85. 9/6
Valver,' Modern 2 Valver,''B 7 G Batter,
ÉCL80, 9/6 EY86, 11/8 EL84, 916 EF54
Miniature,' etc., 4/3, post 3d.
416: PCL83, 9/6 PL83. 11!6 PY81, 918
'FT'S Miniature, l" x 1 .1"x 21' in cans. Extra
UF41, 8i6 UCH42, 9/6 ; UY41, 8.6. P. & p
high Q.' Special offer, 8'6 pr., post 6d.
extra.
K COILS, AC. B'pass 3,' 3/3 each, nost 6d.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES.
FRAME AERIALS. M.W., 5 / -, post 4d.
G.E.C., 1/- each ; 9/6 doz. D. & p. 33.
11.F. CHOKE (Osmor Q.C.1), 8/9, post 4d.
TRIPLET 1 mA meter rectifiers brand new, Crystal Set Coils,
L. & M.W., 26, post 3d.
5/6 each, p. & p. 3d.
82, Centurion Road, Brighton
:

Road, London, N.8.
THERE IS a national shortage of
Mercantile Radio Officers. Why not
make Communications your cazeer ?
You can be assured of a sea -going

6'-

TELEKIT SUPPLY

valves for 12/6, p. & p. extra.
EF50. 6K7G. EF39. EF36, 9D2, TT11, 5 for 9i8
-p, & p. extra. ATP4, 5 for 9 /6. P. & P. extra
SP61, 5 for 9/d. p. & p. extra. 6SN7. 7/8
6SL7, 7/6 6V6G, 7/6 6K7G, 3/9 : 6K7M
6K8G, 7/9
6AQ5. 8'9
416 : 6J5M, 4/6
:

'

6/- 12AX7 7:6

EF51
5/- 364
81- 8K7C
EF53(P.ed) 3V4
6/- 4D1
4/- 6K7M
EF55
9/- 6A8
7/6 6SA7
EF91
7/- 6A101 7/6 6U7
EL32
6/- 6AM6 7'- 6V6
EY51 12/- 6QÁ5 7.6 GX4
Postage 6d. extra. (Also all

43, SPON LANE,
WEST BROMWICH, STAFFS.

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER -Any

MERCHANT NAVY Wireless School.
Overseas House, Brooks' Bar, M /cr 16.

573

Practical Radio
Engineers home study courses of
Radio and TV Engineering are recognised by the trade as outstanding
and authoritative. Moderate fees to
a limited number of students only.
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free,
" The Practical Radio Engineer
journal, sample copy 2/-, 6.000
Alignment Peaks for Superhets. 5/9.
Membership and Entry Conditions
booklet, 1/ -. All post free from the
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, FairSeld
INCORPORATED

T/V and RAD10.- A.M.Brit.I.R.E..
City and Guilds, R.T.E.B. Cert.. etc.,
on " no pass-no fee " terms. Over
95% successes.
Details of exams.
and home training courses in all
branches of radio and T /V; write
for 144-page handbook free, B.I.E.T.
(Dept. 242G), 29, Wright's Lane,
London, W,8.

EF3)

'hone : Exeter 56687.

IVES 2392

!

EF33

120 Fore Street, Exeter

:

Electrical" Technology send for our
144 -page handbook -free and
post
free. B.LE,T. (Dept. 242A), 29,
Wright's Lane, London, W.S.
FREE
Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio,
Television, and all branches of
Electronics. Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast or for those aiming at
the A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds.
R.T.E.B.. and
other Professional
examinations. Train with the college
operated by Britain's largest Electronics organisation. Moderate fees.
Write to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.
PW28, London, W.4.
WIRELESS. -Day and Evening Class
instruction for P .M.G. Certificate of
Proficiency and Amateur Wireless
Licence. Morse instruction only if
required, also postal courses. Apply
BST., LTD., 179, Clapham Rd.,
London, S.W.9.

ECL80

ELECTROSURP

Tel.

CITY AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.)
on ' no pass -no fee " terms. Over
95% successes.
For full details of
modern courses in all branches of

Please write or call for lists.

`

MORSE

CODE

Training

Send for the Candler
'

BOOK OF FACTS
all

lt gives details of
Courses which include
a Special one for acquiring amateur licence.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. Dept. 5L0

52b, Abingdon Road, London, W.B.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

www.americanradiohistory.com

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.,
12,

Little Newport St., London, W.C.2.

(adjoining Lisle Street)
ANNAKINS SPECIAL BARGAINS
Recr. R3515 with 21 valves. l -EF36.
EF39. 3-EBC33, 1 -EA50. 10 -VR65. 1 -EE24.
Six stage 14 M/c T.F. strip. With relays an
lots of small parts. New, in original Transit
Cases. Only 45/ -, carriage free!
Amplifier. No. 367 with 7 valves. 7-807.
2-635. 1 -61t7G, 2 -EB34, 5 transf., 2 relaye.
2 -LT Recto.. 45 other parts, soiled chassis.
Only 37/6, Carr. free. Money Back Guarantee.
LI, ASHFIELD PLACE, OTLEY, YORIO

I-

.
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NEW 5th Edition
"Wireless World

'

'(RADIO) LIMITED
3 -34

LISLE STREET, LONDON.W,C.2

Price 4/6

TELEPHONE: GERRARD. 8204/9155

Post 6d.

SERVICING

By Harry
Postage Is. Od.

'MAINTAINING

Brand new and boxed, complete with
all valves and circuit. BC453, 190/550
kc's, 69/6. BC.XXX, 1.5/3 me /s, 75/ -,

COMMAND

Mileaf.

23s. Od.

415.3 me /s, 22/6 ;
2 -1,3 me /s, 29/6.

HI -FI
Marshall.

EQUIP-

3071t. reel bare copper

20s. Od.

110,

4Ss. Od.

BOOK

FORMERS. Brand new and boxed.
Type I. Input 12 volt D.C. Output
250 volt 80 m /a, 22'6. Type 2, Input
6 volt D.C. Output 250 volt 80 rn'a,

ohm

I

Batzenl.

_

12

AR.88 SWITCH ASSEMBLIES. Ceramic

10

Brand new and boxed, 17.6

Selectivity-

-5

Accurate Dial Calibration

Easy, Effortless TuningMorse

_

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books
Write or call for our catalogue.

Op

High Sensitivity-

ISs. Od

The MODERN BOOK CO.

ohm, I-

mp, 7/6. I ohm 12 amp, 6/6.
amp less slider, 4/6.

(MK

Postage 9d.

22 6.
14

N. Renton.

By R.

Postage Is. 6d.

INTERNATIONAL TUBE HAND-

TRANS-

Phone : PADdington 4185
Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m.

JACK PLUG LEADS. 6ft. screened lead
faced with 2 standard P.O. jack plugs, 3,-

MOTOR

YOU WILL NEVER SEE
AGAIN

BARGAIN.

PRICES LIKE THESE

Garrard 200/250 volt A.C. gram
with
turntable.
motors complete
Adjustable speed 0 -45 r.p.m. Ideal for
L.P. records. Only 22/6 each.

rera n -1 at

,

....Indus

gouda tdept.

't

F.1DD1"ST(1\'1:
.. íg 141_! ..

!

I,..1,,,

,dear

(Motir t'.`;,1.)

BRAND NSW VALVES.

r-

t

e,

Maker's

de
6"11-7 C +H- It F I
2 /9. 6K6(IT
3 /9.
('lain enrton ":
rectifier. 126 m.4 at cv, v.,. 919. EMI.
h
o
aítype,
6.002
new
Collins
t,
Brand
nhle. dindes/. 1/..
1CHti
SPECIAL OPFER:
6 valve. as above for 1319 '1/6 post, etc.,.
6,000 ohm, 20 watt, 1216 each.
NEW SURPLUS MICAS. Wire-ended. T,. 20no.
TRANSFORMER BARGAINS
pl'. One doz. ea.h value for 319 po-, 9d.'.
Output 5, 10, ELECTROLYTICS. 4" m f,1 250 a, 219. 0_o _ ,nid.
1. Input 230 volt 50 cycle.
0511 1.. 41,1. 02
16 nad. Si," t 3/9.
15, 20, 25 or 30 volt 5 amp, 29/6.
9,sor1nn10 of .2
2. Input 230 volt 50 cycle. Output 7, 14,1 NEW CARBON RESISTORS.
di7«,ent watt. 210, 12 different' tint and 5 aen,
21 or 28 volt 12 amp, 42/6.
Both .tertio, pnxt 6d,
216.
ROTARY SWITCHES. 260 v. 73 a, donhic pa ,
FIELD TELEPHONES. Type Don
Attractive ku"i, , th chrome insert. 1/6.
VALUE FOR MONEY STOCK LINES,
Mk: 5. Ideal for inter- office or house
500 v. WIRE -ENDED CERAMICS. 11 th,.
Supplied
complete
communication.
torommeolic.
I,r r
"11 the market, for current
with all equipment and two 1.5 v.
cells ready co operate, 39/6 each.
I,11
1:4t4 2141. _ t1. ¡,Pí11, at(n. 4711, 1 foie,. '2411111.
,1111,
11,,11,,9 pr.. l0d.
8d- 7/6 doz..
tit

I

nntpn:. similar nt 61.e,

TRANSFORMERS.

MODULATION

E

TIRE

each.

GRAM

=_

or Telephony-

Plus Utmost Reliability
and Consistency of
Reception.

23, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

19

each.

This description is often
loosely applied to various
forms of short-wave sets,
and the " Communications "
Receiver is certainly prim-

good deal more than just a
ITS specishort -waver.
fications must cover

Postage Is. Od.

PRINCIPLES.

Ideal for amplifiers, etc., 4/6 each.

SLIDER RHEOSTATS.

a

cations" Receiver must be a

TELE- COMMUN!CATIONS

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERTS

wavechange.

Its. 6d. Postage 9d.

By G. A. Briggs.

ROTARY

:

arily concerned with short
waves. BUT truly to merit
the title, the " Communi-

SWEEP AND MARKER GENERATORS FOR TELEVISION AND
RADIO.
By R. G. Middleton.

3/6.

AMERICAN

.

HIGH-FIDELITY : THE WHY
AND HOW FOR AMATEURS,

volt operation, 2,6.
aerial wire,

23s. Od.

Postage Is. 6d.

and

BUZZERS. Brand new and boxed, 36

AERIAL WIRE.

J.

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HAND30s. Od.
BOOK.
By A.R.R.L.

crystal,
new and boxed, 29/6 ;
valves

By

Postage Is. Od.

TRANSMITTERS.

with

Complete

MENT.

CHAN-

RECORD

GERS.

BENDIX COMMAND RECEIVERS

WHAT

DATA .. COMMA lrt'_1rlr IONS
Characteristics of over 2,500 Valves, It E (' I(' iV F.IIt ?
Transistors and C.R. Tubes
VALVE

G.W-

1

IS A TRUE "Communications"
Receiver designed and built to
fulfil the exacting requirements of
the professional and the discerning
amateur who must have

111

I

I,-

=
_

:±1.

CONSISTENT
WORLD -WIDE
RECEPTION

_

,

HEADPHONE ADAPTORS. High to
iow impedance matching, 1/3 each.
METER SWITCHES. Yaxley type.
pole, 12 way, 8 bank, 7/6 each.

E WOUND RESISTORS 111sne
vi4,1.
25. 50.

I

DEAF

30 -I,

Brand

:

t

new

chassis

earpieces. 3,6. Leads, II -. Spare valves,
Ck525, 26. Spare I meg pots w switch,

I

p.m,

Open

a.m.all

l

.

I.

,

1

l

THE
" 840A "
EDDYSTONE
COSTS £55.0.0, and is avail- =
able from stock at WEBB'S
RADIO
E
lIlIIIIltI

Fully

free on

brochure

IIIIIIIIItr

16and
I

'

h p.m., Thursday,

9

.

construction.
.stem., 1,051,
.1 9d.
is
te t le let 61
PRACTICAL F.M. -- P.N. full, caL.inri with lotfor
thome construction.
"' "' '

I :

;

,

complete with 3 sub-miniature valves,
crystal mike, tone and volume controls,
etc.. less only outside bakelite case,
19'6 each. Clip in batteries, 2/9 pr.

HOURS OF BUSINESS

.si'

I

:

4/6 each.

AIDS.

re:dr,n'!.
I. :K. K,
In u.. 116:
4 -'K, I0K, s
1/3
1st:. +K. 203. 20K. 0::K, :,
,. 119:

tl(:íl,,

is ,t., 119:
n, ".. 2/3
-17K.:, n., 2/8 lo a., 2 /6,
EXPANDED POLYTHENE COAX. Latest trim,
e rot It:url
r Ill, 9d.
r
COAX FITTINGS. fluas, Malt. 1/3: female. 91 -:
116: Coupler. 1111.1e. "neken. 116: I-ine
"m,',or ,pernl:u,ent Joins. 1/3: 09/let Bo.. 4/6.
LATEST " GEN "BOOBS
TRANSISTOR
PRACTICAL TRANSISTORS de
circuits r
CIRCUITS. -Voila these n
.1'., 8d.
n home moule transi-tore 3/6.
HOME -MADE AERIALS FOR TV AND F.M. In
and ,omble data. 8 /6. r,,., 3d.
AMATEURS.
RADIO -CONTROLLED MODELS FOR

TRANSFORMERS.
or output, 20 -I, 2/6. Multi

TRANSISTOR
Inter stage
ratio, -I to

l'-

9/6

I

I

.

I

Saturday.

print name and address clearly and
include postage or carriage on all items.
Please

`K` I'

I

I

i

l

'-"

'i ° ""

1

.

"
'VALVEEQUIVALENT&

da

s /a,-arola,a1.6
s
(Mall , ter loth,
rnit "t'l'1. If UffiAla 1..1 ?T 3d.
1

1

-

1

1

"'"t

æ

REED &FORD

t"d''r'g

o11

orvIers

"udrr 12-

AINSDALR. SOUTHPORT.

www.americanradiohistory.com

14 SOHO ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1

Telephone : GERrard 2089,
Mon., Tues., Wed, ans. Fri.
Shop Hours :
9 a.m. -5.30 p.m. Thursday, 9 a,m- to 7 p.m.
Saturday, 9 a.m, to I p.m.

October, 1956.
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GRAM -PAK AMPLIFIERS
Complete (3.19.6 P28 P
This midget 9-watt amplifier fits neatly
into any record player leaving ample room
for speaker, 7' x ii' x il'. Suitable with
any speaker and all modern crystal 3 -speed
pick -ups. For 200 -260 v. A.C. Perfect, distortfonless, quality guaranteed.
ACCESSORIES:
BSR crystal turnover P.U., £1.14.6.
7° x 4" elliptical speakers. 19s. 6d.
BSR 3 -speed player unit with above
P,U., £4.12.8d.
The complete outfit ready for
your cabinet, 29.10.0 post free.
Cd. stamp for details of this and other models.

CABINETS &
HI -FI
EQUIPMENT

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS_

Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed
Tested Radio Designs.
FOUR NEW DESIGNS
the " STARTER." A " hot " One -valver
for batt; operation. Iron dust -cored coil.
M L waves. Verÿ efficient. Ideal for begin':er or as a good " stand -by-" Set. DiSheet.
cith full instructions, 31-.post free.
The " SEAFARER ". 2 -V. batt. operation.
'.1 L waves plus FULL TRAWLER band.
Iron dust -cored coils. Good speaker sags. A
-rally fine little Set' D /Sheet, 3/ -. post free
The "STAR" 2 -V. batt. operation. A
powerful little Set for good reception of

We can supply any Cabinet
to your own specification

-

L stations. Iron dust -cored coil. Simple
'nit very efficient. D /Sheet, 3 -. post free.
TO ALL D.R. 2 OPERATORS
Convert your D.If.2 to a 3-V. T.R.F. model
with a specially designed Add -on H.F. Unit.
Sheet. 3' -. post free.
SEND 2'd. STAMP FOR DETAILED LIST.
NI

-

I

ELECTRO- ACOUSTIC LABS.
TAIN

L. ORMOND SPARKS (Pl,
Valley Road, Corfe Castle, Dorset

SCOTLAND
SHORI WAVE

ROSS -SHIRE

H.A.C.

Broadcast in Your Own Home
The New high ly

EQUIPMENT

years for ..
Noted for over
S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality.

" The

18

Sensitive
Microphone incorporating
a specially- wound
transformer
designed to match any
Radio or Radiogram.
mains or battery.
Hours of amusement
at a party, good fun
for all the family.

"

This beautifully made cabinet is oat;
veneered mahogany interior and iwaxed finished. Available in any shad,
to order at sl,ightly extra cost.
We can also supply and fit this or an,/
cabinet with the latest Hi -Fi amplifiers.
tuners, transcriptor units, record
changers, speakers, etc.

Improved designs with Denco coils :
One -Valve Kit, Model "C"
"E Price, 25/MPTwo
All kits complete with all components.

acc- scories, and full instructions.
Before ordering call and inspect a
demonstration receiver, or send
stamped, addressed envelope for
descriptive catalogue.
"H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS
011l.Bond Street,
(Dept. TH),

Suitable for baby
alarms and many
other purposes. Not
a toy but a guaranteed working instrument.
Full instructions enclosed.
Made to s
21/-.
POST
ÓÚR
RICE 15/ FREE.
Trade supplied
E. CLAPSHAW
369, Alexandra Rd., Muswell Hill,
London. N.10;

Send for comprehensive illustrated catalogue of cabinets, chassis, autochanper,..
speakers. etc., all available on easy H.P.
terms.

LEWIS RADIO COMPANY

ndo

111111111&

111211EIRE

Contemporary"

£9. 15.6

TELETRON FERRITE ROD

-

120, GREEN LANES,
PALMERS GREEN, LONDON,
BOWes Park 6064

AN ALL TIMES FIRST
BY I{ &M

:-

PULLÍN
100
SERIES

TEST METER

pull Direct coupled amplifiers
with the following features
Direct coupling over three valves.
Push

:

Wound on high permeability Ferroxcube
rod. MW., 8/9 ; Dual -wave, 12/9.

TRANSISTOR COILS.-315 kc /s, I.F.T.s
and Osc. coils in cans (I x jin,), 6/6 each.
MW. Transistor Ferrite Aerial (type FRM /2),
10/- each,

THE TELETRON
266,

CO., LTD.

Nightingale Road, London,

N.9

..O

,

:.:.:.: ..:.:. %

O.

Fitlelia
?
HAND
BUILT
RADIO
UNITS

i

COUPLE,-

Zero Phase shift from lowest to highest

.

% Eleetro

2,

Acoustic
Developments,
:.Amburet Road; Telscombe Cliffs, Susses,%

;.j.0.

..; .00..x. .,.j

AS1
.

Ds

.N

FULLY

The construction of two amplifiers of
the above specification are described
in our new book

FRITH RAD OCRAFT

OUR TECHNICAL STAFF.

2/6 from local bookseller or
2/9 post 'free.
All components for 10 W. or 20 W.
models available from stock.

PHONE

NEWPORT PAGNELL,
BUCKS PHONE 257

58027

J
1

VALVES

New Tested and Guaranteed
1115

718
7/8

155

1T4
iiS4

7;8

7;6

:i\'4
6z4G
I

All parts in stock for :
Viewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleking, etc.
Easy Terms available.
lid. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

TAMES H. MARTIN & CO.,
FINSTIHVAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE

t' 1,VERSTUN,

LTD1

28 NIGH STREET

LEICESTER

Price

KENDALL & MOUSLEY LTD.
18, Melville Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, 16.

GUARÁN( TEED

SENT POST FREE FOR £2 . 10. 0 AND
NINE FURTHER MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF £1.4.6. CASH PRICE £12.7.6.

DIRECT COUPLED PUSH PULL AMPLIFIERS

THE¡ RADIO AND TELEVISION
y
COMPONENTS

FIDELIA
. Fidelia
MAJOR IO
AAI /FM models give reception of
.V.H.F. high quality transmissions.
plus normal wavebands,
Major
AM
/FM 12 valves, £44. De -Luxe .
AM /FM 11 valves,
-. F.M.O.
: Tuner. £14 3 -. Data £33112/
sheets free.
:

DIE
T

frequency.

BY

HOW 2527

:s

RANGES
IOOyA to 1000 V
21

:-

Stamp for complete list and circuits

Io,000n/v

AC/DC

Static Balance.
Heavy Negative Feedback.

LANCS.

www.americanradiohistory.com

;6

6BW6
e,15G

12AT7
12AU7
807

7/6
5/8
9/9/8/9

ECLBD

EF39
EF41
EFT()

EF82

EL41
EL84
ECH35
9/- EY51
tiBE6
ECH42 10 /EZ40
7/6
\t 'l'('HED PAIRS, EL84, 23/- : GVGG
P. 17'- : 6BW6, 18/- ; KT33C, 19/8:
8I6
8.8
7 6

r4L5
AM6

EBC41

EBF80

9/6
101-

1611

5,8
10,9/6

4/9
10,-

10/8

11/6

and
807.
pair.
1 /1Ll "111; ('ON'I'ROLS, small, long spd.,
3 S.P,. 4l- D.P., 46. All values.
P:\ PI: It BLOCKS, 4 mfd., 1,000 v. wkg., 2'3.

I

14 6 per

:

Sr

P. 6d.
R. J.

1

COOPER (G8BX)

32, SOUTH END, CROYDON, SURREY

Croydon 9188

-

576

October, 1956

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Three hours'
RECORDING & PLAYS 4CIC
with the

(Regd. Trade Moro)

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

EDIIOR
TAPE

ILLUSTRATED

RECORDERS

British and
Foreign Pats.

Detachable
bit type (List
No. 64)
Reg. Designs,
etc.

Protective Shield

-

Increased sensitivity
independent Bass and Treble
controls -fully automatic -two
speeds. Complete with mic. and
1,800ft. spool of Long Play Tape,
4580e. Also available Editor Super Hi -Fi,
with additional Loin. speaker in lid, 62 gns.

(List No. 68)

THE M.O.S. PERSONAL CREDIT PLAN

Used by all discerning and careful buyers, the M.O.S.

Catalogues

Personal Credit Plan provides easy repayment terms
coupled with low service charges. For example, you can
buy the above tape recorder in this way, the deposit being
500c. Please let us know your requirement and we will
quote details by return. Send your deposit with your
order, allowing sufficient for carriage and packing extra,
in order to secure your needs. Please specify over what
period (up to a Maximum of 18 months) you wish to repay
and the necessary forms will be sent to you immediately.
CREDIT SALE TERMS are also available if you prefer
these. Repayment by 9 equal monthly instalment,. Send

Head Office, Sales:

sent

FREE

ADCOLA
PRODUCTS

LTD.
Te'eahone3

MA9aulay 4272

&
A

for details.

Gauden Road,
Clapham High
St., London,
S.W.4

:

3101

M.O.S. Personal Credit Plan facilities arc
available on

E.

33, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

Selection of fine Bargains at
rite talk-G tottitd Shop

t

Command Receivers. BC- 453 -B, 190-500 Kris., L2/17/6

each

;

3 -6 Mc /s., El /S/ -each ; BC- 455 -B, 6-9.1 Mc /s., EI!S/ -each.
Fully valved, less dynamotors (not new). Plus 3/- p.p.
Command Transmitters. BC- 458 -A, 5.3 -7 Mc /s., BC- 459-A,
7-9.1 Mc /s., E2 each.
Fully valved, less dynamotors (not new),
Plus 3!- p.p.
AN /APNI TRANSDUCER. This unit consists of Magnet and Coil
which is attached to an aluminum diaphragm suspended freely and
air_ perforated to prevent air damping. Mounted on a ceramic
cover which sits over the diaphragm is a form of 2-gang capacitor
which has a swing from 10-50 pF. The above unit is used as part
of Wobbulator described on page 252 of the June Wireless
World. Price 7/6, post paid.
I.F. Amplifier Unit. 460 Kc /s. with IT4 Brand New and Boxed.
Fully screened in plug in Box. Size 2'." x I" x 4.'. ". Price 10/- ea. with
circuit. P.us I/- p.p. .
R.F. Units. R.F.24 20-30 Mc /s, switched tuning, valved, 9/6 ea.
R.F.25 40-50 Mc /s, switched tuning, valved, 9/6 ea. Packing and
postage 3/- 'ea
Vibrator Packs (Mallory). I2V input 150V 40 mA, size 5.'_."
x 5;' x 3 ", 17/6 each ; 12V input 275V 80mA, size 5" x 51" x 3 ",
25.- each ; 6V input 275V 80mA, size 41." x 6" x 44" with harness,
35,- each. All plus 2/6 p.p.
Miniature I.F. Strips. Size 101" x 21" x 3' frequency 9.72 Mc /s.
EB.91 DET /AGC.,
EF.91 I.F., Amps.
Line -up : 2 EF92's and
EF9I AGC Amp. and EF.91 limiter. Circuit supplied. Price, less
valves, S/- each, post paid.
Make a Miniature Pocket Radio. Incorporating high " Q "
technique using the new Ferrite rod. Made possible by simple
conversion of an ex -Govt. hearing aid, E1.6.0, post paid, with
circuit diagram, kit of components and full instructions. Batteries
.er.ra : I.5V I.t. (type DIS), Rd.: 30V h.t. (type BI19), 4/3.
NOTE : ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES TO DEPT. ' P'
BROS. LTD. Telephone LANgham 0141

BC- 454-B,

'

1

PROOPS

52

Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

Shop Hours: 9-6 p.m. Thursday: 9 -1 p.m.

all equipment sold by us.

& C. MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.

Open all day Saturdays

RodioTGentre,
MUSeum 6667.

S. & R. ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.
"MULLARD " 3 WATT AMPLIFIER. A very low.

distortion of only lk %. High efficiency 3 ohms output
Transformer. Wired and tested at £5.5.0. Dc luxe
Model £6.6.O.
" MULLARD " 10 WATT AMPLIFIER at competitive
price now being completed. Write for details as below.
S. & R.31 WATT AMPLIFIER. Similar to 3 watt amplifier but with twin triode mixer preamp stage allowing
mixing of inputs, each separately controlled. Negative
feedback. High efficiency output transformer for 3
ohms speaker. Separate variable tone control. Wired
and tested at £5.5.0. Wonderful value.
S. & R. 81 WATT PUSH PULL AMPLIFIER. Twin
input for records or F.M. unit. Switched and compensated for long playing and standard records. Large
type S. & R. output transformer of very high efficiency.
2 twin triodes plus 2 latest all glass output pentodes
and heavy negative feed back. Completely wired and
concert tested. £15.15.0.
" QUALTAPE " 2 SPEED RECORDING TAPE
DECK. All metal. No push buttons. Mechanical
brakes. No belt drives or clutches. Switch controlled
speed change from top of deck plate. Price £17.17.0.
300 V.H.T. POWER PACK. 6.3 volts. 2? amps C.T.Lt
complete with rectifier valve. 60 mills. Price £3.10.0
Demonstrations given at Works on request.
NO EX W.D. VALVES USED.
These fine electronic products are detailed in our new
illustrated list. Write for copy, enclosing 3d. postage
stamp.
Sole nfannfáelurer.e
S. & R. ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED
15 OTLEY ROAD. BRADFORD 3, YORKSHIRE. Tel.: Bradford 31782
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTE
'l'!t l:.SE blueprints are drawn

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL

Blueprint

\o. o/
Blueprint
¡'6d. each
1937 Crystal Receiver

1

" Junior " Crystal

The

PW7I*
PW94*

2s. each

" Crystal

Dual - Wave
Diode "

í'W95*

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2s. each
The " Pyramid " Onevalver (HF Pen)
..
The
Modern
One valver
Two -valve : 2s. each
The Signet Two ID &
LF1

...

Summit Three (HF Pen,
D Pen)

The
3

"

" Straight
LF (RC &

Rapide

(D,

2

Trans))

F. J. Carom's

(HF,

Three

" Sprite "
Pen,

PW37*

D,

PW87*
The All -dry Three
..
PW97*
Four-valve : 2s. each.
Fury Four Super (SG,
SG, D, Pen)
... PW34C*
Mains Operated
Two-valve : 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two (D, Pow) ...
l'W 19*
Three -valve : 3s. 6d. each.
A.C. Band -Pass 3
PW99*
Four-valve : 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
D, Pen)
PW20*
A.C. Hall -Mark (HF
Pen. D, Push Pull) ...
PW45*

:

J.

PW10I*

Blurprit,

SHORT -WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One-valve : 2s. each.
S.W':
One- valver
for
American
...
... A W429*

Two -valve : 2s. each.
Ultra -short Battery Two

MISCELLANEOUS

each.

12

sheets),

7s. 6d.

TELEVISION
" Argus " (6in. C.R. Tube). 2'6*
" Super -Visor " (3 sheets), 7.6*
" Simplex "

The
The
The
The P.T. Band

If"

III Converter

r(

I

'

-*

... WM402*

(SG. det Pen)

S.W. Converter -Adapter
(I valve)
... PW48A*
The P. \V. 3 -speed Auto grani
...(2 sheets), 7s. 6d.*
The P.W. Monophonic
Electronic Organ

Four-valve : 3s. each.
A.W. Short Wave Worldbeater (HE Pcn, D, RC,
Tr,;ns)
AW436*

Standard
Four -salver
Short -waver (SG, D.
LE. Pt
WM383*

\lains Operated
Four-vulve : 35.
Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
RC. Trans) ...
... W\1391*

,towleurs
news

MISCELLANEOUS
nlhu,iest's Power Amplifier I0 \\ at!,) I? -1 \V'M3S7*

I

(

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

STRAIGHT SETS
Ono...

AW'387*

Mains Operated

P\V52*
each.
PW I00*

W.c.2.

PORTABLES

One -valve : 2s.
B.B.C.
Special
valver
...

2s. each.

Carom's 2-valve
Superhet
Mains Operated : 3s. 6d.
" Coronet " A.C.4
AC ¡DC " Coronet " Four

PW38A*

Battery Operated

SUPERHETS
F.

PW88*

Is. 6d.
The " Mini-Four " Alldry (4 -valve superhet)

PW82*

3s. each

Batten Sets

2s. each.

(D, Pen)

2s.

PW98*

P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Maao_Yne.
Send tpreferablyI a postal order to
cover the oust. "f the Blucpr :nt.
(stamps over lid. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL. WIRELESS. Blueprint
Dept.. George Ni wires. Ltd.. 'Power
House. Southampton Ntro,.;. titand.

Three -valve : 2s. each.
Experimenter's
Shortwave Three (SG, D,
Pow) ...
...
... PW30A*
The Prefect 3 (D. 2 LF
(RC and Trans))
PW63*
The Band- spread S.W.
Three (HF, Pen, D,
(Pen), Pen)
...
...
PW68*

PW76*

band receiver)
...
Three -valve : 2s. each

:

Simple S.W. One -valver
Two -valve : 2s. each.
Midget Short -wave Two

3s. each

Modern Two -valver (two

Thus

Battery Operated
One -valve

lull
containing

issues

Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears.

SHORT -WAVE SETS

PW93*
PW96*

t

'l'he

size.

-(ript'ons of thee sets

are now out
print. but an asterisk denotes
that constructional details are available, free with the blueprint.
The,indes letters which precede the

of

.Vo.

WIRELESS

CRYSTAL SETS

11

,.e

Two -vale : 2s. each.
Consoaectric Two (D,
Pen), A.C.
...
...

AW'403

I

i,tener's

5-wall

Amplifier (3

A.C.
... W\1392*

-)

De Tow Concert A.C.
Electrogranl 12 -I
...

It

l' :li

1

t

11

\N

1\4403*

I'll

Th's coupon is available until Oct. 6th,
1956 and must accomna.ry all Queries,
in accord with the notice on
Isent
our " Open to Discussion " page.
I PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Oct. 1956.

I
I

- - -_I

Published on the -th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Stran I. London.
and printed In England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. Exmoor Street: London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New feat. nd
GORDON & oorcn 'A,sia). LTD. South Africa
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD. Subscription rate including postage. l'or
Inland 18s., Abroad lbs. (ìd. tCanada Iris.) Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post,
one year
:

:

:
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for the
ihome constructor 1

eO
_

e

4 THE G.E.C. `nine- one -two PLUS'
This publication contains step -by -step wiring
instructions for this high quality Amplifier
together with many additional features of
exceptional interest to the Home Constructor.
your dealer or by
PRICE

post
the

-

3d. extra

-

G.E.C. Valve
4!'rom
Electronics Dept.

from

and

4 THE "FM PLUS" TUNER
The " FM PLUS " Tuner is ideal for
use with the ' nine -one -two PLUS'
Amplifier and the publication gives
constructional details and suggested
circuits for inter- station noise suppression and a "magic eye " tuning
indicator.
'V
THE

Ives
GENERAL

2/6

PRICE

MAKE

SOUND

USING

BY

Contains 5 cores of
extra -active, non -corrosive
Ersin Flux. PreventsoXidation
and cleans surface oxides.

II lF' IC ICI,
ALL-IN-ONE

SIZE

5

RADIOMETER

* Circuit Test
* L.T. & H.T. Tests

*

.

mA Test
* Valve Test

3216

36 -37,

UPPER

THAMES

ST.,

Wherever precision soldering
is
essential. manufacturers,
engineers and handymen rely
on MULTICORE. There's a
MUI.TICORF SOLD; R just made
for the job you have in hand.
Her,' are some of them.

u

for printed circuits.

MULTICORE

FOR METAL FABRICATION
(km wire -to -tag faints)
Contains 2 cores

of Aras flux. Flux
residue is easily

removed with
water.

SIZE 8 CARTON

tI -

'r'

Vi

flandrnuarc Carron

6d.

BIB WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

Strips insulation
whimat nicking wire,
cuts wire cleanly,
splits extruded

CO
tt

flex 3,8 each

COMPLETE

PIFCO LTD., WATLING ST., MANCHESTER
a -d

Lsn

In addition to the well-known
Home Constructors Pack (containing 19ft. of 18 s.w.g.
60;40 alloy) a similar
pack is now available containing
Oort. of 22 s.w.g.
'tt/74
60/40 alloy
especially suitable

Car
xoltages, also Household Appliances,
Lighting Systems, Bell Circuits, etc. May be
CNLY
used on A.C. or D.C. mains.

to:-

HANDYMAN'S
CARTON
Suitable for 200 6`
average joints.

SIMPLY

JOINTS

ARAX

VB PACK

Pitco All -in -One RADIOMETER for the
pr.:ctical testing of all types of radio and electrical
,tp .uratus. You can carry out continuity and
re istance tests, check H.T., L.T., and G.B.

W.C.2

CARTON

-

HOME CONSTRUCTORS

the

Ohtainah'e from roar local dealers.
Hire for informative folder

1

LONDON

Multitore

ERSIN MULTICORE

]Pt

-

Electronics Dept.

KINGSWAY

MAGNET HOUSE

ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

-

from your dealer or by
5d. extra
from
post
the G.E.C. Valve and

LONDON,

4

E.C.4

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE WERKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.
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